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Preface

Regulatory reform is acknowledged by APEC as a key element of structural reform, and is one of the five priority work streams identified in the 2004 APEC Leaders’ Agenda to Implement Structural Reform Towards 2010 (LAISR). Regulatory reforms to improve the business environment are also among the priorities for the Singapore APEC year in 2009.

Regulation is an important government tool and is an integral part of a well functioning economy. Regulatory reforms remove unnecessary obstacles to competition, innovation and growth, and ensure that regulations efficiently serve important social objectives.

By creating and maintaining appropriate regulatory reform frameworks, APEC economies can facilitate well functioning markets, and allow the economy to operate more efficiently to the benefit of its citizens. A regulatory reform framework can also improve the process of formulating and reviewing regulation, and can help governments strike a balance between the needs and benefits of regulation and the cost imposed on the various stakeholders.

This is why we decided that this year’s APEC Economic Policy Report (AEPR) should focus on regulatory reform. Following the tradition of previous years’ AEPRs, this report contains three chapters. The first chapter outlines the link between structural and regulatory reform, the key elements of a good regulatory reform framework, and introduces the use of regulatory impact analysis. The second chapter measures the relationship between regulatory reform efforts, proxied upon the World Bank’s Ease of Doing Business indicators and other international benchmarking indicators, and improvements in the domestic business environment, and concludes that the enforcement of regulatory reforms is as important as the regulations themselves. The third chapter reviews individual economies’ experiences with implementing regulatory reforms, with the purpose of identifying and sharing good practices.

The APEC Economic Policy Report is made possible through the collaborative effort of all member economies, including interactive discussion among their delegates to the APEC Economic Committee, the APEC Secretariat and the Economic Committee Chair’s Office. I would like to extend a special thanks to Australia for contributing the first chapter, Singapore for drafting the second and third chapters, and member economies for submitting individual reports on their experience on regulatory reforms.

Takashi Omori
Chair, APEC Economic Committee
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Chapter 1

A Regulatory Framework to Facilitate Structural Reform

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

- Regulation is a fundamental tool of government and an integral part of a well functioning economy. It can be used to influence the behaviour of firms and individuals in order to achieve important economic, social and environmental objectives.

- However, badly designed, inappropriate or unnecessary regulation can be a barrier to competitive and well functioning markets. For example, particular regulations may inadvertently affect market entry, exit or operation (including by changing prices or outputs or imposing costs or benefits on market participants). The cost of complying with an increased regulatory burden may diminish the viability of some businesses, divert resources from core and innovative activities, and/or be passed on to consumers through higher prices. Each of these effects distorts the efficiency of resource allocation, and signals excessive government interference in the competitive operation of the market.

- Creating and maintaining appropriate regulatory architecture within an economy facilitates well functioning markets and the operation of the economy more generally. Good regulatory reform policies provide a framework or system for good quality regulation. Regulatory reform can help address systemic problems by providing a better process for making and reviewing regulation and helping governments strike a balance between the need for regulation and the cost being imposed.

- Regulatory reform relies on the following broad principles of good regulation:
  - clearly define the problem — the problem and why it has arisen should be precisely stated;
  - justify government action — government intervention should be based on explicit evidence that government action is justified given the nature of the problem;
  - consider a range of policy options — regulation makers should consider a range of regulatory and non-regulatory policy instruments;
  - weigh costs and benefits of regulation — regulation makers should consider the total expected costs and benefits of each regulatory proposal and of feasible alternatives;
  - consult with interested parties — regulations should be developed in an open and transparent fashion with appropriate procedures for effective and timely input from interested parties;
  - consider enforcement and incentives for compliance — regulation makers should design responsive implementation strategies; and
  - review regulation — regulations should be reviewed to ensure regulation remains relevant and effective over time.
INTRODUCTION

1. In most economies, the volume of regulation has expanded rapidly over recent years.

2. This partly reflects an increasing pursuit of legitimate economic, social and environmental objectives as economies grow more sophisticated with the advent of new and expanded business operations and services. It also reflects a global community that is becoming more risk averse. When an adverse event occurs, especially where it involves loss of life, possessions, or reduction in quality of life, government is pressured to respond with a regulatory solution. This pressure is often compounded by media attention. The regulatory response may be disproportionate to the risk of potential damage. The significant growth in regulation has caused concerns about unnecessary and cumulative compliance burdens for business and the community, anticompetitive impacts on the functioning of the market, and administrative costs for government.

3. The costs of regulation may be direct and/or indirect.
   - Direct costs of regulation may include the cost of system changes, operations such as staff training, the provision of information to customers, and monitoring compliance or reporting to regulatory authorities. These costs are ultimately passed on to consumers or shareholders.
   - Indirect costs involve either:
     - distortion of price signals, thereby affecting the efficiency of resource allocation and lowering the productivity, competitiveness and growth of the economy; or
     - a reduced capacity to innovate and adapt.

4. Regulatory reform can help address such systemic problems by providing a better process for making and reviewing regulation. Regulation reform assists governments, regulation makers, experts and stakeholders to engage in debate and understand the consequences of regulatory decisions, allowing them to strike a balance between the need for regulation (based on the risk being addressed) and the cost being imposed. Regulatory action should be based on a period of reflection and clearly justified, and should incorporate options and design principles to lessen compliance costs, anti-competitive impacts and other side effects.

5. This paper discusses the benefits, challenges and various elements of regulatory reform, including:
   - the importance of building political awareness and support for regulatory reform;
   - the objectives and content of a regulatory reform policy, including principles of good regulation and supporting institutions;
   - types of regulatory reform tools, including Regulatory Impact Analysis (RIA), and the integration of such tools within any economy’s existing systems and processes, to ensure that the impacts of regulation are identified, analysed and communicated to policymakers; and
   - the application of these regulatory tools to enhance the efficiency and effectiveness of both the flow of new regulation and the stock of existing regulation.
WHAT IS REGULATION?

6. The 2006 APEC Economic Policy Report stated that,

“Regulation is one of the primary tools that can be used to implement government policy. Regulation helps to define the ‘rules of the game’. These rules partially define the interface between society, the state and the wider economy. Regulation is most useful when the presence of market failure would allow an unfettered market to produce undesirable outcomes”.

7. Regulation is a fundamental tool of government and an integral part of a well functioning economy. It can be used to influence the behaviour of firms and individuals in order to achieve important economic, social and environmental objectives.

8. Regulation can include primary legislation introduced by the government, subordinate legislation, treaties and quasi-regulation. Quasi-regulation refers to a wide range of rules or arrangements which do not form part of explicit government regulation but place additional requirements on individuals or groups.

9. No modern society can function effectively without regulation. Some laws are necessary simply to uphold public order, facilitate everyday transactions. Further, the way some markets work can have perverse economic, social or environmental side effects. Sensible regulation can help to address or mitigate some of these problems or market failures.

10. However, poor regulation also affects the behaviour of firms and individuals and can have a negative effect on the working of the economy. Sometimes regulatory interventions have economic impacts that go beyond the specific market failures that they were designed to address. Even where government regulation is individually well managed and appropriate, the aggregation of interventions across an economy may have unintended consequences and lead to economy wide rigidities which slow adjustment processes and reduce competitiveness. Accordingly, it is extremely important that governments review their regulation, taking into account the market failures they were designed to address, and engage in appropriate structural reforms of regulation.

11. A major challenge for governments and regulation makers in weighing up the impacts of regulation is that the benefits are usually more visible than the costs, and these costs are often widespread and difficult to quantify.

THE LINK BETWEEN STRUCTURAL AND REGULATORY REFORM

12. APEC has recognised that regulatory reform policy is one element of structural reform, providing a framework to improve regulation and the operation of the economy more generally. In 2004, APEC Leaders highlighted the importance of “behind-the-border” impediments to economic growth, investment and trade by adopting the Leaders’ Agenda to Implement Structural Reform (LAISR). LAISR sets out a whole-of-APEC approach to co-ordinating structural reform activities and has five work priority areas, including regulatory reform.

13. The 2006 APEC Economic Policy Report stated that,

“The full potential for improved economic and social well-being was reliant on how competitive the region was within international markets and that competitiveness is influenced not only by an openness to trade and competition, but also by the region’s regulatory and structural architecture.”

---

14. Regulatory reform refers to changes that improve regulatory quality to enhance the economic performance, cost effectiveness or legal quality of regulations, and reinforce competition in the marketplace. Reform can mean the revision of a single regulation, the scrapping and rebuilding of an entire regulatory regime and its institutions, or improvement of processes for making regulations and managing reform.

15. The terms structural reform and regulatory reform are sometimes used interchangeably. In some instances, a government initiated change may be both a regulatory reform and a structural reform; for example, regulation that applies competitive principles to government service providers competing with private sector providers in industries like transport, energy or telecommunications. However, other reforms to regulation may not equal structural reform (such as a change to government regulation concerning taxation).

16. Regulatory reform policy creates a framework through which the potential, or actual, impact of new and existing regulation can be systematically identified, measured and considered by decision makers.

- The impact of proposed and amended regulation (often referred to as the “flow” of regulation) is analysed using processes such as RIA. The goal of this framework is to ensure that regulation is introduced only where there is a need for government action and where the superiority of the preferred option has been transparently demonstrated.

- The effectiveness and efficiency of existing regulation (often referred to as the “stock” of regulation) is addressed through ongoing scrutiny and review processes, such as through the use of sunset clauses. An ongoing programme of review of regulation assists in:
  - identifying specific areas of regulation which are unnecessarily burdensome, complex, redundant or duplicative;
  - indicating those areas in which regulation should be removed or significantly reduced as a matter of priority;
  - examining non-regulatory options (including self regulation) for achieving desired outcomes and how best to reduce duplication and increase harmonisation within existing regulatory frameworks; and
  - providing options to improve the effectiveness and efficiency of regulation.

17. Regulatory reform does not aim to remove all of the costs of regulation—rather, it seeks to maximise net benefits by, for example, addressing unnecessary costs arising as a result of:

- poor quality regulation (i.e., regulation that exacerbates the problem it is attempting to correct, and may create new and more serious problems that did not exist before); and

- excessive regulation (i.e., regulation which achieves the intended policy goal, but not necessarily through the lowest cost method).

18. This will ensure that stakeholders can effectively manage risk and operate in a pro-competitive environment, prompting businesses to allocate resources to their most valued use, promote innovation and enable investment into more efficient techniques over time. This boosts productivity, underpinning stronger, more sustainable economic growth and enhancing living standards and wellbeing.
ACHIEVING POLITICAL AWARENESS AND SUPPORT FOR REGULATORY REFORM

19. It is essential that regulatory reform has the support of government at the highest political level, recognising that the key elements of regulatory reform—policies, tools, institutions—should be considered as a whole and applied at all levels of government. OECD experience has shown that every OECD economy with an organised and long-standing programme of regulatory reform has found it necessary to establish an explicit policy statement on reform at the highest level of government, both to communicate the reasons for reform and to build support for change.

20. Demonstrated high-level political support for regulation reform—through legislation, government decrees or statements—serves several important purposes in implementing, sustaining and deepening regulatory quality reforms, including:

- signalling the government’s commitment to reform the regulatory environment across the whole of government. This will lend authority to the institutions through which regulatory reform is possible and provide incentives to achieve regulatory objectives and goals, which should help to overcome opposition and bureaucratic and political inertia;

- establishing clear policy objectives and the means for meeting them, which can assist in developing a systematic and permanent process. It establishes accountability for government officials’ use of regulatory powers. It also increases the centre of government’s powers to implement the policy, and reduces the ability of vested interests to block reform;

- enhancing the effectiveness of coordination and cooperation efforts by establishing a general framework. This helps to ensure coherence and comprehensiveness in reforming the regulatory environment across policy areas;

- authorising and mobilising action in the administration. This will assist in overcoming civil servants’ hesitation in pursuing reform against vocal interest groups;

- enhancing the credibility and transparency of reform, by clarifying the relevance of regulatory reform in the public domain to larger social and economic goals; and

- making transparent the government’s objectives and the strategies of its reform programme, and therefore, creating accountability for outcomes—both between government and citizens, and regulators and government.
Box 1-1: Support for regulatory reform in Korea

Korea initiated its regulatory reform programme in 1998. There was a high level of political support and commitment to this reform process, largely because it was intended to enhance the operation of the market economy and help overcome the financial crisis Korea was facing.

During the financial crisis, regulatory reform was strongly advocated by President Kim Dae-jung and high-ranking public officials. Businesses, non-government organisations and citizens were all constituencies of the reform. The Government enacted the Basic Act on Administrative Regulations (BAAR), which provided for principles of transparency and competition.

The Regulatory Reform Committee (RRC) was also established. It introduced procedures for reviewing regulatory proposals (such as RIAs), and set a goal of “creating a business-friendly and life-enriching environment”. Due to this high level of awareness and support, Korea rapidly advanced its regulatory reform programme in this period, greatly reducing the number of regulations across government. The RRC also reviewed new regulations. In 2006, it reviewed a total of 1,076 cases of new or reinforced regulations and recommended repeal or improvement on 245 cases, thus minimising the creation of unreasonable regulations.

President Kim’s successor, President Roh Moo-hyun, was also strongly committed to regulatory reform, stating that “we will put all resources to reform regulations lagging behind market changes”. All ministries undertook a comprehensive review of regulations in 2006, identifying amendments that were necessary as a result of technological developments and other factors. Amendments were made to 18 per cent of existing regulations.

The current Lee Myung-bak Administration, believing that regulatory reform can be one of the most effective means to improve the business environment and economic growth potential at little cost, embarked on massive and unprecedented regulatory reform. To strengthen the structure of driving regulatory reform, the government established the Presidential Council for National Competitiveness in March 2008 and has decisively undertaken bold reform initiatives targeting those regulations to which the business community had objected.

DESIGNING REGULATORY REFORM POLICY

21. The fundamental aspects of regulatory reform policy are:

- clear objectives;
- endorsement of the principles of “good regulation” to guide reform; and
- establishment of effective and credible mechanisms and institutions to manage and co-ordinate regulation and its reform.

Objectives of regulatory reform policy

22. The regulatory reform policy adopted by government should have clear objectives. The content and emphases of those objectives will vary, reflecting differences in national needs and priorities. The varied objectives underlying regulatory reform policy may include:

- increasing social welfare by better balancing and more effectively delivering government policies over time;
boosting economic development and consumer welfare by encouraging market entry, transparency, innovation and competition and thereby promoting competitiveness;

maximising net benefits and improving productive efficiency by reducing unnecessary regulatory costs (in particular for small- and medium-sized businesses);

improving public sector efficiency, responsiveness and effectiveness through public management reforms;

rationalising and simplifying the law; and/or

improving the rule of law and democracy through legal reform, including improved access to regulation and reduction of excessive discretion of regulators and enforcers (which is a source of corruption).

23. The diversity of policy approaches is in large part explained by the specific problems facing the individual economy, and the nature of the political opportunity for progress on reform. For example, in Japan and Korea, where there was a widely held view that the major regulatory problem was one of over-regulation and state interference in the economy, the focus has been on reducing the economic role of the state through deregulation. In the United States, where there are relatively few barriers to entry in most sectors but a robust Federal regulatory structure in social policy areas, the focus has been on improving regulatory quality through rigorous application of the cost benefit principles. In Mexico, which has been integrating its regulatory frameworks into the North America free trade zone, a priority has been to eliminate inconsistent and overlapping regulation and improve credibility and enforceability of the law. The Australian approach is focused on better regulation, which reduces unnecessary costs to business and the broader economy, to enhance Australia's productivity and international competitiveness.

24. Regulatory reform policy programmes typically begin with a focus on one or a few of the above objectives and broaden their concerns over time as experience accumulates, to the broadest possible objective (i.e., that of enhancing net social welfare).
In the early 1980s and 1990s, New Zealand both significantly deregulated its economy, and adopted new regulatory approaches that were intended to facilitate the efficient functioning of markets while at the same time providing adequate levels of protection in areas such as health, safety, the environment, consumer protection and financial stability. In the following decade there have been a number of developments, including:

- The introduction of a Regulatory Impact Analysis (RIA) regime.
- A range of initiatives to reduce regulatory costs and streamline the interface between business and government.

There is now a renewed focus on regulatory reform with an overall goal of improving New Zealand’s productivity performance. The government sees Australia as a benchmark, and has established a goal of closing the income gap with Australia by 2025.

The reform agenda includes initiatives to reduce red tape and regulation that is impacting negatively on investment and employment. In 2009, 10 reviews will commence into key regulatory areas, and an ongoing review programme will be established. Further opportunities to improve the quality of new regulations and to systematically review existing regulations are being explored.

The government has established an annual Regulatory Reform Bill, which will provide a regular opportunity to reduce red tape and make positive changes to regulations. Consideration is also being given to a Regulatory Responsibility Bill, which would create principles of responsible regulatory management in statute.

**Principles of good regulation**

25. The regulatory reform policy adopted by government should establish principles of regulatory decision-making, which are applicable when making, or reviewing, regulation (i.e., applied to both the stock and flow of regulation).

**OECD principles for good regulation**

26. The following OECD principles for "good regulation" have been widely accepted as best practice. These principles are intended to be broad and easily applicable to any economy and any policy issue.

26.1. *Clearly define the problem.* The problem should be precisely stated, giving evidence of its nature and magnitude, and explaining why it has arisen.

26.2. *Justify government action.* Government intervention should be based on explicit evidence that government action is justified, given the nature of the problem, the likely benefits and costs of action (based on a realistic assessment of government effectiveness), and alternative mechanisms for addressing the problem. There are two conventional reasons for regulatory intervention:

- that in important instances and left to its own devices, the market will fail to deliver an outcome which benefits the community as a whole (market failure). For example, taxes levied on producers to correct for pollution externalities, regulation of oligopolies/cartel behaviour, direct provision of public goods such as defence, and policies to introduce competition into markets; and

- that social concerns, such as equity or health and safety, require action by governments to protect groups in the community. For example, reducing inequality of
income and wealth distribution through regulation of the tax system and specific policies such as the minimum wage.

26.3. **Consider a range of policy options (including alternatives to regulation).** Regulation makers should carry out an informed comparison of a variety of regulatory and non-regulatory policy instruments to address the problem, considering relevant issues such as costs, benefits, distributional effects and administrative arrangements.

26.4. **Identify a legal basis for regulation.** Regulatory processes should be structured so that all regulatory decisions rigorously respect the "rule of law". That is, responsibility should be explicit for ensuring that all regulations are authorised by higher level regulations and consistent with treaty obligations, and comply with relevant legal principles such as certainty, proportionality and applicable procedural requirements.

26.5. **Determine the appropriate level (or levels) of government for this action.** Regulation makers should choose the appropriate level of government, or if multiple levels are involved, should ensure effective co-ordination between levels of government.

26.6. **Weigh the benefits and costs of the regulation.** Regulation makers should estimate the total expected costs and benefits of each regulatory proposal and of feasible alternatives, and should make the estimates available in an accessible format to decision makers. The costs of government action should be justified by the benefits before action is taken.

26.7. **Consider distributional effects.** To the extent that distributive and equity values are affected by government intervention, regulation makers should make transparent the distribution of regulatory costs and benefits across social groups.

26.8. **Assess whether the regulation is clear, consistent, comprehensible and accessible to users.** Regulation makers should assess whether rules will be understood by likely users, and to that end, should take steps to ensure that the text and structure of rules are as clear as possible.

26.9. **Consult with interested parties.** Regulations should be developed in an open and transparent fashion, with appropriate procedures for effective and timely input from interested parties such as affected businesses and trade unions, other interest groups, or other levels of government.

26.10. **Consider enforcement and incentives for compliance.** Regulation makers should assess the incentives and institutions through which the regulation will take effect, and should design responsive implementation strategies that make the best use of them.

**APEC–OECD integrated checklist on regulatory reform**

27. The APEC-OECD Integrated Checklist on Regulatory Reform (the Integrated Checklist) also sets out common principles or elements of regulatory reform, as identified by member economies, acknowledging that no one size fits all. The Integrated Checklist recognises the importance of regulatory reform as a key element of structural reform, and outlines principles such as the importance of regulatory quality, competition and the avoidance of unnecessary economic distortions. The Integrated Checklist also promotes core values such as transparency, non-discrimination and accountability.

28. The Integrated Checklist is intended to be a voluntary tool that member economies can use to evaluate their regulatory reform efforts. It sets out a framework for self assessment on regulatory, competition and market openness policies.
Box 1-3: The APEC-OECD Integrated Checklist

The APEC-OECD Integrated Checklist (the Integrated Checklist) sets out the key concepts to guide regulation makers through the design and implementation of effective regulatory reform.

The Integrated Checklist is comprised of four sections and questionnaires addressing regulatory reform, regulatory policies, competition policies and market openness policies. It has 39 normative, open-ended questions that national authorities should answer when considering the adoption or revision of regulatory, competition or market openness policies.

Regulatory Reform

The first section is a horizontal questionnaire on regulatory reform across levels of government that invites reflection on the degree of integration of regulatory, competition and market openness policies across levels of government, and on the accountability and transparency mechanisms needed to ensure their success.

The other three sections of the questionnaires focus on individual policy areas, and the factors that may be considered to improve their specific design and implementation.

Regulatory Policies

Regulatory policies refer to those policies designed to maximise the efficiency, transparency and accountability of regulations based on an integrated rule-making approach and the application of regulatory tools and institutions.

Competition Policies

Competition policies refer to those policies that promote economic growth and efficiency by eliminating or minimising the distorting impact of laws, regulations and administrative policies, practices and procedures on competition; and by preventing and deterring private anti-competitive practices through effective enforcement of competition laws.

Market Openness Policies

Market openness policies refer to those policies that aim to ensure that a country can reap the benefits of globalisation and international competition by eliminating or minimising the distorting effects of border as well as behind-the-border regulations and practices. These policies influence the range of opportunities open to foreign suppliers of goods and services to compete with domestic counterparts in a particular national market (for example through trade and investment).

Economies’ Self-Assessments

The Integrated Checklist was approved by the Executive Boards of APEC and the OECD in 2005. Since then, the following economies have conducted self-assessments: in 2006, Hong Kong, China; Chinese Taipei; and the United States, and in 2007, Australia and Korea.
Good practice guide on regulatory reform

29. A Good Practice Guide on Regulatory Reform (the Good Practice Guide) drawing on the principles in the Integrated Checklist and the experiences of APEC economies and OECD member economies has been developed by the “Friends of the Chair” regulatory reform group of the Economic Committee, consisting of Australia, Chinese Taipei, Hong Kong, China, Japan, Mexico, Papua New Guinea, Peru, Philippines, Singapore and Thailand. New Zealand also contributed to the Good Practice Guide.

30. The Handbook covers six topics:

- Designing regulation making and review systems and processes;
- Role of regulatory institutions in best practice regulatory reform;
- Regulation Impact Assessment;
- Consultation mechanism;
- Enforcement and administration of regulation; and
- Alternatives to regulation.

31. Each chapter provides an introduction to the topic; information about best practice guidance principles and practice; practical steps and tips to implement best practice; examples from APEC economies’ experiences; and references and further information.

MECHANISMS AND INSTITUTIONS TO OVERSEE REGULATORY REFORM

32. Effective and credible mechanisms inside government are needed to manage and coordinate regulation and its reform. Regulatory reform policy needs to find its place in an economy’s legal and institutional architecture: this is a major challenge for governments. Because the context in which governments work to improve regulatory quality is complex and remains fragmented, some form of central mechanism is needed that goes beyond the simple coordination of existing bodies scattered across government areas.

33. A common characteristic of economies that have implemented regulatory reform policy is that the ministry or regulation makers have the primary responsibility for creating quality regulation and reform. That is where the expertise lies, and where policies are formulated. Yet it is often difficult for regulation makers to reform themselves or to integrate new quality disciplines, given countervailing pressures. As a result, most governments have established central regulatory co-ordination and management capacities headed by ministers with whole-of-government responsibility for regulatory reform policy.

Central oversight bodies

34. A central oversight body may be created to perform some, or all, of the following key roles.

- The advisory role involves providing advice and support to regulation makers to assist them in complying with government policies aimed at regulatory quality assurance. This can involve the publication and dissemination of written guidance and the provision of training on topics such as aspects of the RIA processes and techniques. It may also involve a more specific, “hands on” approach, whereby the central unit provides advice to regulators in the context of their development of particular regulations.
The gatekeeper role involves challenging and controlling the quality of draft regulations. This function centres on the ability of the oversight body to question the technical quality of RIA and of the underlying regulatory proposals and is likely to be based on compliance with a “checklist”. The gatekeeper function may also involve checking and enforcing compliance with procedural requirements, such as aspects of the consultation process.

The advocacy role involves the promotion of long-term regulatory reform policy goals, including policy change, the development of new and improved tools and institutional change. This role sees the oversight body as an active player in the policy formulation process. Sometimes this advocacy role is undertaken by an external body appointed by government, such as the Council for the Promotion of Regulatory Reform in Japan.

35. Institutions responsible for central regulatory oversight vary widely in function and design. However, the location of the institution needed to oversee compliance with regulatory reform policies has now been well established: the oversight body is most effective when associated with the centre of government, where authorities for inter-ministerial oversight are already well-established. In some economies, a specialist body has been established with responsibility for overseeing RIA programs. Other economies have located an oversight unit within the industry, commerce or economics bodies, budget and general public sector management bodies, or at the centre of government (i.e., cabinet offices).

Box 1-4: Mexico’s federal commission on regulatory improvement

Mexico’s policy of regulatory reform is set out in amendments that were made to the Federal Law of Administrative Procedure in 2000. This policy established processes for making new and amended regulation, and reviewing existing regulation, and created the Federal Commission on Regulatory Improvement (COFEMER).

COFEMER has been created as a technically and administratively autonomous body of the Ministry of Economy, responsible for the implementation of Mexico’s regulatory reform policy, ensuring transparency in the formulation of Federal regulations as well as promoting the development of cost-effective regulations that generate the highest net benefit to society. In this regard, COFEMER plays the advisory, gatekeeper and advocacy roles as an oversight body on regulatory matters. Its main activities consist of:

- Coordinating and supervising Mexico’s regulatory reform programme;
- Providing training on processes to state and local public officials;
- Scrutinising new policy proposals—no regulatory instrument can enter into effect without scrutiny by COFEMER;
- Working with government bodies to reduce existing regulatory burdens affecting business;
- Reviewing and proposing reforms to existing laws and regulations; and
- Driving forward the regulatory reform agenda in states and municipalities.

COFEMER was also established in order to facilitate consultation and dialogue with the public, private and social sectors.

Mexico attributes much of COFEMER’s effectiveness to its location at the centre of government and its mandate provided by law.
Other supporting institutions

36. In addition to the central oversight body, various other institutions may play an important role in promoting and implementing regulatory reform policies, processes and systems.

Executive or key policy decision-making body (for example, Cabinet)

37. The Executive body is a key source of regulation in two ways: in terms of proposing new laws to Parliament, and in terms of establishing secondary rules to give effect to primary legislation. Consequently, the Executive body’s endorsement of regulatory reform policies and acknowledgement of the value of RIA in developing policy is essential.

Legislative

38. Parliaments have formal responsibility for reviewing and enacting primary legislation, which is why it is important they are closely integrated into regulatory quality systems and processes. Parliament’s ability to scrutinise legislation should be clearly aligned with the regulatory quality procedures adopted in the Executive—they should be mutually reinforcing. The information obtained through RIA must be taken into account. As Parliaments realise the importance of RIA, they can provide invaluable support for its use.

Independent regulators

39. Independent regulators are public bodies charged with regulating specific aspects of an industry. The role of independent regulators tends to be concerned with enforcing rules and dispensing penalties for non-compliance, or authorising the issue of licences and permits. Independent regulators contribute to improving regulatory quality, transparency, stability and expertise. When such regulators are responsible for making rules or interpreting them, they should operate under the same disciplines as other rule makers, including requirements for RIA.

Independent, external advisory bodies

40. Independent entities external to government may be established with power to provide official and expert advice to government on specific regulations and aspects of an industry. This may include external committees, advisory bodies, think tanks or research bodies made up of majority of non-governmental representatives such as academia and business organisations. Such bodies may be established on an ad hoc basis to respond, preferably through a public and open discourse, to specific regulatory issues, or alternately, may have an ongoing role in identifying priorities and proposing reforms.

41. For example, the External Advisory Committee on Smart Regulation was a committee of private sector representatives convened for 15 months to provide advice to the Canadian government. The committee proposed improvements to the regulatory process with the aim of ensuring that regulations achieve social, environmental and economic objectives, which were broadly accepted and adopted by the Canadian government. Australia has established a permanent independent advisory body, the Productivity Commission, to provide advice to government on aspects of microeconomic policy. The Productivity Commission, through making recommendations to government and publishing its advice, has been influential in creating impetus for structural reform in Australia.
Box 1-5: Drivers of regulatory reform in Australia

The Australian government agenda is to ensure that well-designed and targeted regulation reduces costs and complexity for business, individuals and the not-for-profit sector and that better regulation enhances Australia’s productivity and international competitiveness. The Prime Minister of Australia committed the government to maintain rigorous regulatory impact analysis to protect business from new, unnecessary regulation. The Prime Minister also committed to a national objective in partnership with the State and Territories to harmonise key regulations imposed on business operating across jurisdictions.

Australia has increased the advocacy for better regulation by creating the first-ever Commonwealth Minister for Finance and Deregulation and giving it Cabinet-level status in 2007.

Responsibility for deregulation and regulatory reform lies with the newly created Deregulation Group within the Department of Finance and Deregulation, a central agency of the Australian government and one which has a limited regulatory role itself, minimising any conflicts the Department and its ministers may have in providing robust criticism of regulatory proposals.

Deregulation Group advises government on how regulatory costs can be measured and minimised. It also challenges the quality of new regulatory proposals and the relevance of current regulation. In addition to these new functions, Deregulation Group includes the Office of Best Practice Regulation (OBPR) which continues its existing function of advising agencies on meeting the best practice regulatory impact analysis requirements and reporting on their compliance.

At the Commonwealth level, the Minister for Finance and Deregulation is partnering with ministerial colleagues to enhance the quality of existing regulation. For example, a partnership with the Minister for Financial Services, Superannuation and Corporate Law to develop streamlined, accessible financial services product disclosure statements (PDS) to replace the current lengthy and unduly complex documents is well advanced.

At the inter-jurisdictional level, the Council of Australian Governments (COAG) agreed on 29 November 2008, to a National Partnership Agreement to Deliver a Seamless National Economy (the Agreement) to progress national regulatory reform in 27 priority areas, eight areas of competition and in regulatory processes. The Agreement was signed by all jurisdictions in February 2009.

The COAG Business Regulation and Competition Working Group (BRCWG), which is co-chaired by the Minister for Finance and Deregulation and the Minister Assisting the Minister for Finance on Deregulation, is taking forward these reforms. Substantial progress is continuing on a number of fronts. For example, reforms to the regulation of consumer credit will collapse the eight separate regimes run by the States and Territories into a single uniform national system overseen by the Commonwealth.
Chapter 1: A Regulatory Framework to Facilitate Structural Reform

REGULATORY TOOLS, SYSTEMS AND PROCESSES FOR IMPROVING THE QUALITY OF NEW REGULATIONS (FLOW)

Regulatory Impact Analysis (RIA)

42. Regulatory Impact Analysis (RIA) is a term used to describe the process of systematically analysing and communicating the impacts of new and existing regulations. The essential characteristic of RIA is the process through which regulatory interventions are systematically and coherently assessed in order to improve regulatory outputs and decision-making, starting as early in the policymaking process as possible. RIA can be used to assess the impacts of new regulation and amended (flow) as well as existing regulation (stock).

43. RIA is not a stand-alone process—it can only be effective when embedded within an economy’s broader policymaking framework. The policy decision-making methods used in each economy will differ according to national culture, political traditions, administrative style and the issue at hand, but can be simplified into the following five categories.

- **Expert**: decision is reached by a trusted expert, either a regulation maker or an outside expert, who uses professional judgement to decide what should be done.

- **Consensus**: the decision is reached by a group of stakeholders who reach a common position that balances their competing interests.

- **Political**: decision is reached by political representative based on partisan issues of importance to the political process.

- **Benchmarking**: decision is made through reliance on an outside model, such as international regulation.

- **Empirical**: decision is based on fact-finding and analysis that defines the parameters of action according to established criteria.

44. In essence, RIA attempts to clarify the relevant factors for decision-making under each of these methods. It pushes regulators towards making balanced decisions that trade off possible solutions (including the decision to do nothing) to specific problems against wider economic and distributional goals. RIA’s most important contribution to the quality of decisions is not the precision of the calculations used, but the action of analysing—questioning, understanding real world impacts, exploring assumptions.

45. The following graph shows the trend in the number of OECD economies which have a formal RIA requirement (which extends beyond a simple budget or fiscal impact). From this example it is clear that the uptake of RIA has been significant in recent years.
Integrating Regulatory Impact Analysis (RIA) with processes for policymaking

46. There is no single system for the implementation of RIA that is desirable in all economies at all times. Institutional, social, cultural, legal and developmental differences between economies require different system designs. As regulation makers gain experience and expertise in RIA, these systems will evolve and continually improve. However, the following elements of best practice serve as starting points for the design of a system likely to maximise the benefits of RIA.

46.1. Commence RIA at the earliest feasible stage in the policy development process.

46.2. Provision should be made for screening regulatory proposals to determine which proposals require RIA and the type of assessment to be undertaken.

46.3. RIA should be documented (in a RIA report) and made available for public comment and review.

46.4. RIA report should be used in the regulation approval process.

46.5. RIA should inform monitoring, evaluation and post-auditing processes, to ensure regulation does not have unintended effects.

Regulatory Impact Analysis (RIA) methodology

47. The methodology used to analyse the impact of proposed or existing regulation should be flexible and relevant to the particular circumstances of the individual economy. As a general principle, RIA should require the use of the benefit-cost principle for all regulatory decisions (i.e., that the benefits outweigh the costs), but the form of analysis employed should be based on practical judgements about feasibility and cost.

48. There are five main analytical methods used in RIA programmes.

- **Cost-benefit analysis**: quantifies and evaluates the costs and benefits of a regulatory intervention in terms of the public’s willingness to pay for them (benefits) or willingness to
pay to avoid them (costs). Inputs are typically measured in terms of opportunity costs—the value in their best alternative use. The guiding principle is to list all of the parties affected by an intervention, and place a monetary value of the effect it has on their welfare as it would be valued by them.

- **Multi-Criteria Analysis (MCA):** systematic comparison of the impact of different alternative policy responses in circumstances in which major impacts are identified, but not able to be quantified. MCA involves the identification of the objectives behind a policy proposal as well as criteria which would indicate the achievement of those objectives. The various policy options are then compared to determine which best meets the criteria identified and therefore, are most likely to achieve the overall objectives.

- **Cost-effectiveness analysis:** comparison of alternatives to find lowest cost solutions that produce specific outcomes. This method is limited, as it does not determine if the action is worth taking (that benefits outweigh costs) and does not resolve the choice of optimal level of benefits. But it can reduce the costs of problem solutions to their lowest level.

- **Partial analysis:** analyses particular types of costs (compliance costs, fiscal or budget costs, administrative costs, competition impacts, environmental impacts) or the particular impacts of regulation on specified groups (small business, families, consumers). This method recognises that different impacts have different weights, and the decision to weigh some impacts more heavily than others is mainly a political decision based on policy priorities and values. However, this method carries a high risk of incorrect policy conclusions because it does not provide the full, undistorted picture of the consequences of actions.

- **Risk assessment:** attempts to quantify the risks (involving consideration of the hazards and consequences) to enable rational judgement to be made as to whether government action is justified. This method is useful in answering the threshold question of whether to regulate, and contributes to policy choices about the desirable degree of risk reduction. Complications in its use derive from observed variation between real and perceived risk, or between society's acceptance of different kinds of risks.

- **Sensitivity or uncertainty analysis:** projects the likelihood of a range of possible outcomes due to estimation errors, to provide policymakers with a more accurate understanding of the likelihood of impacts. Sensitivity analysis should be used as a technique to refine the expected future benefits and costs.
Box 1-6: Competition impacts and the OECD competition assessment toolkit

Increased competition can improve an economy’s productivity and growth, opening business opportunities to its citizens, increasing the variety of goods and services, reducing prices, and spurring innovation.

However, regulations can impact upon the level of competition, even when aimed at other policy objectives. Many regulations go further than necessary to achieve their policy objectives. For example, regulations may affect the entry or exit of business into particular markets, allow the restriction of prices or outputs, or impose costs or benefits on particular businesses in the market.

Governments can reduce unnecessary competition impacts by considering the use of the OECD’s Competition Assessment Toolkit. The Toolkit provides a general methodology for identifying unnecessary restraints to competition and developing alternative, less restrictive policies that achieve government objectives.

One of the main elements of the Toolkit is a Competition Checklist that asks a series of questions to screen for regulations that unnecessarily restrict competition. These threshold questions address whether regulation:

- affects the number or range of suppliers,
- changes the ability of suppliers to compete, and
- alters the incentives of suppliers to compete.

This screening test focuses limited government resources by ensuring that further assessment and analysis is carried out where competition impacts exist or are likely. The Toolkit can be used to evaluate the impact of proposed regulations (for example, through an RIA) or to conduct an overall evaluation of existing regulation. (Note that additional information on the systems and mechanisms for improving the quality of existing regulation is provided below.) Competition impacts may be justified where the benefits to the community outweigh the costs, and the Government’s objectives can only be achieved by restricting competition.

49. Cost-benefit analysis is the most comprehensive RIA method, enabling comparison of quantified costs and benefits over time, based on the underlying principle that any decision about government action should be justified by the benefits. However, there are practical difficulties associated with the implementation of strict cost-benefit analysis, in particular data availability.

50. MCA is a methodological approach that potentially can assist in better integrating quantitative and qualitative analyses and so enhance the ability of RIA to provide relevant and useful guidance to policymakers where the major variables have not been able to be expressed in monetary terms. The key advantages of MCA are that it allows distributional issues and trade-offs to be highlighted, by ensuring that key criteria used to assess regulatory proposals and alternatives are transparent.

When to carry out Regulatory Impact Analysis (RIA)

51. It is not cost effective or resource efficient to undertake an in-depth RIA for all regulation. RIA is potentially resource intensive and must be properly targeted to ensure scarce RIA resources are applied where they can do the most good. This implies three strategies.

- Wide application of RIA. Wide application of RIA is desirable, with light-handed RIA applied to more regulatory proposals. However, it may be necessary to limit the scope of RIA application, particularly in the early stages of implementation, where it may be practical to proceed on a step-by-step basis, extending the scope of RIA provisions as assessment
experience and capacities expand. A number of criteria may be applied to limit the application of RIA, including:

- levels of administration (i.e., federal, regional, local government regulation);
- level of regulation (i.e., primary and/or secondary instruments);
- type of measure (i.e., rules, financial instruments, policies); and
- type of impact (i.e., environmental, social, economic, competitive) or sectors to which the measures applies (business, small business).

- **Targeted application of RIA resources.** RIA thresholds, below which the impact of regulation is so small that the likely benefits of RIA are insufficient, enable RIA to be effectively targeted. Australia, New Zealand and the United States are using stricter and clearer targeting strategies, combined with higher analytical standards for important regulations. Most are using a monetary trigger to establish an objective threshold, in combination with subjective thresholds using triggers like “major” or “significant” applied to various kinds of impacts.

- **Proportionate level of analysis.** Where RIA is undertaken, the level and depth of analysis should be proportionate to the impact of the regulation.
The use of RIAs in Peru is relatively new, having first been introduced in 2005. As the system is in implementation phase, policymakers are still developing the expertise and technical capacity to conduct RIA processes.

Therefore, Peru is currently targeting its use of RIAs so that they are completed for the most significant and important reforms, within a small number of ministries. The targeting of RIAs is being conducted with a view to eventually extending their use to all ministries once expertise and technical capacity has been further developed.

In particular, RIAs are currently completed for regulatory reform proposals that fall within the Ministry of Economy and Finance and which relate to the functioning of the market, or tariff and tax policies. For regulatory reform proposals that affect these policy areas, RIAs and consultation processes must be completed and incorporated into the Minister's decision-making process.

Further targeting occurs in the form of exemptions from the requirement to complete RIAs, including where the proposed regulatory reform:

- represents a small amendment and does not alter the legal framework or performance of the market;
- does not have a direct or indirect impact on free and fair competition;
- is related to government procurement operations;
- relates to the accounting and financial management of the government, including public investment decisions;
- is urgent, such as the prevention of economic crisis, and has the Minister’s authorisation.

Peru is working to eventually extend the use of RIA by increasing awareness, recognition, support for the process, and developing the expertise and technical capacity to complete RIAs. Peru’s strategy involves three main elements:

- disseminating regulatory reform policy amongst officials and policymakers through the use of pilot programmes;
- developing the capacities of officials and policymakers through the use of training programmes; and
- promoting citizens’ participation on pilot programmes and the dissemination of the results of this participation.
Consultation

52. Public consultation is the means by which RIA fosters public debate. RIA has become the cornerstone of stakeholder consultation process on regulations. Encouraging stakeholder consultation early in the process is perhaps the most important feature of a RIA programme.

53. Public consultation linked to RIA has become simultaneously more multilayered, which allows it to become more open, and more targeted.

- More open in the sense that RIA is pushing consultation to occur sooner, more systematically and more transparently.

- More targeted in the sense that some forms of consultation are structured to link information needs with particular stakeholders, which allows more intensive dialogue and better information collection.

54. Consultation contributes to the quality of policy debate, by drawing more participants into the process and providing for more intensive and fruitful interactions between them. This process should contribute to a higher quality of analysis of proposed options and the data provided and thus contributes to better decision outcomes.
Box 1-8: Public consultation in Hong Kong, China

Public consultation is an integral part of the regulatory reform process in Hong Kong, China. Hong Kong, China has a number of mechanisms in place to ensure that key affected stakeholders can easily and effectively communicate their views to government. Currently, the government administers almost 500 advisory, consultative and statutory bodies. Many of these bodies have cross-sector representations and form a key part of the government consultation forums to coordinate views and to engage the community in the policymaking process.

In Hong Kong, China, there is a General Circular setting out the policy and principles of public consultation and the importance of keeping the public informed of the results of consultation as general guidelines for all bureaux and departments. Bureaux and departments have flexibility in designing and implementing public consultations to best suit their situations and needs. The level of consultation required and the consultation format adopted depend upon the nature of each regulatory proposal and the stage of the policy development process.

Generally, consultation papers are made available on the websites of relevant bureaux, departments or regulatory authorities, and are usually accompanied by press releases to inform the public. Such information is accessible to all and is open to comments from both domestic and foreign stakeholders. Written comments can be submitted by facsimile, mail and email within a specified time period. To ensure a transparent process, summary reports on public comments and/or written submissions received during the consultation period are published on the websites of the responsible bureaux and departments. Further rounds of public consultation may be conducted as required.

To ensure adequate publicity is given to the consultation exercises (including their scope and the deadlines by which comments should be made), multiple communication channels are used in Hong Kong, China to bring the proposals into public arena through various means such as dedicated websites, discussion forums, exhibitions, leaflets, posters and radio/television advertisements. At times as circumstances warrant, public opinion surveys, discussions in less formal occasions such as luncheon speeches, media sessions and television panel discussions may also be used to further enhance the public consultation process.

In addition, to facilitate further consultation with the business community, Hong Kong, China, since September 2008, has rolled out a Business Consultation e-Platform under the GovHK Portal to provide an additional channel for the business community to access relevant business consultation information on new regulations, administrative measures and procedures, and provide comments on the proposals direct to the government bureaux/departments concerned.

Bureaux and departments in Hong Kong, China, are held accountable for the way in which they conduct public consultations and how they address public opinions. In cases where the opinions of certain sectors cannot be fully adopted, a clear explanation is required. Public opinion and public reaction to proposals are carefully considered during the entire policy formulation process.

In his 2007 Policy Address, the Chief Executive announced “Reaching Out to the Community” and “People-Based Governance” as key commitments of the government. A subtle evolution from public consultation to public engagement has taken place in recent years. Government officials have proactively solicited public views prior to the identification, formulation and introduction of new policies as well as designing and delivering important public services.

Oversight and quality control

55. Quality control is necessary if RIA is to be carried out with a reliable level of consistency and quality. There are a number of strategies an economy may employ to increase oversight and quality control of RIA.
• **Strengthening the challenge function of a central RIA oversight body.** Locating the institution overseeing compliance with RIA policies at the centre of government should ensure the unit has the competency, standing and prestige to compete with ministers and regulation makers and effectively challenge RIA quality.

• **Involvement in RIA quality control and monitoring by other institutions.** The central quality control unit must be supported by a network of institutions, including political level bodies and inter-ministerial working groups close to government, or private sector groups and advisory bodies that can identify priorities and propose reforms.

• **Early timing and preparation of RIA to permit more discussion.** This could include the use of annual regulatory planning to provide early notice to the public about regulatory initiatives at a time when it is still possible to fundamentally influence the regulatory decision. The practice of requiring an early screening RIA is one that governments should consider to both support a policy for proportional analysis and to open the way for earlier and more meaningful public consultation on the alternatives and regulatory design.

• **Monitoring and reporting of RIA quality by central institutions followed by public reporting of performance (or “name and shame”).** The regular assessment and publication of performance data in relation to RIA compliance would not only increase confidence in the achievement of standards and therefore, RIA’s contribution to regulatory quality, it also would tend to encourage improved performance over time. A common and effective approach is to issue performance evaluations based on the quality of the RIA. For example, the Australian Office of Best Practice Regulation issues annual reports on RIA quality and compliance status.

• **Individual ministerial accountability.** Making ministers or high level civil servants personally accountable for the quality of RIA in their departments can make ministers more aware of RIA and the quality issues around RIA take a higher profile.

• **Expert scrutiny from peers.** The use of a transparent consultation process involving qualified and independent peer reviewers should improve the quality of, and promote public confidence in the integrity of, the government’s analysis.

• **Building expertise amongst the regulation makers.** The quality of RIA is dependent on the skills of the regulation makers. Building the skills needed for good RIA takes time and investment in training, accessible written guidance material and technical support (i.e., through a helpdesk function).

---

**Box 1-9: Canadian Centre of Regulatory Expertise**

The Canadian government has established the Centre of Regulatory Expertise (CORE), which provides expert advice and services to departments to help them build their internal capacity to implement Canada's regulatory policy.

The CORE provides expertise to departments in the areas of cost-benefit analysis, performance measurement and risk assessment and regulatory impact assessment generally. CORE allows departments to take advantage of expert capacity at a much lower cost than if they were each to seek additional funding to build short-term internal capacity. Development of a curriculum for regulators and the identification of best practices are also of central importance to the work CORE undertakes. In addition, CORE will cost-share the services of external experts in situations where CORE experts are not available or where a department prefers to hire their own experts.
56. Even with good regulation-making processes, problems with regulation inevitably emerge over time. One problem is simply the growth in the stock of regulation and the cumulative burden it generates. The other problem relates to the ongoing relevance and effectiveness of particular regulations after they are implemented. Market, technological and environmental circumstances are subject to change, sometimes quite substantially and in relatively short intervals of time. This may make existing regulations redundant or require considerable modification to secure their ongoing effectiveness or address unintended consequences.

57. This creates a need for systematic and periodic review of regulation.

58. Developing acceptance among regulation-making institutions and at the political level of the value and importance of systematic *ex post* evaluation of regulation is a long-term challenge involving cultural change. A distinct, but related, part of the process is the need to develop broadly applicable procedures for the routine completion of *ex post* analyses of regulatory outcomes.

59. RIA is essential to add structure, rigour and transparency to regulatory review process. RIA should be used to assess benefits, costs and distributive impacts of regulations, and to develop alternative approaches and proposals for reform.

**Mechanisms for Ex Post Evaluation of Regulation**

**Ad hoc or sector-specific reviews**

60. Most economies carry out some form of partial review of existing regulations on an *ad hoc* basis. However, very few do this systematically or periodically. To produce real change, comprehensive review and rebuilding of entire regulatory regimes is often necessary. This process is referred to as “scrap and build” in Japan and “reinventing regulation” in the United States.

61. Such reviews may examine the stock of regulation from a variety of perspectives, depending on the purpose of the review. However, using the RIA methodology in conducting the review will ensure comprehensive analysis of the issue.

- Focus on a particular policy objective.
  - For example, the National Competition Policy arrangements in Australia established a process to ensure that legislation that restricts competition may be retained or introduced only where it is demonstrably in the public interest, requiring review at least every 10 years after its initial review or introduction.

- Focus on the impact of regulation on a particular group.
  - Impact on business was targeted by an *ad hoc* taskforce appointed in Australia (the Taskforce for Reducing Regulatory Burdens on Business, known as the Banks Taskforce). The Taskforce was established to identify practical options for alleviating the compliance burden on business from government regulation and resulted in 178 recommendations on areas where regulatory reform can provide significant immediate gains to business.

- Focus on a particular sector or industry.
  - The Productivity Commission in Australia has conducted many such reviews since its establishment in 1998. For example, in 2008, the Commission presented a report to government on regulatory burdens on the manufacturing and distributive trades sector.
The report identified a number of ways to reduce unnecessary burdens in these industries, with the Australian government accepting, or accepting in principle, 19 of the 23 Commission recommendations.

- In Australia, the Department of Health and Ageing is conducting a Review into health technology assessment processes. The Review will recommend options to improve efficiency and reduce the regulatory burden of health technology assessment processes to facilitate medical innovation, without comprising timely and affordable patient access to medical services and devices.

62. External, independent advisory bodies can play an important role in conducting ad hoc or sector-specific reviews. Such institutions provide expert analysis of particular sectors or areas of regulation, informed by extensive public consultation, and deliver credible advice and recommendations for reform that can be readily adopted by government.

Box 1-10: The Australian legislation review programme

In 2008, Australia initiated a redundant regulation cleanup exercise. Sixty unnecessary regulations have already been removed, with other identified unnecessary regulation expected to be removed in 2009.

Further, in the February 2009 Updated Economic and Fiscal Outlook the Australian government announced that it would undertake a review of Commonwealth subordinate legislation and other regulation, to document those regulations which impose net costs on business and identify scope to improve regulatory efficiency. Around 30,000 subordinate instruments will be reviewed to identify priorities. The exercise involves portfolio engagement, to enable review of those instruments which impose costs on business, in finer detail.

Automatic mechanisms for review

63. Review clauses, or sunsetting provisions, provide a more systematic approach to monitoring of regulatory performance. Review clauses are requirements contained within regulations themselves for reviews to be conducted within a certain period. They can act as a powerful adjunct to initial decision-making RIA by checking the performance of regulations against initial assumptions. In addition, they constitute a mechanism to contribute to the dynamic efficiency of regulatory structures, by ensuring that the continued appropriateness of regulations is measured against current circumstances and new regulatory (and non-regulatory) options. For example, Japan requires the inclusion in new regulations of a fixed schedule for future review. Much regulation has already incorporated requirements for ex post review after a fixed period of time (ranging from about three to 10 years after introduction).

64. The effectiveness of these mechanisms is enhanced where the central oversight body has a role in monitoring the operation of review clauses and compliance with the requirements.

Administrative burden targets

65. Many OECD economies, including Japan and the United States, have adopted administrative simplification initiatives as a means of undertaking ex post evaluation of regulation. This process involves measuring the administrative burden of all regulation in an economy and then setting a burden reduction target that must be achieved over a defined period (for example, a 25 per cent burden reduction over five years). The focus of the reduction target is on net burden, that is, the burden associated with any new regulation must be offset by a change in existing regulation.
66. This mechanism imposes a discipline on regulation makers to actively identify unnecessary administrative burdens and initiate action to meet the established targets. Oversight of this process by an effective central oversight body will ensure:

- quality control of methodology used to measure burdens;
- independent adjudication of progress in meeting targets; and
- communication of results to both politicians and the wider community.

67. One consideration to take into account with this approach is that it focuses attention solely on administrative burden because it is the only category of burden that can be consistently and effectively measured in OECD economies. However, economic burdens, such as restrictions on competition, can impose as significant costs on stakeholders as administrative burdens.

Other Incentive-Based Mechanisms

68. Annual government reports on the status of regulatory reform or on progress in particular programmes are used in many economies. Such annual reporting mechanisms are valuable in establishing an aggregate, or high-level, appraisal of progress and assessment of the challenges for regulatory reform on a regular basis. As a consequence, regulatory reform achieves a higher degree of prominence within government and the wider community than might otherwise be the case, which may, in turn, strengthen the policy over time.

69. For example, in Australia, the Productivity Commission has developed a framework to benchmark regulatory regimes across all levels of government (i.e., federal, state and local), commencing with a targeted three-year programme. Using a range of quantitative and qualitative indicators, the Commission is publishing a series of reports on Benchmarking Business Regulation. In 2008, the Commission published reports on Quantity and Quality and Cost of Business Registration, and in 2009 will report on Occupational Health and Safety and Food Safety.

CONCLUSION

70. Regulation is a very important tool of government and is an integral part of a well functioning economy. Although poorly designed regulation can be a barrier to competitive and well functioning markets, a regulatory reform framework is available to improve regulation and the operation of the economy more generally. The framework can assist by addressing systemic problems through providing a better process for making and reviewing regulation, and there a number of regulatory tools, systems and processes available for improving the quality of new and existing regulations. Regulatory reform helps governments to strike a balance between the need for regulation and the cost being imposed. The importance of regulation has been acknowledged by APEC, which recognises that regulatory reform is one element of structural reform. Regulatory reform is one of APEC’s five work priority areas.
Chapter 2
Measuring Regulatory Reform to Improve the Business Environment in APEC

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

In Part III of the World Bank study\(^2\) (distributed with the AEPR) commissioned by the Economic Committee, the case studies of APEC economies pursuing regulatory reforms demonstrated that the ability to achieve tangible progress is important in maintaining the momentum for successful regulatory reforms.

Building on Chapter 1 which outlined broad principles and frameworks which help to drive regulatory reform, this chapter focuses on outcomes arising from regulatory reforms. It discusses indicators that can be used to measure regulatory reform outcomes, and also analyses the relationship between regulatory reform outcomes (as proxied by these indicators) with broader economic performance improvements.

Regulatory reforms that aim to facilitate business activity should maximise benefits and minimise transaction costs to businesses. This will provide an environment where businesses are able to flourish, thus boosting investment, employment and economic activity within APEC. The World Bank’s *Ease of Doing Business* (EoDB) indicators are widely used by businesses in deciding whether to invest in a particular economy or whether to place their supply chain within a region. The EoDB indicators benchmark 10 areas that affect the ease of doing business, usually as a result of regulations. Businesses in APEC, as represented by the APEC Business Advisory Council (ABAC), have been keen to remind APEC that it is the ease at which business can operate that matters most to businesses.

ABAC has also urged APEC governments to demonstrate tangible progress in improving the business environment, so as to convince businesses that they should continue to base their operations within the region. As the EoDB indicators implicitly measure the regulatory burden in each member economy, they form a useful, independent, third-party perspective measuring tangible progress arising from regulatory reforms. Such visible and tangible progress can, in turn, help governments and businesses create consensus for further regulatory reforms. More sustained regulatory reform efforts can then, in turn, create real improvements in economic outcomes, as shown in the World Bank study (distributed with the AEPR) which documented the correlation between improvements in EoDB indicators with improved economic outcomes.

Overall, there is a strong case for pursuing regulatory reforms in the areas proxied by the EoDB indicators. Nonetheless, the EoDB indicators do have their limitations. The chapter thus also examine other measures, such as the IMD Business School’s “World Competitiveness Yearbook”, and the World Economic Forum (WEF)’s “Global Competitiveness Report” to see how they stack up against the EoDB indicators. Each set of indicators have their pros and cons; it is important to be aware of what each of these does and does not measure. Ultimately, the prevalent use of the World Bank’s EoDB indicators by businesses, and its attempt to directly measure the outcomes immediately attributable to regulations, make it a simple and yet appropriate measure for reflecting the progress in regulatory reform by APEC economies.

As APEC economies pursue regulatory reforms, they also need to be aware that the end objective is not just about performing well in the World Bank’s EoDB survey as a result of the *de jure* changes in

---

\(^2\)World Bank (2009), “The Ease of Doing Business in APEC: The Impact of Regulatory Reforms”, prepared by the World Bank at the request of the Ministry of Trade and Industry of the Republic of Singapore on behalf of the Economic Committee of APEC. The principal authors were Deepak Bhattachali, Mary C. Hallward-Driemeier and Yue Li.
regulations or published procedures. Ultimately, enforcement matters. Otherwise, regulatory reforms will not lead to positive tangible economic impact. *De facto* implementation of the regulatory reforms, as well as further improvements in the broader institutional environment, are just as important in ensuring that the *de jure* improvements in measurable regulatory reforms translate into improvements in the business environment and hence create positive economic outcomes. As vividly illustrated by the World Bank case studies (distributed with the AEPR) of member economies who have undertaken regulatory reforms, methods to ensure that regulatory reforms are well-enforced range from changing the mindset of officials, to the use of modern information and communication technology (ICT) as an enabler of effective regulation.
1. **INTRODUCTION**

Regulatory reforms are about improvements to the quality of government regulations—i.e., reforms that minimise unnecessary regulatory obstacles to businesses, competition, innovation and growth, while ensuring that regulations efficiently serve important social objectives.

The importance of regulatory reform has been acknowledged by APEC, which places regulatory reform as one of five key pillars of the Leaders’ Agenda to Implement Structural Reform (LAISR). Indeed, regulations were discussed in the inaugural 2006 APEC Economic Policy Report (AEPR), which stated:

“Regulation is one of the primary tools that can be used to implement government policy. Regulation helps to define the 'rules of the game'. These rules partially define the interface between society, the state and the wider economy. Regulation is most useful when the presence of market failure would allow an unfettered market to produce undesirable outcomes.”

Chapter 1 of this AEPR undertook an in-depth examination of frameworks for regulatory reform. Well-designed frameworks are essential for providing the processes and systems which allow regulatory reform to occur successfully. A good regulatory reform framework helps governments to constantly review and improve their regulations, while striking a balance between the need for regulation and the cost being imposed. This in turn helps to facilitate well functioning markets and the smooth operation of the economy more generally.

Chapter 2, complementing the discussion on regulatory reform frameworks, focuses on outcomes of regulatory reform. Identifying specific areas where regulatory reforms can be carried out is a first step in this direction. Measuring the regulatory burden in these areas is another, particularly as “what gets measured gets done”. Measuring the regulatory burden will help economies show concrete progress resulting from regulatory reform, progress that benefits stakeholders (both businesses and government officials) and garners their continued support, creating momentum for further reforms. The EoDB indicators provide a starting template for considering areas where regulatory reforms can be carried out, but it also allows us to measure reform outcomes, and to benchmark them against the efforts of other economies. While the EoDB indicators may have drawbacks, they are generally well-regarded by businesses and can be used to measure progress in APEC from an independent, third-party perspective.

Putting in place regulatory frameworks, and ensuring that the frameworks achieve positive regulatory reform outcomes, is all the more important in the current challenging global economic environment. In particular, reform outcomes that improve the business environment and facilitate business activities will help enhance the flexibility of the economy, thus easing the impact of the crisis and allowing APEC to emerge stronger as a whole.

Amidst a crisis comes opportunity—according to the World Bank, crises like the current global financial downturn often trigger regulatory reforms, because economies respond to the crisis with regulatory initiatives of an ameliorative or precautionary nature. In this regard, Chapter 1 of the AEPR is a very useful reference to guide economies in carrying out regulatory initiatives. In the longer run, regulatory reforms that improve the business environment will help achieve economic growth and improvements in national competitiveness. Improvements in the business environment across all of APEC will improve the attractiveness and competitiveness of APEC as a region for businesses to operate in.
2. DRIVING REGULATORY REFORMS TO ACHIEVE OUTCOMES

At the Structural Reform Ministerial Meeting (SRMM) in August 2008, APEC Ministers committed to identify and prioritise structural reform efforts to address key behind-the-border barriers, and to develop a programme of capacity-building initiatives targeted at the priorities of individual or small groups of member economies. The Ministers recognised that as tariffs fall across the region, it is regulatory and other “behind the border” barriers that pose the greater challenge to businesses investing and trading in APEC. Reducing these “behind the border” impediments can help business better realise the potential gains from tariff reductions “at the border”.

2.1 Building the impetus for regulatory reforms

There is now even greater urgency for action given the challenging conditions in the global economic environment. Global demand for goods and services has fallen. Credit has tightened. The survival of many businesses hangs in the balance, threatening jobs and livelihoods. Even as economies around the world pursue efforts to boost demand and ease credit, structural reforms to reduce “behind the border” impediments will help APEC economies ease the pain currently felt by businesses, and prepare their economies for eventual recovery. In particular, regulatory reform efforts that make it easier, faster and cheaper for businesses to carry out their functions can help cut cost, ease cash flow, save jobs and help businesses tide over the crisis and better position themselves for recovery.

In the face of the challenging global economic environment, APEC needs to act quickly and decisively to translate commitment into action, and put in place a framework of priority regulatory reform efforts to improve the business environment. This will grease the wheels of the economy, and will create more latitude to find new, distinct business opportunities within the current barren economic landscape. These businesses can then contribute to trade, investment and employment, and ultimately, boost economic growth.

To complement specific and targeted regulatory reforms, broader and well-designed structural reform policies can further help mitigate the impact of the crisis by setting the right incentives and by enhancing the flexibility of the economy. It is likely that economies that are well placed with respect to the five LAISR pillars, and which focus on policy measures that increase efficiency and productivity, will return to growth more quickly than economies with less robust frameworks. For instance, good corporate governance can play a key role in helping businesses to avoid being deeply involved in the troubles associated with the financial crisis, and to restore the confidence of investors in well-managed businesses who were not implicated by the financial crisis. The economies equipped with good public sector governance and sound economic and legal infrastructure could regain the confidence of businesses more easily and have more opportunities to receive investments once the global economy starts to pick up. Finally, good regulatory frameworks (which are elaborated upon extensively in Chapter 1) and competition policy can also contribute to bringing a new dynamism into the economy by supporting the establishment of new businesses and allowing smooth reallocation of resources from less competitive sectors to more competitive sectors in the new economic environment arising from the crisis.

Returning to the issue of regulatory reforms, to understand the process of driving and implementing regulatory reforms, the World Bank Study (distributed with the AEPR) commissioned by the EC performed eight in-depth case studies to examine the significant factors shaping individual reform efforts—the 2005 Company Law in China; Customs and Border-Related Reforms in Korea; Real Estate Industry Reforms in Malaysia; Business Registration in Mexico; Secured Transactions in Peru; Credit Reporting Systems in the Philippines; Tax Administration in Thailand; and Land Titling in Vietnam. The advantage of these case studies is that they can help to glean insights into economy-specific experiences. These provide learning points on why and how regulatory reforms were implemented, and how APEC member economies have driven these reforms.

According to the World Bank (2009) study (distributed with the AEPR), the desire to improve national competitiveness is the main motive for regulatory reform among the APEC economies. This can be seen in documents that promote reforms, key pronouncements by leaders, and major performance
monitoring benchmarks introduced into reform programs. The desire to be competitive has taken at least three distinct forms:

- Economies in transition from one economic system to another have implemented root-and-branch reforms to modernise their business environments by drawing extensively upon the laws, other institutions and practices of the more advanced market economies within APEC.

- Other economies, having experienced a crisis, took regulatory initiatives of an ameliorative or precautionary nature. For these economies, the benchmarks for reform initiatives came from international experience, and the importance of remaining competitive in relation to other economies was used to motivate regulatory reforms.

- Several economies have also had narrower development objectives in mind when initiating reforms, though within the ambit of wider national competitiveness concerns.

The World Bank observed from the case studies that individual regulatory reforms are most effective when pursued as part of a broader cluster of co-ordinated reforms. Such broad-based and synergistic reforms matter, and may even be necessary in an economy where finance, business agents, institutions and resources are interconnected. Broader reform clusters may also help overcome a single “binding constraint” holding back an economy.

### 2.2 Identifying priority regulatory reforms in APEC to spark reforms

From the World Bank (2009) study (distributed with the AEPR), it is apparent that in order to identify a need for regulatory change, governments have often relied on stakeholders and those affected by regulations to highlight the need for such changes. Such drivers of change, from outside the Government, could be individuals seeking to start up enterprises, or global or local firms seeking to invest or expand in the economy. According to the World Bank study, listening to these stakeholders and allowing them to participate in the design of regulations can be a powerful tool for fostering effective regulatory reform. Successful regulatory reforms that benefit individual stakeholders will give them incentives to drive other reforms, for their own benefit and that of the wider economy.

APEC can also play a role in driving regulatory reforms across APEC member economies—by identifying and prioritising regulatory reforms that various stakeholders deem important and useful. To this extent, one tool that has been extensively discussed within APEC is the World Bank’s *Ease of Doing Business* (EoDB) indicators, with broad agreement that the EoDB indicators are useful for identifying regulatory burdens on business transactions.
Box 2.1: Measuring the ease of doing business in APEC

The World Bank’s *Doing Business* index identifies the burdens imposed by government requirements on business transactions, and provides quantitative measures of this burden. At the moment, the Doing Business project tracks regulatory burdens affecting 10 stages of a company’s business activities. These are: Starting a Business; Registering Property; Dealing with Permits; Accessing Credit; Employing Workers; Enforcing Contracts; Protecting Investors; Trading Across Borders; Paying Taxes; and Closing a Business.

The Doing Business methodology is based on specific assumptions about the company that is being affected. For instance, where relevant, the methodology assumes that the company is a private, limited liability company that operates in the largest business city in the economy. Since its inception in 2003, the Doing Business methodology has been continually improved. More indicators have been added, and the methodology for existing indicators has been refined. While these are not a perfect set of indicators, it forms a good proxy for the ease of doing business.

For more information, please refer to:
http://www.doingbusiness.org/
http://blog.doingbusiness.org/

To identify regulatory reform priorities, APEC is also well-placed to gather feedback from various stakeholders in the regulatory reform process. The Economic Committee’s PRIBE (Prioritisation of Regulatory Reform to Improve the Business Environment) process is one such initiative that drew on feedback from both governments and businesses to determine priorities for regulatory reform. It used the results from an ABAC survey on business priorities, which asked businesses to identify and prioritise regulatory impediments they face in carrying out various functions, based on the classification of functions adopted by the World Bank *Ease of Doing Business* (EoDB) survey, and asks for suggestions on how these impediments can be reduced or removed. The PRIBE initiative also drew on a separate Economic Committee survey on member economies’ priorities for regulatory reform to improve the business environment in APEC. Finally, it added an analytical perspective using the findings of the World Bank on the economic impact of regulatory reforms in the areas measured by the EoDB indicators.

The PRIBE initiative identified five priority areas in APEC: Starting a Business, Getting Credit, Trading across Borders, Enforcing Contracts and Dealing with Permits, which has been endorsed by APEC Senior Officials, and can form the basis of a cluster of regulatory reforms that APEC member economies can collectively focus on. Regulatory reforms can then improve the business environment in APEC and keep the region competitive. Improvements in the business environment in APEC would also foster activities that generate trade and investment flows beyond APEC, benefiting the global economy at large.

3. MEASURING REGULATORY REFORM OUTCOMES TO MAINTAIN MOMENTUM FOR REFORM

Chapter 1 of the AEPR talks about the benefits of regulatory reform and the methods and tools to implement them. At the same time, initiatives to build impetus for regulatory reform have to be augmented with the means to maintain their momentum. Such momentum can help governments of APEC member economies build up clusters of complementary regulatory reforms over time. To this extent, the above-mentioned bottom-up initiative to identify priority regulatory reforms can therefore be complemented by a focus on measurable results. These measurements and the setting of targets can demonstrate APEC’s resolve to ensure that our capacity building efforts result in effective
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The use of concrete and easily understood metrics that help show continued progress over time to business stakeholders, and also help economies publicise their efforts and generate domestic support for reform are then a crucial tool in regulatory reform efforts. In addition, these metrics can be benchmarked against other economies around the world; it would allow individual economies to generate the necessary competitive dynamics within their own economies, to spur government agencies to make the necessary regulatory changes so as to make their own economies more attractive than other competing locations for businesses and investments.

3.1 The World Bank’s Ease of Doing Business indicators

The EoDB indicators not only identify key regulatory impediments faced by domestic small- and medium-sized companies through different stages of their lifecycle, it also measures the burden imposed by these regulations. The indicators mainly use official data from readings of laws and regulations, backed by official fee schedules and timelines for the various processes involved. Where applicable, the cost and time components of certain indicators are based on surveys conducted with legal practitioners and professionals who undertake these processes regularly, in order to tap into their greater familiarity with actual procedures. This approach of actual data collection, compared to using perception surveys that only capture one-time experiences of individuals, arguably provides a more accurate reflection of the actual costs and time involved in the various procedures.

The calculation of the index is based on a simple averaging method. For each of the 10 indicators, economies are ranked according to the simple average of the percentile rankings on their respective sub-indicators. For the overall economy-level EoDB rank, economies are ordered according to the simple average of their percentile rankings on each of the 10 indicators. This simple averaging method means that every indicator is equally important in ensuring the overall competitiveness of an economy.

In recent years, APEC economies have made notable improvements in regulatory areas measured by the EoDB indicators. According to the World Bank (2009) study (distributed with the AEPR), Indonesia made substantive reforms in seven out of the 10 EoDB areas during the period spanning 2003-2008, while China and Vietnam reformed in six areas each. In particular, the World Bank (2009) study found that over the last five years, APEC economies have focused their regulatory reform efforts on three key areas, namely business formation, global integration and finance.

With these reforms, based on the World Bank’s EoDB survey, APEC has performed well on an overall basis in terms of reforms. APEC economies also had an average rank of 51 out of 181 economies in 2008 and outperformed the regions of Eastern Europe and Central Asia, where the economies had an average rank of only 76. However, in comparison to the OECD economies which had an average rank of 26, there is much room for improvement. Furthermore, while APEC’s average rank remains high, it has slipped in recent years, from an average rank of 45 in 2006, to 47 in 2007 to 51 in 2008—the competitiveness of APEC as a region has thus been slipping.

3.2. Impact of regulatory reforms on economic outcomes from EC-World Bank study

In the World Bank (2009) study (distributed with the AEPR) commissioned by the EC, researchers found that some of the EoDB indicators are more strongly associated with positive economic

---

3 Where data is not available for a particular component sub-indicator, the economy will receives a “no practice” or “not possible” mark, which puts them at the bottom of the global ranking on the relevant sub-indicators. While this may not be optimal as a methodology, it does also help to highlight areas where economies ought to ensure that regulatory information is easily available for access by businesses, thus pointing to inadequacies related to transparency in the provision of regulatory information.

4 Average rank was out of 175 in 2006, 178 in 2007 and 181 in 2008, but as the new economies added were smaller/developing economies, APEC economies ought to rank above rather than below them.
outcomes, with improvement in these indicators associated with increases in investment, business entry and employment.

The strongest evidence of the positive impact on investment, business entry and employment arising from improvement in regulations comes from the cross-economy regressions. EoDB indicators that measure access to finance, labour flexibility and contract enforcement are also positively associated with improvements in economic outcomes such as income, firm entry rates, credit available to the private sector and labour turnover. Evidence of the impact of regulatory reforms from these cross-economy regressions are corroborated by results that focus on sectoral variations within economies. The World Bank researchers found that for sectors that are more reliant on external finance, investment rates are higher when the some of the EoDB indicators such as Getting Credit or Enforcing Contracts were better.

The World Bank researchers also examined how regulatory reforms over time, by reducing the regulatory burden, affected economic outcomes. Here, they found some significant results, although the overall association was relatively weaker, particularly after accounting for economy fixed-effects. One such significant result was that improved credit information helps raise credit to the private sector and increase investment in better-governed economies (as measured by the control of corruption in the World Bank’s World Governance Indicators). An interesting implication of this result is that regulatory reforms may be more effective when they are concomitant with improvements in the broader regulatory environment.

It is important to note that while there is evidence of association in the World Bank study (distributed with the AEPR) between EoDB indicators and positive economic outcomes, more in-depth studies, conducted over a longer time series, will need to be carried out to determine causality with certainty. Conversely, we should not be too surprised that the longitudinal analysis produced relatively weak results, as the World Bank only started collecting data on EoDB indicators from 2004, and as such, the EoDB data series is short. It is only natural that few EoDB indicators are robust to the inclusion of economy fixed effects—in fact, we ought to be more surprised if the EoDB indicators, being such a short time series, are actually robust to the inclusion of economy fixed effects. Indeed, the World Bank (2009) study noted that as the panel data on EoDB indicators grows with the passage of time, similar studies would be worth repeating.

3.3 Alternative indicators for measuring regulatory reform

There are critics on the robustness of the World Bank’s EoDB indicators in measuring tangible regulatory reform efforts. The objections range from the fact that EoDB indicators are often de jure indicators, which are not reflective of de facto realities, to objections on the way that sampling and surveys are done, to the dissatisfaction that overall ranks are determined on the basis of a simple weighted average across indicators. In this section, we thus examine two other alternative sets of widely used international benchmarking tools that could also measure the quality of an economy’s business environment. They are namely the World Competitiveness Yearbook (WCY) prepared by the IMD Business School and the Global Competitiveness Report (GCR) prepared by the World Economic Forum.

3.3.1 The World Competitiveness Yearbook

The World Competitiveness Yearbook (WCY) by the International Institute for Management Development (IMD) Business School is a ranking that analyses the competitiveness of the business environment in several economies, including sub-regions of economies. Economies that can create and maintain a better business environment will help businesses operating within these economies to be more competitive. "Competitiveness" as measured by the WCY is divided into four main factors. Each main factor is in turn divided into five sub-factors as follows, with specific criteria in each sub-factor:

- Economic performance (82 criteria) – domestic economy, international trade, international investment, employment, prices;
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- Government efficiency (70 criteria) – public finance, fiscal policy, institutional framework, business legislation, societal framework;
- Business efficiency (67 criteria) - productivity, labour market, finance, management practices, attitudes and values; and
- Infrastructure (110 criteria) – basic infrastructure, technological infrastructure, scientific infrastructure, health and environment, education

The WCY uses two thirds “hard data” and one third “soft data”. Hard data refers to data that can be measured, such as GDP per capita, and are obtained through various organisations such as the IMD’s Partner Institutes. On the other hand, soft data refers to criteria that can only be perceived, such as the availability of good managers. Soft data is collected through the IMD's annual Executive Opinion Survey, which polls senior business leaders representing a cross-section of each economy’s business community.

3.3.2 The Global Competitiveness Report

The World Economic Forum’s (WEF) *Global Competitiveness Report (GCR)* aims to proxy competitiveness by measuring indicators on institutions, policies and factors that determine the level of productivity of an economy in the medium to long run (WEF, 2008). Through these measurements, it aims to provide policymakers information to better formulate improved economic policies and institutional reforms.

Some indicators used to calculate the GCR's composite Global Competitiveness Index (GCI) are soft data from the WEF’s Executive Opinion Survey. Other indicators are hard data culled from multiple sources, such as the International Monetary Fund, the International Telecommunications Union, United Nations agencies, and even the World Bank's EoDB indicators. The GCI indicators are classified into 12 pillars of competitiveness, grouped into three sub-indices as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Basic requirements</th>
<th>Efficiency enhancers</th>
<th>Innovation and sophistication</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Institutions</td>
<td>Higher education and training</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Infrastructure</td>
<td>Goods market efficiency</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Macroeconomic stability</td>
<td>Labour market efficiency</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health and primary education</td>
<td>Financial market sophistication</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Technological readiness</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Market size</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Business sophistication</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Innovation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Global Competitiveness Report (GCR)

Each economy’s performance on these 12 pillars is weighted to obtain its overall score. For the 134 economies surveyed in the 2008-2009 report, these weights are determined based on their stage of development—whether they are “factor-driven”, “efficiency-driven” and “innovation-driven”.
### Table 2-2: Weights of the three GCI sub-indices at each stage of development

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pillar Group</th>
<th>Factor-driven (%)</th>
<th>Efficiency-driven (%)</th>
<th>Innovation-driven (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Basic requirements</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Efficiency enhancers</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Innovation and</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sophistication factors</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>100</strong></td>
<td><strong>100</strong></td>
<td><strong>100</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Global Competitiveness Report (GCR)

### 3.4 Comparing the three sets of indicators

While the WCY and the GCI indicators are similar to the EoDB indicators in that they all measure economic competitiveness, they differ in key respects (see Table 2-3). These differences give each set of indicators its own unique set of strengths.

### Table 2-3: Comparison of the three indicators

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Organisation of Data</th>
<th>Methods of data collection</th>
<th>No. of Economies</th>
<th>Index Calculation Method</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EoDB</td>
<td>• 10 topics related to the stages in the lifecycle of a local SME</td>
<td>181</td>
<td>Simple average</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Rules and regulations</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Interview with legal practitioners and professionals</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WCY</td>
<td>• Four main factors divided into five sub factors each</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>Standard deviation method</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Each sub factor has several criteria</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Some criteria not used in index calculation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• 1/3 soft data from surveys</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• 2/3 Hard data</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GCI</td>
<td>• 12 pillars of competitiveness organised into three different categories</td>
<td>134</td>
<td>Weighted average</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Economies organised into three different types and two transition types</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Executive opinion survey</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Hard data</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As shown above in Table 2-3, the World Bank EoDB indicators are the most comprehensive set of indicators in terms of economy coverage. They include all of APEC’s member economies. In contrast, the GCR does not feature Papua New Guinea and the WCY does not include Brunei, Papua New Guinea and Viet Nam. Therefore, to ensure comparability of economies both within APEC and externally with the rest of the world, the EoDB indicators are arguably the most appropriate choice.

In addition, the World Bank EoDB indicators most directly measure the impact of regulations affecting businesses, thus lending themselves to target setting and performance monitoring in regulatory reform efforts. The World Bank EoDB indicators, such as starting business time, offer concrete
suggestions for APEC economies to act on and benchmark themselves against. Moreover, they tend to be intuitive, relatively uncontroversial and simple to introduce.

On the other hand, WCY and GCR tend to measure broader macroeconomic variables, such as the price index and international trade, rather than the regulations directly affecting businesses. Moreover, they tend to measure many more criteria than the EoDB indicators. For instance, in the WCY 2009 report, 245 criteria were used in the calculation of overall rankings. For reforms to be effective, it is important to identify priorities and set feasible targets for improvement. The EoDB, having 10 straightforward indicators with less than 30 sub-indicators, has a clearer focus that highlights specific priority areas for possible simple reforms. Such simple reforms are useful at the initial stages of measuring regulatory reforms and will serve as springboards for more comprehensive reforms in the future. On the other hand, both the WCY and the GCR are made up of a large number of criteria, which means that certain specific regulatory choke points may not be immediately obvious.

Furthermore, the measurability of the EoDB indicators allows policymakers to set reform targets more conveniently. While the WCY and GCR are more comprehensive and include a wider range of criteria from the more general macroeconomic environment to the more specific details of doing business, some of these aspects are not measurable quantitatively in absolute terms and tend to be more subjective than EoDB indicators. For instance, the soft data in the WCY and the data from the Executive Opinion Survey in the GCI are more about individual perceptions and personal opinion. On the other hand, all the criteria in the EoDB are measurable, may it be the number of procedures, cost or time involved in the various stages in the lifecycle of a business. This helps economies set specific targets such as reducing the time required to get a construction permit by a certain percentage point by a certain time. After the reform period, pre-reform and post-reform numbers can be compared to gauge the effectiveness of these regulatory reforms. From the various case studies published in the World Bank (2009) study (distributed with the AEPR), we see that simple reforms do deliver visible and significant results. While this can be done for WCY and GCR indicators as well, the more subjective nature of these indicators makes them even more vulnerable to criticism. Given that the indicators themselves are supposed to serve as objective benchmarks and build the momentum for reforms, questions about the validity of these benchmarks that can potentially derail regulatory reform would be undesirable.

This is not to say that the EoDB indicators are flawless. The EoDB indicators do have their limitations, though some of these can be resolved. For instance, economic heterogeneity across regions is not taken into consideration. Where applicable, the EoDB assumes that the business is a private, limited liability firm operating in the largest business city of the economy. For many economies, especially large economies with many levels of administration, procedures/practices associated with the regulatory environment probably differs significantly across different regions of the economy. Hence, EoDB indicators do not provide the fullest reflection of the business environment in the entire economy as a whole. There may thus be a need for World Bank to complement its national indicators with subnational indicators that investigate more closely the conditions in different cities of the economy under study. To date, 15 sub-national studies have been conducted in economies and regions including Veneto, South East Europe, Nigeria and China.

Also, as the EoDB indicators tend not to cover the entire breadth of issues affecting the business environment, economies may want to carry out structural and regulatory reforms that go beyond simply improving the ease of doing business indicators through the simplification of regulations and/or procedures. Such broader and more comprehensive reforms, possibly also aimed at improving the business environment, may benefit from measurement of progress using other international benchmarks, such as the WCY and GCR, as they provide a more comprehensive assessment of business environment issues. Nonetheless the EoDB indicators are still very useful, as they provide a lens through which economies can examine specific areas of regulations that affect business transactions.

### 3.5 Analysing alternative regulatory indicators

A natural question arising from this discussion is how well alternative sets of regulatory indicators drawn from EoDB, WCY and GCR provide a consistent picture of the quality of the regulatory
environment in APEC economies. To examine this issue, the Asia Competitiveness Institute (ACI) carried out a comparative study\(^5\) to assess the relative strength of these different sets of indicators' in terms of their association with improved economic outcomes.

Since the WCY and GCR measure competitiveness on a much broader basis, the ACI study attempted to select a number of sub-indices from WCY and GCR that proxy the regulatory environment, in order to facilitate appropriate comparison with the EoDB indicators. These indices, which are mainly survey responses, capture information on regulatory areas that are similar to the EoDB indicators, as well as those that contain information on regulatory aspects that are not covered in EoDB. The set of indicators and their detailed definitions are attached as Annexes 2-1 to 2-4.

The study found varying degrees of correlation between an APEC economy’s rank based on the EoDB indicators versus that of a WCY or GCR indicator. Spearman rank correlation coefficients, computed for 2008 data, range from statistically insignificant to significant coefficients with values between 0.455 and 0.798. The full set of correlation coefficients is presented in Annex 2-6. This indicates that improvements in EoDB indicators are broadly correlated with improvements in WCY/GCR indicators in some regulatory areas.

Preliminary econometric analyses conducted on panel data between 2003 and 2007 also seem to show that improvements in some of the indicators selected from WCY, GCR and EoDB have statistically significant results in terms of being associated with positive economic outcomes in investment rate, credit to the private sector and total unemployment rate. Among the WCY indicators, variables on the support of legislation in the creation of firm, the tax system and the efficiency of competition legislation show evidence of having statistically significant links with economic outcomes. Among the GCR indicators, protection of minority shareholders’ interests seems to be a relatively significant factor. As for EoDB indicators, the time taken to start a business, the recovery rate of closing a business and the rigidity of employment index are significant variables. This corroborates broadly with the World Bank (2009) study. Among the indicators studied by ACI, the statistically significant EoDB indicators are closely associated with regulatory reforms, whereas the WCY and GCR indicators tend to be more closely related with legislative or broader policy reforms.

Overall, the ACI study noted that all regression results—for the EoDB, WCY, and GCR indicators—are sensitive to variations in the sample, time period and measurement unit of the regulatory indicators and whether the econometric method takes into account economy fixed effects. It noted that these results reinforce the need for ongoing effort to build a consistent set of data over time across all data sources for testing over a longer panel to generate robust findings. In the context of this chapter, the preliminary results of the ACI study emphasises that the relatively weaker results found by the World Bank (2009) study (distributed with the AEPR) in analysing the aggregate variations across time in an individual economy’s regulatory burden is due more to technical econometric issues associated with a short time series, because problems also exist for alternative indicators such as the WCY and GCR when studied over an equally short time frame.

The ACI study also serves to highlight that while the EoDB indicators might be suitable for use by APEC economies in measuring regulatory reforms, a comprehensive assessment of the regulatory environment will benefit from the use of complementary regulatory indicators from a range of sources.

4. IMPLEMENTATION AND ENFORCEMENT, AND COMPREHENSIVE IMPROVEMENTS IN THE BROADER REGULATORY ENVIRONMENT

In short, the EoDB indicators are therefore useful in identifying areas for driving targeted regulatory reforms to make it easier, faster and cheaper to do business in APEC. They can also measure progress in these regulatory reforms, to help maintain reform momentum. Nonetheless, in

---

\(^5\) Forthcoming Working Paper, “Comparing Alternative Indicators of the Regulatory Environment in APEC”, prepared by the Asia Competitiveness Institute (ACI), Lee Kuan Yew School of Public Policy, National University of Singapore in collaboration with the Ministry of Trade and Industry of the Republic of Singapore. The principal author was Marn-Heong Wong.
implementing these reforms, regulatory authorities will also need to remember that the devil is in the details. According to the World Bank (2009) study (distributed with the AEPR), as the EoDB indicators are *de jure* measures of regulation, they represent the rules and regulations implemented by the APEC economies, but do not capture *de facto* regulations, which are the effect of regulations actually experienced by firms on the ground. To ensure that improvements in EoDB indicators lead to improved economic outcomes, these reforms are therefore best carried out as part of a broader structural and regulatory reform agenda, that ensures a better regulatory environment as well as consistency in enforcement throughout the economy.

To study the link between *de jure* reforms and *de facto* impact experienced by firms, the World Bank (2009) study (distributed with the AEPR) supplemented its analysis of EoDB indicators with analysis on its Enterprise Surveys. These Enterprise Surveys, which are broad surveys of over 85,000 firms in over 100 economies, capture what are actually experienced on the ground by firms and are useful complements to the EoDB indicators. As a survey that gathers the opinions of business stakeholders, the Enterprise Surveys are similar to the “soft data” collected in the WCY and GCR. The World Bank (2009) study thus used these to examine the link between *de jure* requirements (as captured by the EoDB indicators), *de facto* implementation (that would ensure that improvements in the EoDB indicators are actually felt on the ground), and impact on economic outcomes.

Broadly, the World Bank (2009) study found a high association between *de jure* regulations and *de facto* firm experiences, only if implementation was strong. For instance, economies with a higher regulatory burden, that did not perform well in the EoDB indicators, generally saw more time spent by businesses with government officials. However, there was also significant variation in the different firms’ experiences within the same economy—this points to a need for consistency in implementation. For instance, the World Bank’s analysis showed that smaller firms, and those in smaller cities, had experienced a higher regulatory burden—there was evidence of large variation in regulatory enforcement within economies.

These findings were corroborated by the case studies done by the World Bank (2009) study, which found that the link between improvements in EoDB indicators and positive economic outcomes is greater when there is more consistent enforcement by officials. The World Bank noted that this requires changing the mindset of officials from a “ruling and administering” mode to a service orientation, and creating incentives for officials to improve the quality and consistency of enforcement—thus translating into a better business environment for firms. For instance, according to the World Bank, Thailand’s reforms of the operations of its revenue department showed that it was possible to put in place a robust monitoring and evaluation system that covers not just physical targets and outcomes, but also behaviours.

Moreover, according to the World Bank (2009) study (distributed with the AEPR), there is evidence that improvements in the regulatory burden have a greater positive impact on economic outcomes when there is a better regulatory environment that ensures proper regulatory implementation. For instance, in economies with strong performance in EoDB indicators, consistency of enforcement was associated with higher employment growth. There was also evidence that enforcement issues are intertwined with an economy’s broader governance framework. Compared to economies that had consistency of enforcement but weak rule of law, economies that combined consistency of enforcement with a strong rule of law saw higher employment growth.

To ensure that regulatory reforms are implemented and enforced in a consistent manner, the World Bank (2009) study suggested that governments can make use of modern information and communication technology (ICT). According to the World Bank, ICT played a positive role as a facilitator of reform in Customs and border-related reforms in Korea and in the credit reporting systems reform in the Philippines. ICT can also help mitigate the effects of poor governance, especially in economies with a poor performance culture and weak incentives to carry out proper and consistent enforcement. Finally, the World Bank (2009) study (distributed with the AEPR) noted that ICT can improve the business environment by reducing the discretionary power by bureaucrats, and thereby reducing the scope for corruption.
5. CONCLUSION

A focus on measuring regulatory reform outcomes, in concrete improvements in the domestic business environment in APEC, helps ensure that a well-designed regulatory reform framework achieves its desired end goals. In particular, as “what gets measured gets done”, it will be useful for APEC to identify specific areas of regulatory reform as priorities and measure progress over time in these areas. Concrete reform progress will in turn help create momentum for further reforms. In this regard, the EoDB indicators provide a useful starting monitoring tool, notwithstanding their limitations. Focussed reform initiatives built around the EoDB indicators can then be complemented by efforts to improve the broader business environment and efforts to ensure consistency of enforcement, which will help ensure that these initiatives will really result in concrete economic benefits.
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## Annex 2-1: WCY and GCR Indicators, and Corresponding EoDB Regulatory Areas

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S/N</th>
<th>IMD WCY</th>
<th>WEF GCR</th>
<th>WB EoDB</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Creation of firms</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>Starting a business</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Shareholders’ rights</td>
<td>Protection of minority shareholders’ interests</td>
<td>Protecting investors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>Dealing with permits</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Composite index comprising indices on:</td>
<td>- Corporate tax rate on profit&lt;br&gt;- Real corporate taxes&lt;br&gt;- Employer's social security contribution rate</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Composite index comprising indices on:</td>
<td>- Labour regulations&lt;br&gt;- Unemployment Legislation</td>
<td>Composite index comprising indices on:&lt;br&gt;- Flexibility of wage determination&lt;br&gt;- Hiring and firing practice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Composite index comprising indices on:</td>
<td>- Customs authorities&lt;br&gt;- Protectionism&lt;br&gt;- Public sector contracts&lt;br&gt;- Foreign investors</td>
<td>Composite index comprising indices on:&lt;br&gt;- Burden of customs procedures&lt;br&gt;- Business impact of rules on FDI&lt;br&gt;- Prevalence of trade barriers&lt;br&gt;- Prevalence of foreign ownership</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>Registering property</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Legal and regulatory framework</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>Enforcing contracts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Banking regulation</td>
<td>Ease of access to loans</td>
<td>Getting credit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>Closing a business</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Ease of doing business</td>
<td>Burden of government regulation</td>
<td>Overall Ease of Doing Business</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Competition legislation</td>
<td>Effectiveness of anti-monopoly policy</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: 1. NA means that a separate WCY or GCR indicator that corresponds to a particular EoDB regulatory area is not available.
Annex 2-2: World Bank’s *Ease of Doing Business* (EoDB) indicators

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S/N</th>
<th>Regulation</th>
<th>Definition</th>
<th>Measurement</th>
<th>Data</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Starting a business</td>
<td>Procedures, time, cost and paid-in minimum capital to open a new business</td>
<td>Records all procedures that are officially required for an entrepreneur to start up and formally operate an industrial or commercial business. These include obtaining all necessary licences and permits and completing any required notifications, verifications or inscriptions for the company and employees with relevant authorities</td>
<td>Survey</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Protecting investors</td>
<td>Strength of investor protection index: extent of disclosure index, extent of director liability index and ease of shareholder suits index</td>
<td>Measures the strength of minority shareholder protections against directors’ misuse of corporate assets for personal gain. The indicators distinguish three dimensions of investor protection: transparency of related-party transactions (extent of disclosure index), liability for self-dealing (extent of director liability index) and shareholders’ ability to sue officers and directors for misconduct (ease of shareholder suits index).</td>
<td>Survey</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Dealing with permits</td>
<td>Procedures, time and cost to obtain construction permits, inspections and utility connections</td>
<td>Records all procedures required for a business in the construction industry to build a standardised warehouse. These procedures include submitting all relevant project-specific documents (for example, building plans and site maps) to the authorities; obtaining all necessary clearances, licences, permits and certificates; completing all required notifications; and receiving all necessary inspections.</td>
<td>Survey</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Paying taxes</td>
<td>Number of tax payments, time to prepare and file tax returns and to pay taxes, total taxes as a share of profit before all taxes borne</td>
<td>Records the taxes and mandatory contributions that a medium-sized company must pay in a given year, as well as measures of the administrative burden of paying taxes and contributions. Taxes and contributions measured include the profit or corporate income tax, social contributions and labour taxes paid by the employer, property taxes, property transfer taxes, dividend tax, capital gains tax, financial transactions tax, waste collection taxes and vehicle and road taxes.</td>
<td>Survey</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Employing workers</td>
<td>Difficulty of hiring index, rigidity of hours index, difficulty of firing index, firing cost</td>
<td>Measures the regulation of employment, specifically as it affects the hiring and firing of workers and the rigidity of working hours.</td>
<td>Survey</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Trading across borders</td>
<td>Documents, time and cost to export and import</td>
<td>Compiles procedural requirements for exporting and importing a standardised cargo of goods by ocean transport.</td>
<td>Survey</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S/N</td>
<td>Regulation</td>
<td>Definition</td>
<td>Measurement</td>
<td>Data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----</td>
<td>---------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>--------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Registering property</td>
<td>Procedures, time and cost to transfer commercial real estate</td>
<td>Records the full sequence of procedures necessary for a business (buyer) to purchase a property from another business (seller) and to transfer the property title to the buyer’s name so that the buyer can use the property for expanding its business, use the property as collateral in taking new loans or, if necessary, sell the property to another business.</td>
<td>Survey</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Enforcing contracts</td>
<td>Procedures, time and cost to resolve a commercial dispute</td>
<td>Indicators on enforcing contracts measure the efficiency of the judicial system in resolving a commercial dispute.</td>
<td>Survey</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Getting credit</td>
<td>Strength of legal rights index, depth of credit information index</td>
<td>Constructs measures of the legal rights of borrowers and lenders and the sharing of credit information. The first set of indicators describes how well collateral and bankruptcy laws facilitate lending. The second set measures the coverage, scope, quality and accessibility of credit information available through public and private credit registries.</td>
<td>Survey</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Closing a business</td>
<td>Recovery rate in bankruptcy</td>
<td>Doing Business studies the time, cost and outcomes of bankruptcy proceedings involving domestic entities.</td>
<td>Survey</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S/N</th>
<th>Regulation</th>
<th>Definition</th>
<th>Data</th>
<th>Source</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Burden of government regulation</td>
<td>Complying with administrative requirements (permits, regulations, reporting) issued by government in your economy</td>
<td>Survey (1=burdensome, 7=not burdensome)</td>
<td>World Economic Forum, Executive Opinion Survey 2007, 2008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Total tax rate</td>
<td>This variable is a combination of profit tax (% of profits), labour tax and contribution (% of profits), and other taxes (% of profits)</td>
<td>Hard data</td>
<td>The World Bank, Doing Business 2008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>No. of procedures required to start a business</td>
<td>Number of procedures required to start a business</td>
<td>Hard data</td>
<td>The World Bank, Doing Business 2008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Time required to start a business</td>
<td>Number of days required to start a business</td>
<td>Hard data</td>
<td>The World Bank, Doing Business 2008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Business impact of rules on FDI</td>
<td>In your economy, rules governing foreign direct investment</td>
<td>Survey (1=discourage foreign direct investment, 7=encourage foreign direct investment)</td>
<td>World Economic Forum, Executive Opinion Survey 2007, 2008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Burden of customs procedures</td>
<td>Customs procedures (formalities regulating the entry and exit of merchandise) in your economy</td>
<td>Survey (1=extremely slow and cumbersome, 7=rapid and efficient)</td>
<td>World Economic Forum, Executive Opinion Survey 2007, 2008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Flexibility of wage determination</td>
<td>In your economy, wages are…</td>
<td>Survey (1=set by a centralized bargaining process, 7=up to each individual company)</td>
<td>World Economic Forum, Executive Opinion Survey 2007, 2008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Rigidity of employment</td>
<td>Rigidity of employment</td>
<td>Hard data (Rigidity of employment index on a 0-100 (worst) scale)</td>
<td>The World Bank, Doing Business 2008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S/N</td>
<td>Regulation</td>
<td>Definition</td>
<td>Data</td>
<td>Source</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----</td>
<td>------------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Firing costs</td>
<td>Firing costs (in weeks of wages)</td>
<td>Hard data</td>
<td>The World Bank, Doing Business 2008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Ease of access to loans</td>
<td>How easy is it to obtain a bank loan in your economy with only a good business plan and no collateral?</td>
<td>Survey (1=impossible, 7=very easy)</td>
<td>World Economic Forum, Executive Opinion Survey 2007, 2008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Strength of investor protection</td>
<td>Strength of investor protection index on a 0-10 (best) scale</td>
<td>Hard data</td>
<td>The World Bank, Doing Business 2008</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Annex 2-4: IMD- World Competitiveness Yearbook (WCY) Indicators

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S/N</th>
<th>Regulation</th>
<th>Definition</th>
<th>Data</th>
<th>Source</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Corporate tax rate on profit</td>
<td>Maximum tax rate, calculated on profit before tax</td>
<td>Qualitative</td>
<td>PricewaterhouseCoopers 2008, &quot;Resource Tax Manager&quot;; National sources</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Real Corporate taxes</td>
<td>Real corporate taxes do not discourage people from working or seeking advancement</td>
<td>Survey</td>
<td>IMD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Capital markets</td>
<td>Capital markets (foreign and domestic) are easily accessible</td>
<td>Survey</td>
<td>IMD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Competition legislation</td>
<td>Competition legislation is efficient in preventing unfair competition</td>
<td>Survey</td>
<td>IMD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Product and service legislation</td>
<td>Product and service legislation does not deter business activity</td>
<td>Survey</td>
<td>IMD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Price controls</td>
<td>Price controls do not affect pricing of products in most industries</td>
<td>Survey</td>
<td>IMD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Regulation intensity</td>
<td>Regulation intensity does not restrain the ability of companies to compete</td>
<td>Survey</td>
<td>IMD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Ease of doing business</td>
<td>Ease of doing business is supported by regulations</td>
<td>Survey</td>
<td>IMD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Creation of firms</td>
<td>Creation of firms is supported by legislation</td>
<td>Survey</td>
<td>IMD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Start-up days</td>
<td>Number of days to start a business</td>
<td>Survey</td>
<td>IMD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Labour regulations</td>
<td>Labour regulations (hiring/firing practices, minimum wages, etc) do not hinder business activities</td>
<td>Survey</td>
<td>IMD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Unemployment legislation</td>
<td>Unemployment legislation provides an incentive to look for work</td>
<td>Survey</td>
<td>IMD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>Immigration laws</td>
<td>Immigration laws do not prevent your company from employing foreign labour</td>
<td>Survey</td>
<td>IMD</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Annex 2-5: Improvement in Each *Ease of Doing Business* (EoDB) Indicator in APEC

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Economy</th>
<th>Total</th>
<th>Starting a Business</th>
<th>Accessing Credit</th>
<th>Trading Across Borders</th>
<th>Paying Taxes</th>
<th>Investor Rights</th>
<th>Construction Permits</th>
<th>Closing a Business</th>
<th>Employing Workers</th>
<th>Enforcing Contracts</th>
<th>Registering Property</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Indonesia</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>55%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>33%</td>
<td>53%</td>
<td>14%</td>
<td>38%</td>
<td>15%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>China</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>87%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>45%</td>
<td>74%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>29%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vietnam</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>21%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td></td>
<td>67%</td>
<td>17%</td>
<td>15%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peru</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>34%</td>
<td>133%</td>
<td>19%</td>
<td>14%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Korea</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>23%</td>
<td>20%</td>
<td>33%</td>
<td>14%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>39%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thailand</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>25%</td>
<td>75%</td>
<td>34%</td>
<td>250%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hong Kong, China</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>25%</td>
<td>71%</td>
<td>13%</td>
<td>35%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Australia</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>45%</td>
<td></td>
<td>100%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>29%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Singapore</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>50%</td>
<td>33%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>63%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canada</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>50%</td>
<td>50%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russia</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>68%</td>
<td></td>
<td>15%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>14%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philippines</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>13%</td>
<td>11%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>14%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malaysia</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>57%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>66%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Japan</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>17%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>52%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>62%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chinese Taipei</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>21%</td>
<td>33%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Zealand</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>92%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United States</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>42%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chile</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Papua New Guinea</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>20%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*APEC* 64 14 10 9 7 6 5 5 3 3 2

*Data covers from 2003 to 2008.*

### Annex 2-6: ACI Study- Spearman Rank Correlation Coefficients 2008

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>APEC economies</th>
<th>Overall 1</th>
<th>Spearman's Rank Correlation Coefficient - DB and WCY 2</th>
<th>Starting a business</th>
<th>Spearman's Rank Correlation Coefficient - DB and WCY</th>
<th>Protecting investors</th>
<th>Spearman's Rank Correlation Coefficient - DB and WCY</th>
<th>Spearman's Rank Correlation Coefficient - DB and WCY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DB  WCY  GCR</td>
<td>Spearman's Rank Correlation Coefficient - DB and WCY</td>
<td>DB WCY GCR</td>
<td>DB WCY GCR</td>
<td>DB WCY GCR</td>
<td>DB WCY GCR</td>
<td>DB WCY GCR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Australia</td>
<td>6  3  15</td>
<td>3  4  NA</td>
<td>13  2  4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brunei Darussalam</td>
<td>16  13</td>
<td>18  NA</td>
<td>19  18</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canada</td>
<td>5  5  9</td>
<td>2  5  NA</td>
<td>5  3  3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chile</td>
<td>11  10  8</td>
<td>8  14  NA</td>
<td>10  6  8</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>China</td>
<td>15  9  7</td>
<td>19  11  NA</td>
<td>17  17  19</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hong Kong, China</td>
<td>4  2  2</td>
<td>6  2  NA</td>
<td>3  10  6</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indonesia</td>
<td>20  12  10</td>
<td>21  13  NA</td>
<td>13  12  9</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Japan</td>
<td>7  7  4</td>
<td>9  9  NA</td>
<td>8  15  11</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Korea, Rep.</td>
<td>10  17  6</td>
<td>17  17  NA</td>
<td>15  16  10</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malaysia</td>
<td>9  4  5</td>
<td>11  10  NA</td>
<td>4  5  7</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico</td>
<td>12  16  19</td>
<td>14  18  NA</td>
<td>10  14  16</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Zealand</td>
<td>2  6  14</td>
<td>1  3  NA</td>
<td>1  7  1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Papua New Guinea</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>12  NA</td>
<td>10</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peru</td>
<td>14  14  20</td>
<td>15  16  NA</td>
<td>9  8  15</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philippines</td>
<td>21  15  17</td>
<td>20  12  NA</td>
<td>20  13  13</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russian Federation</td>
<td>19  18  18</td>
<td>10  15  NA</td>
<td>17  18  20</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Singapore</td>
<td>1  1  1</td>
<td>5  1  NA</td>
<td>2  1  2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chinese Taipei</td>
<td>13  8  3</td>
<td>16  6  NA</td>
<td>15  11  14</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thailand</td>
<td>8  13  11</td>
<td>7  8  NA</td>
<td>7  9  12</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United States</td>
<td>3  11  12</td>
<td>4  7  NA</td>
<td>5  4  5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Viet Nam</td>
<td>17  16</td>
<td>13  NA</td>
<td>21  17</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: 1. These are reordered ranks for the subset of APEC economies from the values of their ranks in each dataset.
2. Correlation is significant at the 10% level (2-tailed) unless otherwise specified.
### Dealing with Permits

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>APEC economies</th>
<th>Dealing with permits</th>
<th>Paying taxes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DB</td>
<td>WCY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Australia</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brunei Darussalam</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canada</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chile</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>China</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hong Kong, China</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indonesia</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Japan</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Korea, Rep.</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malaysia</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Zealand</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Papua New Guinea</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peru</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philippines</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russian Federation</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Singapore</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chinese Taipei</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thailand</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United States</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Viet Nam</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Spearman's Rank Correlation Coefficient - DB and WCY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>APEC economies</th>
<th>Spearman's Rank Correlation Coefficient - DB and WCY</th>
<th>Spearman's Rank Correlation Coefficient - DB and GCR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DB</td>
<td>WCY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Australia</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brunei Darussalam</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canada</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chile</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>China</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hong Kong, China</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indonesia</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Japan</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Korea, Rep.</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malaysia</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Zealand</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Papua New Guinea</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peru</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philippines</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russian Federation</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Singapore</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chinese Taipei</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thailand</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United States</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Viet Nam</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes:  
1. These are reordered ranks for the subset of APEC economies from the values of their ranks in each dataset.  
2. Correlation is significant at the 10% level (2-tailed) unless otherwise specified.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>APEC economies</th>
<th>Registering property¹</th>
<th>Enforcing contracts</th>
<th>Spearman's Rank Correlation Coefficient - DB and WCY</th>
<th>Getting credit</th>
<th>Spearman's Rank Correlation Coefficient - DB and WCY</th>
<th>Spearman's Rank Correlation Coefficient - DB and GCR</th>
<th>Closing a business</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DB</td>
<td>WCY</td>
<td>GCR</td>
<td>DB</td>
<td>WCY</td>
<td>GCR</td>
<td>DB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Australia</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brunei Darussalam</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td></td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canada</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chile</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>China</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hong Kong, China</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indonesia</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Japan</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Korea, Rep.</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malaysia</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Zealand</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Papua New Guinea</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td></td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peru</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philippines</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russian Federation</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Singapore</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chinese Taipei</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thailand</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United States</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Viet Nam</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td></td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes:
1. These are reordered ranks for the subset of APEC economies from the values of their ranks in each dataset.
2. Correlation is significant at the 10% level (2-tailed) unless otherwise specified.
Chapter 3

Overview - Regulatory Reforms in APEC Economies

1. INTRODUCTION

Sound regulations are an integral part of a vibrant economy. They help to ensure the efficient functioning of markets while allowing governments to achieve a broad range of objectives—be it economic, social or environmental. Ongoing regulatory reform efforts that evaluate new regulations and re-evaluate existing regulations are essential as part of a dynamic process to continuously improve the quality of regulations, and to evolve the regulations in line with changing economic, social or environmental conditions. APEC economies’ experiences in regulatory reform are varied, but they are all geared towards achieving the broad goal of carrying out regulatory reform to the greater benefit of the stakeholders involved. In recent years, APEC economies have also improved their regulatory environment with a stronger focus on outcomes. Chapter 1 of the APEC Economic Policy Report (AEPR) clearly spells out the economic importance of a good regulatory architecture and the benefits, challenges and key elements of regulatory reforms. This is complemented by Chapter 2 of the AEPR, which focuses on the outcomes of regulatory reforms. As APEC economies seek to improve their regulatory environments, there are many common lessons to be learnt from their diverse practices. Chapter 3 provides concrete examples of the principles and issues discussed in Chapters 1 and 2, summarising the collective experience of regulatory reforms in APEC economies. The complete set of Individual Economic Reports (IERs) can also be found in the Annex 3-1.

2. KEY FEATURES OF REGULATORY REFORMS

2.1 Legislation, policy and principles

Broadly, APEC economies agree that in principle, regulations should only be introduced on a need-to-basis and reduced where unnecessary. (For more information on the principles of good regulations, please refer to Chapter 1 of the AEPR.) APEC member economies also note that the regulatory reform process should aim to make regulations consultative in their formation and transparent in their formulation, as this will help to ensure that regulations achieve their stated objectives in the most efficient way possible.

Some APEC economies have even gone one step further to codify these principles. For instance, in February 2007, Japan adopted a Basic Principle for the Promotion of Regulatory Reform. New Zealand also often makes consultation a legal requirement on regulatory proposals, and is considering the introduction of a Regulatory Responsibility Bill.

2.2 Objectives of regulatory reform policy

Establishing clear principles on regulatory reform ensures that regulations in APEC member economies achieve their main objective of serving the interests of multiple stakeholders while avoiding over-regulation. Although individual APEC economies will naturally have their own unique objectives for regulatory reform, the act of reducing and simplifying regulations that remove “behind-the-border” barriers to economic activities can help to encourage investment and employment.

Indeed, the IERs generally show that over the last five years, there has been a growing recognition among APEC economies that principles, policies and legislation that facilitate regulatory reform, or the “regulatory reform architecture”, are important means to the end goal of achieving the regulatory reform objectives. However, there has been an increasing awareness that “regulatory architectures” are necessary but not sufficient, and must be complemented by a sharper focus on the objectives or “regulatory outcomes”. Good regulatory outcomes, arising from improving the regulations, can help improve social welfare, foster economic development, and increase trade and investment flows.
(Chapter 2 of the AEPR elaborates on the positive economic outcomes associated with regulatory reforms), thereby creating the impetus for continued reform.

In particular, some APEC economies, such as Hong Kong, China; and Chinese Taipei believe that regulations should be constantly updated and adapted to help create a vibrant business environment. Malaysia, for example, considers business facilitation as a key outcome of regulatory reform. Having identified the outcomes that matter, there is then scope to assess and measure the desirable outcomes and to set targets on outcomes as the objective of regulatory reform. Other APEC economies, such as Mexico, have found it useful to measure progress against internationally benchmarks, such as World Bank's Ease of Doing Business (EoDB) indicators. Mexico’s experience, along with other featured economies can be found in the World Bank study that will be distributed together with the AEPR. A focus on measurable outcomes allows APEC economies to set tangible, regulatory reform targets, improve on any shortfalls, and build momentum for reforms that facilitate growth and development in APEC.

3. MECHANISMS AND INSTITUTIONS TO OVERSEE REGULATORY REFORM

A key part of the “regulatory architecture” in APEC member economies is the mechanisms and institutions that they have built, in order to drive regulatory reform initiatives towards achieving positive outcomes.

3.1 Institutions

**Central agency to coordinate and enforce regulatory reforms**

To prevent the duplication of regulatory efforts and eliminate redundant legislation, many APEC economies have set up a central agency to coordinate regulatory reforms across the public sector agencies. Chapter 1 of the AEPR talks about the various roles that a central agency can play. For instance, Korea’s overall framework for regulatory reform is coordinated by the Regulatory Reform Committee and Presidential Council on National Competitiveness. Such central agencies with sufficient authority endowed upon them help to effectively coordinate and implement regulatory reforms across a spectrum of public sector agencies, and can also be responsible for issues that do not neatly fall under the purview of any particular government agency. In addition, an impartial central agency is in the best position to monitor the implementation of regulatory reforms that cut across several agencies.

**Formal Public Consultative Mechanism**

To maintain regulatory quality, regulatory outcomes need to effectively address the needs of the business community and other stakeholders. APEC economies have generally noted that public consultation is an important process through which government agencies can solicit constructive feedback from all the relevant stakeholders. Public consultation is also an important principle of good regulation as mentioned in Chapter 1. Some APEC economies, such as Thailand, have put in place statutory requirements for government agencies to consult the relevant stakeholders before carrying out regulatory reforms. There are several channels that APEC economies use to obtain the views of stakeholders. In Japan, for example, the Council for the Promotion of Regulatory Reform (CPRR) is a government advisory body composed of private sector experts who play a key role in advocating and crafting regulatory reform policies.

3.2 Awareness and Support

The experience of APEC economies also suggests that regulatory reform initiatives work best when there is strong support from the highest echelons of government. Such support helps in two ways. First, it helps set a clear direction from which government officials can take a cue. Second, it helps governments in APEC economies demonstrate to businesses and other stakeholders that they are committed to regulatory reform. Government support for regulatory reform can be demonstrated in several ways. For example, in Korea, elected officials (including the President) have instructed their
governments to improve regulations and remove redundant regulations in order to facilitate business activity. In a few APEC economies, such as New Zealand, ministers for regulatory reform have even been appointed to oversee the process.

3.3 Transparency and predictability

For the formal public consultation mechanism mentioned in section 3.1 to work, and for regulatory agencies to effectively receive constructive feedback, APEC economies generally agree that existing regulations must be transparent and predictable to the public. In this regard, the practices adopted by APEC member economies are varied, and include ensuring that regulations specify and make public the criteria and standards they use, for example, to evaluate applications for licences. Stating a standard processing period for applications is also useful. There are ways to make the process of regulatory reform transparent to the public. Best practices suggest that regulatory reform proposals should have a notice and comment process that makes them accessible to the public ahead of the actual implementation of reforms. The actual regulatory reforms should be implemented in a transparent and predictable manner, where the public is notified through multiple channels of communication prior to the changes, such as through traditional media, in online publications, or in government gazettes.

4. IMPROVING THE QUALITY OF REGULATION

4.1 Regulatory tools, systems and processes for improving the quality of new regulations (Flow)

Some APEC economies, such as the United States, have found it useful to conduct a regulatory impact study before implementing any regulatory reforms. These studies have taken the form of cost-benefit analyses, and/or Regulatory Impact Analysis (RIA). Australia has elaborated on the RIA extensively in Chapter 1 of the AEPR. These impact studies also act as a tool for policymakers to review existing regulations and procedures affecting businesses and other key stakeholders, and to choose between different alternative regulations that could be implemented. By providing objective, evidence-based and credible analyses, impact studies can help achieve maximum public awareness and thus garner support for the proposed regulatory changes.

Nonetheless, many APEC economies do not make such regulatory impact studies mandatory, nor do they mandate a strict framework of requirements for each study, though they are broadly receptive to public feedback on regulations. Not all regulations affect a broad range of stakeholders and mandating RIAs may not be necessary. For instance, Malaysia does not mandate RIAs, but actively consults stakeholders to garner feedback as and when necessary when formulating policy. Similarly for Hong Kong, China, where the principle is that regulatory impact studies should be flexibly applied, and that the individual department or agency should be free to change the criteria or adopt measures that best suit their respective situations. This ensures that RIA frameworks do not end up impeding the pace of regulatory change, especially for straightforward amendments.

4.2 Regulatory tools, systems and processes for improving the quality of new regulations (Stock)

To assess the effectiveness of their regulation-making and regulatory reform process, many APEC economies evaluate their regulations ex post. This helps economies improve the quality of regulations. Many APEC economies find it useful to review existing legislation (which spawn the regulations) at periodic intervals, to ensure that they remain relevant and appropriate. Chapter 1 of the AEPR discusses the various systems and processes that can review and improve the quality of existing regulations. For instance, in Mexico, the Regulatory Reform Programs help ensure discipline in government agencies to review and, as necessary, improve legislation at regular intervals. Some other APEC economies, such as Australia, form working groups, usually chaired by a political office holder, that review existing legislations. Some economies, including Singapore, have found it useful to issue guidance to assist agencies conducting such reviews. Sunset clauses form another set of measures that economies use to ensure regulations are kept up to date. Used by Singapore and
Korea, such clauses can specify that a regulation will automatically lapse after a certain date, or stipulate that the regulation will be reviewed after a certain period. Such measures improve the quality of legislation and ensure that they serve the constantly-changing needs of multiple stakeholders.

Another useful tool to assess regulations and regulatory reforms ex post is that of measurable indicators, which allow economies to assess the performance (in terms of outcomes) of existing and/or new regulations. Canada, for example, has adopted a performance measurement and evaluation (PME) approach for new regulations. Under this approach, measurable indicators to assess the extent to which regulatory activities are achieving their intended objectives are selected and continuously monitored by the regulatory department/agency. Following the Cabinet Directive on Streamlining Regulation (CDSR), departments and agencies are required to develop a performance measurement and evaluation plan for high impact regulatory proposals. Korea is another economy, where the Regulatory Reform Office in the Prime Minister’s Office carries out an annual evaluation of the effectiveness of each ministry’s regulatory reform efforts, based on its plans submitted earlier.

5. FUTURE CHALLENGES AND LESSONS LEARNED IN IMPLEMENTING EFFECTIVE REGULATORY REFORM POLICIES

5.1 Lessons learned in promoting regulatory reform

Coordination between federal and local governments

In large economies, such as the United States and Mexico, there is a real need to coordinate resources between federal and local governments. These economies strive to make regulations at the local level consistent with those at the Federal level, to avoid unnecessary duplication. They have also found it very useful to put in place mechanisms to ensure that the local governments have the capabilities to effectively enforce regulations. This helps to reduce the economy’s overall regulatory burden, and improves the business environment.

Use of technology

Use of technology, particularly information technology, is another strategy that is a common thread across many APEC economies, such as Chinese Taipei, who have found it useful to significantly improve the quality of regulatory reforms. Korea, for example, has found that the use of information technology in setting up a one-stop centre for regulations has contributed to greater public satisfaction. Overall, a greater use of information technology allows APEC economies to more efficiently collect and disseminate public feedback, increasing awareness among stakeholders and gaining their support.

5.2 Future challenges in implementing effective regulatory reform policies

Proactive mindset to benefit stakeholders

Many APEC economies, for example Malaysia, agree that to improve the regulatory reform process, there will be a need to change the mindset of the regulatory agencies from one that is focused on administering rules, to one that is actively working for the stakeholders’ interest. The challenge is to encourage bureaucrats to view the stakeholders involved as equal partners in the regulatory process, rather than passive supervisees. This has become more important as globalisation has made societies more pluralised. The global economic crisis that began in late 2008 has further accentuated differences across interest groups. Going forward, regulatory authorities will thus need to be even more proactive in engaging stakeholders and harmonising the trade-offs between different interest groups.

Performance-based system

Against a constantly changing economic landscape, existing regulations will increasingly face the risk of becoming obsolete. APEC economies have therefore noted that they will have to continuously re-
evaluate regulations and push for regulatory reforms as an ongoing process, by imposing discipline on the reform process. To evaluate regulatory reforms in a systematic and consistent manner, some APEC economies have noted that a performance-based approach focusing on regulatory outcomes can be useful. For instance, Mexico looks at international benchmarks such as the World Bank's *Ease of Doing Business* (EoDB) indicators. Such benchmarks that are mentioned in the World Bank Study (distributed with the AEPR) will allow economies to set regulatory reform targets which can then be conveniently measured and monitored independently. Another example is Brunei which monitors EoDB indicators and seeks to improve in areas where rankings are especially low. These indicators allow existing regulations to be reviewed objectively, in order for the economies to make a real effort to improve on any shortfalls.

6. **CONCLUDING REMARKS**

The different experiences of APEC economies provide a rich learning ground, and help to generate new ideas that could also be implemented in other economies. While circumstances may now be different, there is a high likelihood that the circumstances found in one economy may well occur in another economy in the future. This collection of IERs thus provides a useful library of case studies for APEC economies to refer to, for their regulatory reform efforts now, and in the future.
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Australia: Developments in Regulatory Reform

1. Key features of Australian regulatory reform

The current Australian government took office in November 2007 with an ambitious regulatory reform agenda reflecting its policy objective that well-designed and targeted regulation reduces costs and complexity for business, individuals and the not-for-profit sector and that better regulation will enhance Australia’s productivity and international competitiveness. Australia is committed to ongoing regulatory reform and is building institutional frameworks to support continuous improvement in regulatory quality. This contrasts with previous episodic efforts.

The Australian government is not only focussing on reducing regulation and its costs, though this is an important element of its agenda. The government is also targeting poorly designed and inefficient regulation. Importantly, the objective of a Regulation Impact Statement (RIS) in Australia is not to identify the lowest cost regulatory option—the preferred option should be that which delivers the greatest net benefit to the community.

2. Mechanisms and institutions to oversee regulatory reform

2.1 Institutions, awareness and support

The Australian government has significantly strengthened advocacy for regulatory reform by giving it explicit Cabinet-level status and by appointing two ministers with direct responsibilities for regulatory reform (the Minister for Finance and Deregulation, the Hon Lindsay Tanner MP, and the Minister Assisting the Finance Minister on Deregulation, the Hon Dr Craig Emerson MP). Advisory and gatekeeper roles have been strengthened and consolidated by supplementing the Office of Best Practice Regulation (OBPR) with a new Deregulation Policy Division (DPD), and locating both functions within a central agency of government (the Department of Finance and Deregulation). The OBPR administers Regulatory Impact Analysis (RIA) by reviewing the adequacy of RIA (which is required for all Australian government regulatory proposals) and in reporting annually on agency compliance. The government has reaffirmed the independence of the OBPR. A challenge function is provided by DPD, which advises on how regulatory costs can be minimised and challenges the quality of new regulatory proposals and the effectiveness of current regulation. For example, DPD is leading a cleanup of redundant regulation, which has identified some 200 pieces of regulation which will be removed in 2009. In addition, DPD provides secretariat services to the Business Regulation and Competition Working Group (BRCWG) of the Council of Australian Governments (COAG)—a group which focuses on removing regulatory costs and barriers between jurisdictions.

The Productivity Commission (PC) is an independent body responsible, inter alia, for preparing public information papers and submissions on regulation. The Australian government continues to task the PC to conduct systematic public reviews to examine scope for future regulatory reform, to benchmark regulatory compliance across jurisdictions and to measure and report on the regulatory burden on business.

Setting the example, in October 2008, the Minister for Finance and Deregulation asked the Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) to undertake a Regulatory Review of Australia. This review will provide valuable insights to support the government’s commitment to strengthened processes for regulation making and review and better regulation outcomes. The OECD is expected to report its findings to the Australian government in December 2009.
### 2.2 Transparency and predictability

The Australian government is committed to consultation and engagement with the community. Recent consultation initiatives include an Australia 2020 summit in 2008 aimed at harnessing the best ideas for a modern Australia; holding ‘Community Cabinet meetings’ in various locations across Australia; increased consultation and collaboration with the states and territories on economic and social reforms; and involving stakeholders in many major policy reviews, such as the Australia’s Future Tax System review.

Primary legislation is published both in hard copy and on the ComLaw website. ComLaw is currently being updated to provide a more comprehensive listing and description of Australian regulation.

RISs are published on agency websites and in explanatory memoranda to legislation.

### 3. Improving the quality of regulation

#### 3.1 Regulatory tools, systems and processes for improving the quality of new regulations (Flow)

The current government has strengthened Australia’s institutional framework by combining the efforts of OBPR with the new DPD. Strengthened policy oversight processes are providing a greater quality assurance in respect of new regulatory proposals, improving policy design and providing a capacity to more readily target inefficient regulation.

DPD provides a challenge function to proposed regulation. It comments on the merits of regulatory proposals, and works with agencies from the early stages of policy development to ensure that desirable regulatory outcomes are achieved. Regulatory quality is also enhanced by the Cabinet process where regulatory impacts are considered by senior ministers. Legislation is subject to scrutiny by the Australian Parliament, as are legislative instruments enacted under primary legislation.

RIA requirements have been in place since the late 1980s and were given new impetus in 1997 as part of the Australian government’s response to the recommendations of the Small Business Deregulation Taskforce. RISs became mandatory for all Commonwealth legislation or regulation that had the potential to affect business. Proposals that will have a significant impact on business and individuals or the economy must be subjected to in-depth analysis in an RIS. Where the impacts are considered significant, the RIS should include a quantified cost-benefit analysis. For medium-cost regulatory proposals, the Business Cost Calculator (BCC) is an information technology-based tool designed to assist policy officers estimate the business compliance costs of various policy options during the policy development process. The BCC can be downloaded from the OBPR website.

Australian government consultation requirements, outlined in the Best Practice Regulation Handbook, are applied to all major regulatory initiatives and cover all aspects of regulation development. This includes the ideas stage of policy proposals through to the post-implementation review. The nature and extent of consultation should be commensurate with the potential magnitude of the problem and the impact of proposed regulatory and non-regulatory solutions. Consultation may include green papers and/or exposure drafts for major or complex regulation. Agency compliance with the RIA process is reviewed every six months by the OBPR. Where an RIS is prepared, the responsible agency is required to seek clearance from OBPR that the analysis is adequate before the regulatory decision can proceed to the decision maker. The OBPR reports annually on the regulatory activities of Australian government departments and agencies, including whether departments and agencies have undertaken required RIA and whether it was adequate.

#### 3.2 Regulatory tools, systems, and processes for improving the quality of existing regulations (Stock)

The regulatory reform agenda is designed to engender a culture of continuous improvement in regulatory quality, where agencies and portfolio ministers take responsibility for regulatory outcomes.
The agenda encompasses both regulation at the Commonwealth (national) level and cross-jurisdictional regulation. At the cross-jurisdictional level, business has indicated particular concerns with obstacles to competitiveness through costs generated by inconsistent regulatory regimes between the states and territories, and the Australian government has moved comprehensively to address concerns in these areas.

The current Australian government, together with states and territories agreed in December 2007 that business regulation and competition would be included as one of COAG’s key national priorities. Reflecting COAG’s commitment to a seamless national economy, COAG established the Business Regulation and Competition Working Group (BRCWG) chaired jointly by the Minister for Finance and Deregulation and the Minister Assisting the Finance Minister on Deregulation, and supported by officials from the Australian government and all state and territory jurisdictions. Targets for national reform considered by the BRCWG largely reflect examples of inefficient and duplicative national regulation identified by the PC in recent reports, where reform could yield greatest net benefits. The BRCWG identified ways in which 27 deregulation priorities could be implemented nationally, often in consultation with relevant Ministerial Councils. This work led to the development of a National Partnerships Agreement between the Australian government and the states and territories, which was agreed by COAG on 29 November 2008, under which the Australian government will make available up to A$550 million to states and territories to complete the 27 recommended reforms.

At the economy level, the Australian government is undertaking a range of measures designed to promote a sense of ownership by agencies and portfolio ministers, whereby they take responsibility for ensuring that regulatory impacts on business are minimised, and that the most efficient regulatory solutions are implemented.

All Australian government regulation not subject to sunset or other statutory review provisions is required to be reviewed every five years. Agencies are required to determine the type of review by taking into account the nature of the regulation and its perceived performance. Also, the Parliament (including through its committees) regularly undertakes and commissions reviews of existing legislation and regulation.

A whole-of-government stocktake of regulation was completed in July 2008, which identified more than 200 pieces of redundant regulation for removal. Follow-up action on the stocktake of regulation is well advanced. To date, this exercise has resulted in the removal of close to 60 redundant legislative provisions or regulations. The government will shortly introduce a new Bill to amend or repeal almost 30 Acts where the provisions no longer have any function or purpose. Further, the government has initiated a major review of the stock of existing subordinate regulation. As part of the government’s response to the Global Financial Crisis announced in the Updated Economic and Fiscal Outlook, a review of pre-2008 subordinate legislation and other regulation will document those regulations which impose net costs on business and to identify scope to improve regulatory efficiency. Around 30,000 subordinate instruments are being reviewed to identify priorities.

The government is also promoting the development of Better Regulation Ministerial Partnerships, which are projects agreed between the Minister for Finance and Deregulation and his counterparts to address specific regulatory concerns. A number of partnerships are now underway including in relation to the simplification of product disclosure statements for financial services and improvements relating to health technology assessment processes.

Reviews of regulation, by bodies such as the PC, are commissioned on a regular basis. For example, the PC has recently conducted reviews on Chemicals and Plastics Regulation and a Review of the Regulatory Burden in the Upstream Petroleum (Oil and Gas) Sector. Alternatively, single-issue taskforces may be set up, which bring together experts from a range of bodies, as with the development of emissions trading policy in Australia.
4. Future challenges and lessons learnt in promoting regulatory reform

Regulation frameworks and policy commitment to date have not been sufficient in Australia to support continuous improvement in the quality of regulation. The implementation of the current government’s regulatory reform agenda has provided Australia with a solid foundation in terms of the quality of its institutional frameworks and the level of political commitment to better regulation. Substantial progress is occurring on a range of fronts across the better regulation agenda.

Australia has continuing challenges in effectively managing the growth in regulation, including finding methods to better measure both the costs of regulatory burdens and quantifying its benefit to the community. Removing regulatory costs and barriers to doing business across jurisdictions is likely to remain a high priority for Australia.
Brunei Darussalam: Developments in Regulatory Reform

1. Key features of Brunei Darussalam’s regulatory reform

Strengthening competitiveness and enhancing productivity in the public and private sectors have always been acknowledged as important to the development of Brunei’s economy. Since the early 1990s, the gradual introduction of market liberalisation and privatisation has changed the structure of Brunei’s economy and triggered further reforms to be initiated and undertaken.

Currently, there is no specific, central agency in Brunei with responsibility for reviewing and undertaking regulatory reforms. All agencies are mandated to undertake necessary regulatory reforms to raise productivity and improve performance in the public and private sectors. This helps to ensure continuous progress that will align Brunei’s development with global trends. Regulatory reviews are also undertaken by sector-specific regulators and agencies concerning issues within their jurisdictions.

1.1 Legislation, policy and principles

The Brunei economy is guided by a long-term development framework, a 30-year plan that follows a National Vision. The National Vision or the Wawasan Brunei 2035 aims to create a nation with highly educated and skilled people; one that provides for a high quality of life and one that supports a dynamic and sustainable economy. Embedded within the framework is the “Outline of Strategies and Policies for Development (OSPD)” that is intended to guide ministries and government bodies towards the achievement of the 2035 National Vision.

Among the strategies and policy directions included in the OSPD, the “Institutional Development Strategy” particularly provides for a strong foundation for the reform agenda in Brunei. Under this strategy, the policies include:

- Ensuring a modern legal system that is clear in its provisions and application, and a judiciary system that ensures independence, fairness and impartiality (Policy Direction #26);
- Introducing regulatory frameworks in line with international best practices (Policy Direction #27);
- Building a modern and effective civil service that facilitates national development (Policy Direction #28);
- Streamlining government procedures and regulations to enable prompt decision making, provision of high quality public services and minimisation of “red-tape” (Policy Direction #29);
- Creating new institutions such as an independent ombudsman to ensure accountability in the public and private sector (Policy Direction #30); and
- Ensuring that the economic policy is well planned and implemented among the key government agencies and all others involved (Policy Direction #31).

In addition, other policy elements that support the reform agenda can also be observed in other strategies of the OSPD, specifically those that highlight the need for measures to enhance productivity and competitiveness. These include:

- Promoting national competitiveness through policies that encourage productivity, economic openness and competition (Policy Direction #12);
Privatising those services currently provided by the public sector that are best undertaken by the private sector (Policy Direction # 16); and

Promoting good governance in both public and private sectors with particular emphasis on honesty and accountability to ensure public confidence and trust (Policy Direction # 23).

In addition, international surveys and indices such as the “World Economic Forum-Global Competitiveness Index”, the “World Bank-Ease of Doing Business Survey” and the “United Nations Development Programme (UNDP) – Human Development Index” further spur efforts to improve areas where rankings for Brunei require further enhancements. Furthermore, involvement by multi-lateral agencies such as the IMF, WTO, APEC and ASEAN in rolling out regular policy reviews for Brunei have also played a major role in creating better awareness for the reform agenda.

1.2 Objectives of regulatory reform

To provide its people a bright and prosperous future, Brunei must be able to adapt to global changes and all that these entail by way of innovation and bold planning. Efforts to change the private sector aim at improving competitiveness within and beyond the local market while allowing for a more productive, transparent and conducive environment for businesses. Similarly in the public sector, frequent reviews of current operational and administrative systems, including process and procedures, are aimed at improving the overall standard and performance of the civil service so as to create better standards of governance, better efficiency in service delivery as well as greater transparency and accountability.

2. Mechanisms and institutions to oversee regulatory reform

2.1 Institutions

Several bodies within Brunei play a role in raising and managing reforms:

The Civil Service Reform Committee was formed in November 1991 and is chaired by the Prime Minister’s Office. The committee is tasked with overseeing the development of a civil service that is competent, effective, responsive, progressive, innovative and dynamic. It is responsible for reviewing, introducing and monitoring reform initiatives in the civil service as a whole.

In 2007, the Steering Committee for Public Service Delivery (Jawatankuasa Pandu Pemberian Perkhidmatan Kepada Orang Ramai oleh Agensi-agensi Kerajaan) was formed and co-chaired by the Prime Minister’s Office. Among its responsibilities, the committee is mandated to address issues and problems that lead to poor services delivery by the civil service as well as to facilitate integrated coordination among relevant government agencies involved. Under the purview of this committee as well, the Change Management Committee was established in April 2008 with the responsibility, among others, to suggest, coordinate and facilitate initiatives towards streamlining and improving business processes.

Under the responsibility of the Management Services Department (MSD), various initiatives geared towards enhancing a culture of excellence and innovation in the performance of the civil service are supported. These include initiatives such as the Civil Service Excellent Award (CSEA) and the Quality Control Circle (QCC) Programme. These efforts not only enable the Government to adapt to environmental changes but also to continuously strive to improve the quality of services rendered to the public. Furthermore, the department is responsible for developing the Client’s Charter and in ensuring that all government agencies adhere to their individual charters in good faith.

The Ministry of Industry and Primary Resources plays a major role in co-ordinating reform efforts, particularly in facilitating a conducive environment for businesses in the private sector. The Ministry initiated Brunei’s participation in the “World Bank - Ease of Doing Business” study and plays a major
role in disseminating the results of the study as well as in highlighting issues to be addressed by the relevant government agencies and stakeholders.

The Ministry of Finance plays a major role in introducing, implementing and reviewing amendments to the nation’s financial policies, rules and regulations with a view to enhancing transparency and accountability as well as encouraging investment into Brunei.

The Department of Economic Planning and Development is the main agency responsible for the formulation of the Long-Term Development Plan (LTDP) for economic and social policy and planning for the nation. The LTDP also emphasizes on the monitoring and evaluation of strategies, policies, programs and projects especially through the system of key performance indicators (KPI).

2.2 Awareness, support and transparency

The OSPD provides a clear foundation for regulatory reform towards achieving sustainable economic growth and in promoting economic efficiency. Its publication and dissemination in 2007 has further increased awareness for the reform agenda in Brunei. Furthermore to ensure an adequate and appropriate level of public acceptance, support and transparency, a number of consultations were held, such as with other government agencies, grassroot leaders, students as well as with business associations.

In addition, the introduction of the Clients’ Charter in 1995 also provides an avenue for the public to submit their complaints and grievances relating to the quality of service given by the civil service, with the Management Services Department holding the responsibility as a “complaint centre”.

Commitment in terms of time and resources at the highest levels of government also further strengthen the mobilisation of reform efforts, both in the public and private sector.

3. Improving the quality of regulation

3.1 Regulatory tools, systems and processes for improving the quality of new regulations (Flow and Stock)

Brunei Darussalam understands the importance of systematic regulatory review, and acknowledges the benefits that can be gained from using regulatory tools such as Regulatory Impact Analysis (RIA). In the absence of a centralised authority responsible for regulatory reform, Brunei is currently dependent on the strengths and capabilities of individual government agencies to conduct thorough research and undertake appropriate reform measures that would enable the economy to be more effective, efficient and innovative.

4. Future challenges and lessons learnt in promoting regulatory reform

4.1 Lessons learned in promoting regulatory reform and major progress in the past five years

Even in the absence of a central agency for regulatory reform, progress has been promising. There are new bodies specifically tasked with overseeing and reviewing reforms in the private sector, taking a lead especially from international surveys such as the Ease of Doing Business Study. The ease of starting and registering a business in Brunei is among the issues that being looked at presently.

Among the notable reforms undertaken to date is reform of the telecommunication sector with the corporatisation of the national telecommunication agency in Brunei (Jabatan Telekom Brunei) as a new company – Syarikat Telekom Brunei Berhad (TelBru Sdn Bhd) with effect from the 1st April 2003. With the corporatisation of the national agency, more competition was injected into the sector resulting in a wider availability of choices and a reduction in prices, particularly in the cellular mobile segment. Other reforms include the amendment of the Land Code (Strata Title) Act, gazetted in 2009,
which allows for the validity of property ownership to be extended from 60 years to 99 years and also enable property owners to own space in a multi-level building.

From past experiences, the synchronisation of roles and responsibilities is an important element in ensuring increased competitiveness and that desired objectives are met. Issues may sometimes cut across a number of different agencies and stakeholders and thus may lead to duplication in resource allocation. Improved coordination can help avoid the development of regulations that are contradictory or unsupportive of economic development.

Top management support for reforms is also crucial to ensure successful implementation and enforcement. It is Brunei’s experience that reforms may take a long period of time and may require multiple consultation exercises with the public in order to ensure broad acceptance of any new changes.

4.2 Future challenges

In view of Brunei’s small and unique economy, strong emphasis has been placed on the need to develop a competitive edge. Brunei sees the development and efficient functioning of the market and the private sector as a crucial undertaking that needs to be considered adequately and appropriately. The need for continuous and positive reviews of regulations, particularly those that may help streamline government procedures and reduce the burden on businesses, will further assist towards achieving this objective.

Developing a more coordinated system for regulatory reform reviews should also be considered. Efforts to think beyond periodic reviews should be translated into actions. Public support through regular consultations and awareness building is also important in ensuring transparency and to avoid unnecessary regulations. Reviews should be conducted both prior and subsequent to the implementation or removal of any regulations so that enforcement of any existing or new regulations can add value to the process in its entirety.

Moving forward, Brunei Darussalam acknowledges that there is still a lot to be done in developing a proper regulatory reform policy. In the meantime, Brunei believes in the need to instil the right mindset to support positive reforms and to develop a stronger foundation for the regulatory reform process.
Canada: Developments in Regulatory Reform

1. Key features of regulatory reform in Canada

On April 1, 2007, the Government of Canada brought forward the Cabinet Directive on Streamlining Regulation (CDSR), a new regulatory policy that aims to produce a more effective, efficient and accountable regulatory system. The CDSR replaced Canada’s previous regulatory policy from 1999.

The development of the CDSR was informed in part by an independent advisory body, the External Advisory Committee on Smart Regulation (EASCR), which consisted of experts in the field of regulation drawn from Canada’s private, academic and voluntary sectors. EASCR was established to provide the government with an external perspective and expert advice on ways to improve the government’s regulatory system to better meet the needs of Canadians in the 21st century. It produced its final report to the Canadian government in September 2004.

Together with the CDSR, the government brought forward two other initiatives as part of an overall regulatory reform framework announced in the 2007 Federal Budget. These initiatives were the paper burden reduction exercise—which achieved a 20% reduction by March 2009 in the number of administrative and regulatory requirements imposed on small business—and the Major Projects Management Office, which provides a single point of entry to the federal regulatory system for all stakeholders involved in major natural resource projects, and works to accelerate timelines for projects to be considered.

1.1 Legislation, policy and principles

The CDSR sets out the analytical requirements for regulatory organisations to follow during the preparation of a new regulatory proposal or amendment. These requirements include provisions on, *inter alia*, international regulatory cooperation, consultation, performance measurement and evaluation, cost-benefit analysis, and service standards.

Legislation also plays a role in framing the Canadian regulatory system. The *Statutory Instruments Act* sets minimum requirements for regulation-making: examination of proposed regulation by Justice Canada against specified criteria; publication in the *Canada Gazette*; the right of public examination; and the authority of Parliament’s Standing Joint Committee on the Scrutiny of Regulations to review regulations *ex post*. In addition, numerous Acts that give authority for regulation-making may contain additional requirements on various regulatory process issues such as consultations, sunsetting and timelines.

Treasury Board Secretariat (TBS) is the key central organisation which manages Canada's federal regulatory system and oversees the implementation of the CDSR. TBS reviews regulatory analysis supporting federal regulatory proposals, exercises leadership and guidance on interpreting the CDSR, and supports capacity building within departments to improve the quality of their regulatory proposals.

1.2 Objectives of regulatory reform

The Cabinet Directive on Streamlining Regulation seeks to create a performance-based regulatory system that:

- protects and advances the public interest in health, safety and security, the quality of the environment, and the social and economic well-being of Canadians, as expressed by Parliament in legislation;

- promotes a fair and competitive market economy encouraging entrepreneurship, investment and innovation;
• makes decisions based on evidence and the best available knowledge and science in Canada and worldwide, while recognising that the application of precaution may be necessary when there is an absence of full scientific certainty and a risk of serious or irreversible harm;

• creates accessible, understandable and responsive regulation through inclusiveness, transparency, accountability and public scrutiny;

• advances the efficiency and effectiveness of regulation by ascertaining that the benefits of regulation justify the costs, by focusing human and financial resources where they can do the most good, and by demonstrating tangible results for Canadians;

• requires timeliness, policy coherence and minimal duplication throughout the regulatory process by consulting, co-ordinating and co-operating across the Federal government, with other governments in Canada and abroad, and with businesses and Canadians.

2. Mechanisms and institutions to oversee regulatory reform

2.1 Institutions

(1) Overall institutional framework

Advisory and Support Role

The Treasury Board of Canada Secretariat (TBS) provides an advisory and support role for Federal regulatory departments and agencies in developing high-quality regulations and fulfilling the requirements of the CDSR. As part of the implementation plan for CDSR, Canada established the Centre of Regulatory Expertise (CORE). CORE is a body within TBS that provides expertise to departments in the areas of cost-benefit analysis, performance measurement and risk assessment in a way that also builds a department’s internal capacity to produce thorough, high-quality regulatory proposals on an ongoing basis.

Support for regulatory reform through the CDSR is also provided at the Canada School of Public Service, which provides courses and training for regulators on the new analytical requirements of the CDSR, including performance measurement and cost-benefit analysis.

Gatekeeper Role

Treasury Board Secretariat is not seen as a gatekeeper, but rather exercises an oversight role on the process governing new and amended regulation. It is the body that produces analysis and recommendations to the Ministers of the Treasury Board on regulatory proposals, and helps ensure that the analysis that departments and agencies provide to Ministers is consistent with the commitments and directions set out in the CDSR.

(2) Key policy decision-making bodies

Treasury Board Secretariat is responsible for the interpretation and implementation of the CDSR, and provides review, oversight and guidance to facilitate policy compliance by regulatory departments and agencies.

2.2 Awareness and support

There is substantial awareness and support for regulatory reform at the highest political and policymaking levels of the Canadian government. The CDSR was issued by Cabinet, and was developed in close collaboration with federal regulatory departments and experts. It is managed and implemented by TBS, which is one of Canada’s central government bodies.
The CDSR was developed in consultation with a wide range of industry stakeholders, environmental and social groups, labour organisations, academics, aboriginal groups and interested members of the Canadian public. It also took into consideration the recommendations of a number of expert bodies. These include the 2004 report of the External Advisory Committee on Smart Regulation, and the Review of Regulatory Reform in Canada, completed by the OECD in 2002.

2.3 Transparency and predictability

The CDSR places consultation at the heart of the Canadian Federal regulatory development process, requiring that departments and agencies identify interested and affected parties, and provide them with opportunities to take part in open, meaningful and balanced consultations at all stages of the regulatory process.

In addition to consultations conducted during the early development and initial drafting of regulations, the CDSR requires that regulatory bodies publish proposed regulations—together with a Regulatory Impact Analysis Statement (RIAS)—in the Canadian government’s official e-newspaper, the Canada Gazette. The standard period for publication is 30 days, but a minimum comment period of 75 days is required for any regulatory proposal that may affect international trade.

3. Improving the quality of regulation

3.1 Regulatory tools, systems and processes for improving the quality of new regulations (Flow)

The completion of a RIAS is mandatory for all regulatory proposals and agencies and is submitted to the Treasury Board Secretariat for review. The RIAS is structured so as to ensure that regulatory initiatives are compliant with the CDSR, and that Federal regulators have integrated comprehensive analyses and public comment on regulatory impacts into the development of their regulations. A RIAS must be signed by the relevant Federal Minister sponsoring a regulatory proposal. Ministers of the Treasury Board, who review Federal regulations prior to approval by the Governor in Council, receive copies of these signed RIAS as part of their material for consideration. This ensures that regulatory impact analysis is fully integrated into the Cabinet decision-making process in Canada.

Prior to the completion of a full RIAS, Federal regulators in Canada complete a short questionnaire for the triage of regulatory submissions. Using a three-point scale (low, medium, high) the Triage Statement helps Canadian regulators assess the potential impacts of the proposed regulations on a broad range of issues, including health and safety, the environment, the economy, foreign relations and security.

These impacts assessed in the triage questionnaire are then subject to in-depth analysis that is summarised and reported in a RIAS. In the RIAS, Federal regulators are required to state their objectives in the form of measurable outcomes, assess the alternatives to regulation, quantify the costs and benefits resulting from the proposed regulations, document the results of stakeholder consultation, and describe their performance measurement and evaluation plan (when required) for the regulatory programme, including timelines for follow-up.

To ensure that RIA requirements are not unnecessarily onerous, Federal regulatory bodies preparing low-impact regulations of a procedural or administrative nature are permitted to complete a simplified RIAS.

3.2 Regulatory tools, systems and processes for improving the quality of existing regulations (Stock)

Monitoring of implemented regulations is performed by the Standing Joint Committee on the Scrutiny of Regulations, part of the Canadian legislative branch, which reviews and scrutinises government regulations and other statutory instruments.
The CDSR contains a requirement that Canadian regulatory bodies review and renew their regulatory policies and programmes, ensuring that regulations continually meet their initial policy objectives.

As part of the regulatory development process, departments and agencies are obligated to develop measurable, performance-based indicators for significant regulatory activities, and collect performance information on the results of existing regulation, providing Canadians with this information in a timely manner.

4. Future challenges and lessons learned in promoting regulatory reform

4.1 Lessons learned in promoting regulatory reform and major progress in the past five years

Regulatory reform initiatives of the Government of Canada apply only to areas under the jurisdiction of the Canadian federal government. Coordination and cooperation between the federal and provincial governments, as well as cooperation between the provinces themselves, is an important feature of Canadian governance, and necessarily impacts on the ability of Canadian federal authorities to build and maintain an efficient regulatory framework. Regular dialogue with provincial and territorial governments is essential to help meet this challenge.

Roll-out and implementation of the CDSR is still ongoing, as federal government regulators become accustomed to requirements of the new regulatory policy. To make further progress, TBS is developing Regulatory Cooperation Plans with key federal regulatory departments and agencies. These plans will target the unique needs of each department, to help build capacity for the production of high-quality, thorough regulatory proposals on an ongoing basis.

4.2 Future challenges

One of the key challenges in advancing regulatory reform efforts lies in demonstrating and reinforcing the link between regulation and overall impacts on society, the economy and the environment. In this sense, the shift towards a more measurable, performance-based regulatory system is a key objective of regulatory reform efforts. In Canada, this shift is expected to take place over the long term. It will require an ongoing commitment to develop rigorous performance measurement and evaluation criteria, and improve departmental capacity and expertise.
Chile: Developments in Regulatory Reform

1. **Key features**

Since the mid-1970s, Chile has adopted a programme of economic reforms that has led to a significant deregulation of the economy, establishing a new development model. As a result the role of the state in the economy was drastically transformed and reduced, particularly with the privatisation of all major state-owned enterprises.

Most of the regulatory reforms were introduced in the late 1970s and throughout the 1980s. Since 1990, successive governments have maintained the reforms introduced, although in some cases their focus has been sharpened.

As a result, currently Chile does not have an explicit regulatory reform programme as such. There is no particular institution in charge of designing the regulatory reform policy or evaluating new reforms and controlling the quality of the current ones. However, individual government entities may propose or introduce regulatory reforms in their respective areas of competence.

1.1 **Legislation, policy and principles**

The term "regulation" is used broadly to include both laws approved by Congress and norms issued by the Executive. The role of these two types of regulation is defined in Chile’s Political Constitution. The latter specifies the matters which must be regulated by law and, on all other matters, allows the Executive to exercise its regulatory powers autonomously. In addition, the President of the Republic can issue decrees for the implementation of regulation established by law.

There are important differences in procedures for drawing up laws and those for issuing decrees:

i) New legislation can, in general, be proposed by either house of Congress, by any of their members, or by the President of the Republic.

In each of these stages, a bill is studied, debated and improved in order to ensure that the problem is correctly defined.

ii) Norms and decrees issued by the President of the Republic must be signed by the President and the relevant minister, while decrees and instructions issued by other parts of the Executive Branch require only the signature of the responsible minister. In general, norms and decrees issued by the President, when applicable, are referred to as "rulings" and, because the signature of all the relevant ministers is required, usually involve the participation of more than one ministry, thereby ensuring a multidisciplinary approach. The Ministry of the Presidential Secretariat is responsible for coordinating the different ministries involved.

It is common for representatives of civil society to be invited to participate in the government’s discussion of proposed norms.

iii) In addition, advisory committees, bringing together leading economy experts on a subject, are often convened to assist in the definition of a problem and its possible regulatory solutions. These committees are usually multidisciplinary and of the highest professional level.

As regards the possible international effects of Chilean regulation, it is important to note that, when necessary, the Ministry of Foreign Affairs participates in the process of drawing up new laws or norms and is responsible for ensuring their compatibility with the economy’s international obligations.
2. Mechanisms and institutions to oversee regulatory reform

2.1 Institutions

The institutions that participate in the regulatory process are:

- **Tribunal Constitucional** (Constitutional Tribunal), an autonomous body responsible for ensuring that legislation and norms do not violate the Constitution, that has defined the limits of regulatory intervention in its many rulings.

- **Contraloría General de la República** (Comptroller General's Office), is the autonomous body responsible for reviewing the legality of government measures and also examines the legal basis for these measures.

- **Tribunal de Defensa de la Libre Competencia** (Tribunal for the Defence of Free Competition) is a judicial autonomous entity that assesses the claims and the non-contentious presentations from the competition agency and private and public entities. It is composed by five members, its President must be a lawyer and appointed by the President of the Republic from nominees proposed by the Supreme Court through public competition. The other members (two lawyers and two economists) are either chosen directly by or selected by the President of the Republic from nominations from the Central Bank selected through public competition.

There are also institutional incentives for using measures other than regulation:

a) Regulatory measures, particularly those requiring legislation, have the disadvantage of a relatively long implementation period.

b) Specialised and technical regulatory bodies, known as **Superintendencias** (Superintendencies), have powers to intervene more quickly in the markets with which they have direct contact. Superintendencies currently exist for Banks and Financial Institutions, Pensions, Health Services, Securities and Insurance, Social Security, Electricity and Fuels, Water Services, Casinos, and Bankruptcies.

2.2 Awareness and support

The Political Constitution ensures all persons (Chilean or foreign) the right to present petitions to the authorities about any subject of public or private interest without other limitation than to proceed in a respectful and appropriate manner. So, interested foreigners may comment or consult about regulatory proposals (but this does not oblige the authority to give them an opportunity to listen to them before passing a law).

In Chile, all laws and norms must be published and, for this purpose the **Diario Oficial** (Official Gazette) is published daily. Once a law or norm has appeared there, it is considered to be universally known.

2.3 Transparency and predictability

Transparency is ensured through a series of laws and regulations. Among them is the Base Law on State Administration (Ley de Bases de la Administración del Estado) to ensure that government work and procedures are carried out with transparency so as to promote the awareness of the procedures, contents and foundations of the decisions of government agencies.

Another law that promotes transparency of technical regulations and standards is Decree 77, which obliges ministries and agencies with regulatory power to publish, through a notice placed in a communication medium with national distribution or on its website, the draft technical regulation or conformity assessment procedure it is proposing to adopt.
3. Improving the quality of regulation

3.1 Regulatory tools, systems and processes for improving the quality of new regulations (Flow)

Recently, a new law that reinforces the aim of transparency in governmental actions and therefore improves the quality of new regulations has come into force.

On 20 April 2009, Law 20,285 came into effect. The law’s objective is to regulate public sector transparency, the right to access information from the State Administration, the procedures for exercising that right and the exceptions to the obligation of publication of information.

Since the promulgation of this law, public entities must provide a copy of decisions and documents and publish all the information regarding their structure and activities on paper or on their websites (active transparency). They also have to answer the specific information requests that any citizen can make (passive transparency).

If any public entity denies access to information, citizens can complain to the Consejo para la Transparencia (Transparency Council), an autonomous institution created to supervise the correct execution of the law.
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People’s Republic of China: Developments in Regulatory Reform

1. Main characteristics of Chinese regulatory reform

Since introduced in late 1970s, regulatory reform has been an integral part of the economic reform in China. Its main goal is to reduce government interference in the economy by easing controls and setting up a fair market economy environment. After 30 years’ reform, China has successfully transformed from a highly centralised planned economy to a dynamic socialist market economy, with the market playing a full and fundamental role in resource allocation, and a macro-control system guided by national plans, programmes and industrial policies, and coordinated and applied with fiscal policies and monetary policies. During this period, China has established its regulatory framework and continuously improved its regulatory policies.

1.1 Laws, policies and principles

China set the direction of reform to develop a socialist market economy in 1992, promulgated a guidance document concerning the development of its market economy in 1993, and in 2003 added further direction, including systemic arrangements for regulatory reform, the basic orientation of which was to reduce regulation and to bring into play the fundamental role of the market in resource allocation, step by step. Regulatory reform has been an important part in the annual plan of economic system reform. For example, the recently promulgated Opinions on Deepening the Reform of Economic System in 2009 addressed many areas closely related to regulatory reform, including the reforms of governmental economic management, monopolised sectors, prices of resource products, energy-saving and environmental protection, industrial structure and enterprise development, the public service system, fiscal and finance sectors, etc.

The Corporate Law, enforced in 1994, laid the foundation for a market environment where enterprises of different ownership can compete on a free, equal and fair footing. The Law on Legislation enforced in 2000 stipulated a purview of authority and a procedure for enacting laws, regulations and rules. The Administrative Licence Law, enforced in 2004, stipulated the formation, implementation, supervision and examination of administrative licence. The Law on Product Quality, Law Against Unfair Competition, Price Law, Law on Tenders and Bids and Antimonopoly Law laid down prohibitive provisions on the abuse of administrative powers to eliminate or restrict competition.

1.2 Goals of the regulatory reform

China’s current reform aims to create a unified and open modern market system with orderly competition by raising the role of the market in resource allocation:

- to improve the competitiveness and production efficiency of enterprises and increase the efficiency, level and quality of public entities;
- to advance regulations in a scientific, democratic and legal manner; and
- to improve social welfare and promote economic development.

2. Mechanisms and institutions to supervise regulatory reform

2.1 Institutions

Currently, China does not have a dedicated and integrated institution to supervise regulatory reform. In accordance with the Supervision Law of the Standing Committee of People’s Congress at All
Levels, the standing committees of People’s Congress at all levels supervise the work of government at their respective levels, including the supervision of regulatory reform and the review of the enforcement of laws and regulations.

The Chinese central government, i.e. the State Council, makes comprehensive arrangements for regulatory reform. The National Development and Reform Commission (NDRC) is the governmental department responsible for providing general guidance and co-ordinating the economic reform. Its responsibilities include drawing up annual plans for regulatory reform and drafting comprehensive reform schemes. It also plays an important role in areas such as price control and anti-monopoly. Regulatory reform in different fields is implemented by the respective functional departments. Moreover, China has also established some special industrial regulatory bodies, such as the State Electricity Regulatory Commission, China Banking Regulatory Commission, China Securities Regulatory Commission and China Insurance Regulatory Commission.

2.2 Recognition and support

The Chinese government adopts a positive attitude to advancing regulatory reform. It regards regulatory reform steps to be important tasks, making arrangements in its annual plan for reform and formulating corresponding policies. The Chinese government would solicit opinions and suggestions from all sectors of the society and get extensive support before formally issuing and implementing these arrangements and policies.

2.3 Transparency and predictability

The Administrative Licence Law (enforced in 2004) stipulated that the issues and procedures required of administrative licences should be made known to the public, and that hearings should be held on such issues and procedures if necessary. Since December 2000, the Chinese government has vigorously promoted openness in government affairs. The Regulations on the Disclosure of Government Information enforced in 2008 required the government to disclose government information in a timely and accurate manner and protect the rights of citizens, legal entities and other organisations to acquire government information lawfully. Meanwhile, China has established a government news spokesmen system and an electric government affairs system so that the public can acquire related information through portals/websites and press conferences or apply directly to the government for information. In the past few years, the government has solicited public opinions on many major reform plans and important draft laws through government websites, the media, hearings and other channels enabling the public to fully express their opinions.

3. Improve the quality of regulations

3.1 Tools, systems and procedures of regulation for improving the (flow) quality of new regulations

China has yet to use the Regulatory Impact Analysis (RIA) tools recommended by APEC. However, China approves of the RIA framework. In fact, similar methods of investigation and analysis, expert consultancy, majority opinion and external example as advocated by RIA, have been used by the Chinese government and its departments for many years.

3.2 Tools, systems and procedures of regulation for improving the quality (maintenance) of current regulations

Empowered by the State Council, the National Development and Reform Commission (NDRC) is responsible for regularly reviewing the overall progress of economic reform. The implementation of regulations in different fields is examined by respective functional departments. The People’s Congress and its standing committee at all levels, the State Council and local governments examine the implementation of related laws, regulations and rules within their respective scope of responsibility pursuant to related provisions of the Law on Legislation. Senior government levels regularly evaluate
the performance of lower levels, wherein the effect of the application of related regulations is an important item of evaluation.

To transform government functions and reduce government interference in the market, China has overhauled the administrative examination and approval system and rigorously reviewed those items requiring administrative examination and approval since 2001. After careful examination and deliberation, these items were either maintained, cancelled or subjected to lower levels based on the principles of lawfulness, rationality, effectiveness, responsibility and supervision.

Since the promulgation and implementation in 2005 of the Several Opinions of the State Council on Encouraging, Supporting and Guiding the Development of Individual and Private Economy and Other Non-Public Sectors of the Economy, related departments of the central government and local governments have examined, trimmed and revised the laws, regulations and policies that restrict the access of non-public sectors of the economy to market.

4. Future challenges and lessons learned in promoting regulatory reform

4.1 Lessons learned in promoting regulatory reform and major progress in the past five years

Over the past five years, China has made continuous progress in regulatory reform. It has relaxed control over power, telecommunications, postal services, the railways, civil aviation, public utilities and other sectors, facilitating market access and pursuing a fair competition policy to promote the development of these sectors. China has promoted the interests of the non-public and small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) enabling them to better compete with other established market players on an equal footing. This was achieved by improving market accessibility, perfecting fiscal, tax and financial policies, improving government services and supervision and limiting restrictive provisions. China has also promoted the standardised development of production through applying market mechanisms to capital, land, human resource and other production essentials and improving the necessary regulations and policies. China has promoted the transformation of economic regulation, market supervision, social management and public service through administrative management system reform, a reduction in the number of items requiring administrative examination and approval and deeper reform of the investment system. Further, China has improved the quality and level of its public services by advocating system-wide reforms in culture, health, education and other social fields, and gradually lowering the threshold for private capital to enter these areas. In addition, the enactment and enforcement of the Antimonopoly Law, among others, have promoted fair competition and protected consumer interests.

4.2 Challenges ahead

Facing unstable international economic conditions, China will continue to deepen its regulatory reform applying clear goals and tasks for future reforms:

1) To meet the requirements for changing economic development models, China will pay more attention to economic structure, the need to reduce resource use and energy consumption, and the protection of the ecological environment.

2) To meet the requirements for perfecting the market economy system, China will focus on promoting the development of the non-public economy, deepening the reforms of the state-owned enterprises and monopolistic sectors, and improving the market system, etc.

3) To balance the development of the economy and the society, China will make efforts to solve problems in income distribution, social security, health, education, science and technology, culture and other fields.

4) To meet the challenges of economic globalisation, China will focus on opening more areas, optimising the structure of opening, and improving the quality of opening.
5) China will deepen the reform of its administration system to further transform government functions, reduce the number of items requiring administrative examination and approval, and improve the scientific and democratic decision-making mechanisms of the government as well as government publicity. And sixthly, China will actively reflect on the experience and practice of RIA, carefully judging the appropriate time and method of implementation.
Hong Kong, China: Developments in Regulatory Reform

1. Key features of Hong Kong, China’s (HKC) regulatory reform

HKC began as a small and open trade port some 200 years ago. It is externally oriented and is fully open to foreign capital and technology for its growth and development. As the economy grew, industries became more sophisticated, the need for rules and regulations gradually evolved. To ensure regulatory policies and standards continue to serve their purposes and are consistent with changes in circumstances and needs, specific entities were set up to review the existing regulatory standards, and to remove burdensome and outdated rules and regulations.

As a result, the timing and sequencing of the establishment of regulatory authorities, and later the regulation reviewing bodies, tend to be largely coherent with market needs taking into account the size, the scope and the degree of sophistication of development of the specific industry.

1.1 Legislation, policy and principles

HKC maintains a high level of transparency of government laws, regulations and administrative procedures. All primary and subsidiary legislation (and amendments of them), statutory notices for appointment of public offices, departmental notices and public tenders; ordinances, regulations and bills; periodical lists for professionals, institutions, etc; executive orders and public notices are published regularly in the Government Gazette.

HKC is also committed to ensuring equality for all before the law, judicial independence and that the rule of law prevails in all spheres of society; respecting the rights and dignity, and safeguarding the freedoms of each individual; and maintaining a highly transparent and accountable government which supports civic participation.

It is a standing practice in HKC for the government and regulatory authorities to consult stakeholders in the making of policies, rules and regulations. The duty to consult relevant parties may also be a statutory requirement on the government or an authority. Specific ordinances or subsidiary legislation are introduced to provide a legal framework for new regulations and to empower the concerned regulatory bodies the authority of enforcement. Legislators and legal advisors are closely involved in the drafting of new regulations. The economic, financial, civil service, environmental and sustainability implications are duly assessed during the drafting process. And according to circumstances, different levels of consultations are conducted to gauge the public reaction to the proposed regulations (and there is no discrimination between domestic and foreign stakeholders). Prior to presentation to the legislature, the final draft (the Bill) and its explanatory memorandum will be published in the Gazette for public scrutiny. The passage of a bill normally involves extensive debates among the legislators comprising representatives from different functional and geographical constituencies.

Once policies and regulations are made, the responsible government agencies or relevant organisations will ensure that they are properly implemented or enforced to achieve their purposes. Details of policies, rules and regulations, as well as the laws that provide backing to them, are made publicly available through various channels, including the government website. Policies and regulations are reviewed regularly or when required, taking into account the prevailing circumstances and views expressed by stakeholders.
1.2 Objectives of regulatory reform

HKC believes in market forces and adopts a minimum intervention approach to economic arrangement. Regulatory regimes are established to provide prudential supervision, to ensure safety, to protect consumer interests, and to encourage investment.

HKC also strives to ensure that it does not create unnecessary red tape in achieving legitimate policy objectives and that regulators are conscious of the full cost implications of their practices. It continues to undertake regulatory reviews and business facilitation initiatives to cut red tape, deregulate and reduce the cost of compliance; to cultivate a business facilitation and customer-centric culture in the civil service; and to implement deregulatory measures where appropriate.

2. Mechanisms and institutions to oversee regulatory reform

2.1 Institutions

Hong Kong became a Special Administrative Region of the People’s Republic of China (PRC) on July 1, 1997. The Basic Law of the Hong Kong Special Administrative Region (HKSAR) came into effect on the same day. The Basic Law prescribes the systems to be practised in the HKSAR. Under the Basic Law, the HKSAR exercises executive, legislative and independent judicial power, including that of final adjudication.

The Executive Council is an organ for assisting the Chief Executive (CE) in policymaking. Under Article 56 of the Basic Law, except for the appointment, removal and disciplining of officials and the adoption of measures in emergencies, the CE shall consult the Executive Council before making important policy decisions, introducing bills to the Legislative Council, making subordinate legislation, or dissolving the Legislative Council.

The Legislative Council of the HKSAR, on the other hand, shall exercise the powers and functions, including to enact, amend or repeal laws in accordance with the provisions of the Basic Law and legal procedures, amongst others.

The network of advisory and statutory bodies is a distinctive feature of the system of the government. Its purpose is to tap professional expertise present in the community and to encourage public participation in government decision-making. Advisory bodies give advice to the government through senior government officials such as Principal Officials, Permanent Secretaries of Bureaux or department heads. A few advisory bodies pass their advice directly to the CE.

The advisory and statutory bodies’ areas of activities are wide-ranging. Some, such as the Telecommunications Standards Advisory Committee, deal with the interests of a particular industry while the Transport Advisory Committee advises on a particular area of government policy. The District Councils advise the government on all matters affecting the well-being of residents in the districts. Statutory bodies have legal powers and responsibilities to perform specific functions in accordance with the relevant legislations. Over 4,000 members of the public are serving on about 400 advisory bodies.

The Economic Analysis and Business Facilitation Unit (EABFU) under the Financial Secretary’s Office is a dedicated Unit established in June 2004 to support the work of the Business Facilitation Advisory Committee (BFAC) (and the dissolved Economic and Employment Council before 2006), and coordinate the HKC government’s efforts to take forward various business facilitation initiatives such as

---

6 In 2004, HKC set up an Economic and Employment Council (EEC) in order to provide a forum for businesses, politicians, professionals, academics and senior officials in the Administration to discuss how to promote economic development. One focal point was how to eliminate outdated, excessive, repetitive or unnecessary government regulations to facilitate business development and job creation. The EEC evolved into the BFAC in 2006.
the “Be the Smart Regulator” Programme (see Section 2.2. below for details of the Programme). It continues to focus on making HKC a genuinely friendly place for both local and overseas businesses.

Extensive participation of representatives from the business, academic and professional sectors, as well as legislators and senior government officials from relevant government bureaux, in the BFAC manifests the significance HKC places on regulatory reform and the wide public support it enjoys. BFAC advises and reports to the Financial Secretary on the development and implementation of programmes and measures to facilitate business, and serves as a channel for the top management of the government to monitor regulatory reform progress. It systematically reviews government regulations and procedures impacting on business, with a view to eliminating outdated or burdensome regulations to facilitate business operations and reducing compliance cost to the business community. It sets the priority for conducting regulatory reviews of selected business sectors and sets up dedicated sector-specific task forces to carry out the reviews. The task forces usually invite relevant trade representatives to take part in the reviews.

EABFU, under the steer of the BFAC, conducts regulatory reviews on those sectors not covered by the task forces and co-ordinates with the bureaux/departments concerned in taking forward business facilitation initiatives endorsed by the BFAC. EABFU is also working closely with government bureaux and departments concerned in conducting Regulatory Impact Assessment (RIA) or Business Impact Assessment (BIA) studies on proposed regulations impacting on business. BFAC, together with the EABFU and the sector-specific task forces, to a certain extent, functions as a “quality control” mechanism for the “external” review of government regulations and procedures which have impact on the business sectors.

2.2 Awareness and support

In February 2007, the HKC government launched the “Be the Smart Regulator” Programme as a new wave of regulatory reform to further enhance the business environment and long-term competitiveness. The Programme aims to improve the efficiency, transparency and business-friendliness of business licensing processes with a view to reducing compliance costs to the business community while safeguarding public interest. The Programme was endorsed by the CE and regular progress reports are submitted to the Office.

Around 30 government bureaux/departments providing licensing services to various business sectors are participating in the Programme. Good progress has been made on various fronts to improve the overall licensing environment for doing business in HKC. In particular, targeted measures have been implemented to improve the turnaround time of issuing licences for the food and hospitality industries.

Some key measures implemented under the Programme include setting up Business Liaison Groups for major business sectors to give their views on regulatory or licensing issues directly to licensing departments; establishing a business consultation e-platform under the GovHK portal (www.bce.gov.hk) to facilitate the business sectors to access consultation information relating to proposed regulations, administrative measures and procedures that would impact business and to offer their views and comments; developing a BIA framework to help bureaux/departments to assess the business impact of their regulatory proposals in a structural and systematic manner; setting up application-tracking facilities to enable applicants to track the processing status of their licence applications; development of e-licensing systems; re-engineering the licensing processes through process reviews and better exploitation of IT; and promoting a business facilitation and customer-centric culture in the civil service.

2.3 Transparency and predictability

Within the Administration, a General Circular sets out the policy and principles of public consultation and the importance of keeping the public informed of the results of consultation as general guidelines for all bureaux and departments. In recent years, the CE has stressed the importance of going further than consultation by seeking to engage the public at the earliest opportunity on the formulation of proposals. Bureaux and departments have flexibility in designing and implementing public consultations/engagement to best suit their situations and needs. The level of consultation required
and the consultation format adopted depend upon the nature of each regulatory proposal and the stage of the policy development process.

Generally, consultation papers are made available on the websites of relevant bureaux, departments or regulatory authorities, and are usually accompanied by press releases to inform the public. Such information is accessible to all and is open to comments from both domestic and foreign stakeholders. Written comments can be submitted by facsimile, mail and email within a specified time period. A business consultation e-platform under the GovHK portal (www.bce.gov.hk) has been established to provide a single access point to all consultation documents on regulatory proposals which potentially have significant effects on business. To ensure a transparent process, summary reports on public comments and/or written submissions received during the consultation period are published on the websites of the responsible bureaux and departments. Further rounds of public consultation may be conducted as required.

Bureaux and departments in HKC are held accountable for the way in which they conduct public consultations and how they address public opinions. In cases where the opinions of certain sectors cannot be fully adopted, a clear explanation is required. Public opinion and public reaction to proposals are carefully considered during the entire policy formulation process.

In his 2007 Policy Address, the CE announced “Reaching out to the Community” and “People-based Governance” as key commitments of the government. A subtle evolution from public consultation to public engagement has taken place in recent years. Government officials have proactively solicited public views prior to the identification, formulation and introduction of new policies as well as designing and delivering important public services.

3. Improving the quality of regulation

3.1 Regulatory tools, systems and processes for improving the quality of new regulations (Flow)

While RIA is not a compulsory requirement for new regulatory proposals, departments/bureaux concerned will normally consider conducting RIA for major policy proposals with a significant regulatory impact.

A typical RIA may include assessment of (1) the need for regulation; (2) options available; (3) identification of stakeholders; (4) impact analysis of regulations in terms of both quantifiable and non-quantifiable benefits and costs associated, which would also include its implications for trade and market entry, if applicable; (5) distributive analysis of the impacts and costs by stakeholder; (6) sensitivity analysis of changes in key assumptions and parameters; (7) the consultation process and its findings; (8) implementation and review mechanisms.

HKC recognizes that there is no one-size-fit-all method for conducting RIAs. While we have developed a general framework for how a RIA could be performed, bureaux and departments have the flexibility to incorporate methods and criteria that suit their respective situations.

Under the “Be the Smart Regulator” Programme, HKC has developed a BIA framework for bureaux and departments to deploy in assessing the business impact of their regulatory proposals with a view to reducing compliance costs to business and avoiding any unintended consequences. The four stages involved in the BIA framework include review of government intervention and options; assessment of business environment; business consultation and business impact assessment; and identification of key issues/challenges and proposed changes to the regulatory proposal (including recommendations on mitigation measures, enforcement strategy and evaluation/review mechanism).
3.2 Regulatory tools, systems and processes for improving the quality of existing regulations (Stock)

To avoid the abuse of regulations or misjudgement in enforcement, various appeal and complaint mechanisms are available to the regulated parties. The first channel is the department or bureau concerned. In his Policy Address in October 2008, the CE asked all heads of department to review their complaints handling regimes. This is now in progress. Another common avenue for complaints is through the built-in complaint procedures maintained by the regulatory body involved. A further complaint avenue available is the Office of The Ombudsman, an independent authority established under the Ombudsman Ordinance (Cap 397) since February 1989. The Office of The Ombudsman may initiate direct investigation and extend its jurisdiction to include nearly all government departments and 14 major statutory bodies.

4. Future challenges and lessons learned in promoting regulatory reform

4.1 Lessons learned in promoting regulatory reform and major progress in the past five years

Under the steer of the BFAC and its Task Forces, EABFU continues to take forward the regulatory reviews and other business facilitation initiatives over time. Amongst other successful experiences, for example, HKC requires each cinema operator to obtain a Places of Public Entertainment (Cinema) licence before films can be legally exhibited for public entertainment to protect public safety and maintain the hygiene standard of a metropolitan city.

In early 2005, a review of the regulatory regime of the cinema industry was conducted with a view to developing a more transparent and efficient licensing system. The trade, professional bodies and associations of specialist contractors were consulted, and all indicated support to a number of reform measures.

The regulatory reform has commenced since 2006, adopting a four-pronged approach, i.e., efficiency, modernisation, transparency and communication. A provisional licensing system has been put in place through legislative amendment since late 2006, by adopting “private sector involvement” in certification issued by registered professionals and specialist contractors confirming the full compliance of building safety, fire safety and hygiene standards. In addition, a central database on “common defects” and “lessons learnt” regarding past applications has been uploaded onto the official website for public access since 2007. These measures facilitate early compliance, hence shortening the time to obtain a licence. On enhancing communication, case-specific licensing requirements are sent to applicants prior to the meeting of the Application Vetting Panel where issues of licensing requirements could be discussed with the licensing authorities.

Since the implementation of a set of improvement measures, the time required for a cinema to legally commence business has been reduced by half, i.e. from 10 months to around four to five months. Accordingly, rents and other related start-up expenses have also been saved. This enhanced cinema regulatory system has benefited the film-making industry since film exhibition is the “retail-outlet” of film-production.

From a broader perspective, HKC also strives to cultivate a business facilitation culture in the civil service through various means such as training, experience-sharing sessions and publications. The government has developed a dedicated “Be the Smart Regulator” website in the intranet of the civil service to promote smart regulation, and published a related booklet to provide civil servants tasked with regulating HKC’s businesses with an overview of the challenges facing the regulators and with examples of good practices.
4.2 Future challenges

HKC appreciates that regulatory reform is a dynamic and ongoing process. Over the past few decades, HKC has built a sound foundation and is acknowledged internationally for its high quality institutions. Despite ongoing improvements to service quality and efficiency, like governments around the world, the government is facing challenges in seeking to balance the interests of a multiplicity of stakeholders whilst coping with constant changes in the social, technological and economic environments. For example, various types of services are organised on the basis of programme areas. The delivery of these services is performed by different bureaux and departments with their own missions, operational approaches, processes and procedures. The government must embrace joined-up services with collaboration among bureaux and departments in order to organise public services around customer needs, bring convenience to people and bolster improvements towards better services.

Some commentators have suggested that the current financial crisis may prompt a fundamental change in attitude to regulation and there may be calls for stricter regulation, and that such calls may spill over from the financial sector into non-financial areas. The government is mindful of the need to balance financial market facilitation against market regulation.

Undoubtedly, the government has to meet broad social objectives which can be challenging to measure. In response, HKC is making changes, many of which have to do with attempts to simplify and reduce the complexity of day-to-day operations, comparing and benchmarking with equivalent private and public sector operations, all the better to manage performance and measure results.

HKC will sustain its efforts to enhance competitiveness on the globalised platform through regulatory reform. HKC will continue to strive hard to improve regulatory efficiency in areas such as licensing, enforcement of regulations and support to businesses in complying with regulations. In addition, HKC will further cultivate within the civil service a business facilitation and customer-centric culture.
Japan: Developments in Regulatory Reform

1. Key features of Japan’s regulatory reform

Regulatory reform has been highlighted as a major economic policy agenda in Japan for several decades. The slowdown of trend growth in the late 1970s led to the initiation of a full-fledged deregulation programme and the privatisation of major public corporations in the transport and telecommunications sectors in the 1980s. Emphasis on regulatory reform as a tool to enhance potential growth became more pronounced in the 1990s and 2000s, as the Japanese economy faced long-lasting stagnation after the burst of the bubble economy. Intensified efforts in regulatory reform resulted in progress of deregulation in a number of areas. One of the features of regulatory reform in Japan is that the expert advisory council has traditionally played a major role in promoting reform, led by high-level political leadership. Recently the efforts have been made in introducing ex ante and ex post evaluation to improve quality of regulations.

1.1 Legislation, policy and principles

The broad direction of Japan’s regulatory reform policies is stipulated in the Basic Principle for the Promotion of Regulatory Reform. The latest basic principle was adopted in February 2007 at the Headquarters for Promotion of Regulatory Reform (Headquarters), which is headed by the Prime Minister and comprised of all ministers. Based on the Principle, specific regulatory reform measures are identified in the “Three-Year Programme for Promoting Regulatory Reform”, (TPPRR) which was adopted by the Cabinet in 2006. The Programme is revised every year.

1.2 Objectives of regulatory reform

The underlying concept of the Basic Principle for the Promotion of Regulatory Reform is to promote regulatory reform with a view to shifting society and the economy from a government-led system to one based on the market mechanism and social discipline. The Basic Principle stipulates that the government should promote regulatory reform aimed at: promoting innovation to improve productivity; increasing openness of the economy; promoting reform in the labour market and social services to ensure flexibility and security of living; encouraging the efforts of regions to build attractive and vibrant communities; and providing more efficient and better public services through encouraging public and private partnerships. The Basic Principle also pays attention to the necessity of preparing rules to secure the stability of the livelihoods of people.

2. Mechanisms and institutions to oversee regulatory reform

2.1 Institutions

(1) Overall institutional framework

An overall framework of regulatory reform policy is formulated by ministries and central government bodies including the Headquarters and the Council for the Promotion of Regulatory Reform (CPRR), a government advisory body consisting of experts from the private sector. Additionally, since 2001, a minister has been continuously appointed to promote regulatory reform. The Headquarters and the CPRR take on advocacy roles including the promotion of long-term regulatory reform. The Headquarters decides the basic principle of the reform, while the CPRR investigates basic issues regarding the modalities of necessary regulations in response to the inquiries of the Prime Minister. As results of the aforementioned investigation, the CPRR makes specific recommendations of policy changes in a variety of regulatory areas as well as the development of new and improved regulatory tools.
To promote the local initiatives of regulatory reform, a new scheme for allowing regionally limited deregulation based on local proposals was introduced in 2002 ("Special Zones for Structural Reform"). The ministerial committee responsible for the special zones manages proposals made from local governments and businesses, and consults with relevant ministries on the feasibility of the proposals.

The gatekeeper role in controlling the quality of draft regulations, including overseeing ex ante and ex post evaluation of regulations is mainly undertaken by the Ministry of Internal Affairs and Communication (MIC). In addition to the MIC, the Legislation Bureau in the Cabinet and the Ministry of Finance also independently review new regulatory proposals from their own perspectives such as legitimacy and expected budget costs.

(2) Key policy bodies

Expert advisory bodies have a long tradition in Japanese administration and play a key role in promoting the development and implementation of regulatory reform policy. The Provisional Commission for Administrative Reform played such a role in the 1980s in promoting deregulation and privatisation. The Deregulation Committee played a similar role from 1995 to 2001, when it was succeeded by the Council for Regulatory Reform (CRR). The CRR was established within the Cabinet Office rather than the MIC to increase its independence and to strengthen its function to provide advice directly to the Prime Minister. The CPRR was established in 2007, though its basic function is essentially the same as that of the CRR. The expert advisory council model is thought to have several advantages: the councils are independent from the ministries and are thus free to examine many options, including those unpopular to line ministries; the recommendations of the councils could bring high-level political pressure backed by the Prime Minister’s commitment; and the council model can contribute to making the process of regulatory reform more transparent.

The CPRR consists of 15 private-sector experts designated by the Prime Minister, and are organised into 20 task forces. The members of the Council, as well as the Minister responsible for regulatory reform, can consult directly with the relevant ministries to make its proposals. The scope of the CPRR is very broad; its 20 task forces cover various areas such as agriculture, medical care, social services, labour market, environment, trade, transport, network industries, financial market, education, real estate market and so on. The establishment of the Headquarters could serve to strengthen the function of horizontal co-ordination among ministries in promoting regulatory reform. Members of the CPRR can participate in the meeting of the Headquarters and directly discuss the issues with the Prime Minister and other ministers.

2.2 Awareness and support

High-level political commitment to regulatory reform can be demonstrated by the leading role of the Prime Minister in managing the Headquarters. In addition, regulatory reform programmes are revised periodically to reflect public opinion. For that purpose, the government calls for regulatory reform proposals from the public twice a year. Anyone, including people in the private sector, private groups and local governments, can submit proposals for regulatory reform to the government. Proposals are adopted by the Headquarters and are reflected in regulatory reform policy through consultation between the secretariat of the CPRR and the relevant ministries. In the most recent call in June 2008, six out of 445 proposals were adopted as regulatory reform items by the Headquarters.

---

7 The Headquarters for Promotion of Special Zone for Structural Reform was established in 2002. It was subsequently merged with other ministerial committees and renamed the Integrated Headquarters for Invigorating Regional Economy in 2007. The management of the Headquarters was also transferred to Cabinet Secretary.

8 For more detail, see OECD (1999), Regulatory Reform in Japan: Government Capacity to Assure High Quality Regulation.
2.3 Transparency and predictability

The Administrative Procedure Law adopted in 1993 requires government agencies to specify and make public the standards used to evaluate applications, and to endeavour to establish standard processing periods for licenses, permissions and approvals. The No Action Letter system, which was introduced in 2001, enables firms to seek prior clarifications on how regulations will be applied in certain situations.

3. Improving the quality of regulation

3.1 Regulatory tools, systems and processes for improving the quality of new regulations (Flow)

Regulatory Impact Analysis (RIA) was introduced on a trial basis in 2004. During the trial period from October 2004 to September 2007, RIA was conducted on 247 cases of the proposed new regulations. Based on this experiment, the revised enforcement order of the Government Policy Evaluation Act, which was implemented in October 2007, legally obliges ministries and administrative bodies to conduct an ex ante evaluation when they establish or abolish regulations or revise the content of existing regulations by modifying or eliminating laws or Cabinet orders authorised by law.

The guidelines for implementing the ex ante evaluation suggest a detailed methodology used to analyse the impact of proposed regulations. They define the concept of benefit and cost of regulation by specifying various constituting factors such as observance costs, administrative costs and other social costs. The guidelines also allow several analytical methods to be used in RIA, including cost-benefit analysis and cost-effectiveness analysis, while it requires cost and benefit to be indicated quantitatively or in monetary value whenever possible.

Concerning public consultation, Japan introduced public comment procedures for new regulations and revisions or abolition of existing regulations in 1999 by Cabinet Decision, and in 2006, the Public Comment Procedure was specified in the legislation under the Administrative Procedure Act. In addition to this, the guidelines ask ministries to provide and collect information about RIA and, if possible, to conduct a hearing from experts by drawing upon the procedure of consultations in other countries. In conducting these actions, the results must be described in the evaluation report. Progress reports regarding implementation and reflection to policies must also be given to the Diet and be publicised.

3.2 Regulatory tools, systems and processes for improving the quality of existing regulations (Stock)

Rapid changes in Japan’s economy and society require continuous review of the existing regulations. Central regulatory bodies, including the CPRR, have been reviewing existing regulations based on the requests from the business sector and the analyses of experts. The Policy Evaluation System, introduced in 2002, requires government agencies to evaluate their own policies, including regulations with oversight of the MIC. An example of the consequences of the evaluation is the streamlining of the regulations on the allocation of medical service facilities, which used to be applied without any coordination among several different regulations.

4. Future challenges and lessons learned in promoting regulatory reform

4.1 Lessons learned in promoting regulatory reform and major progress in the past five years

The expert advisory council model has worked well in promoting deregulation in key sectors. After the substantial deregulation in the telecommunications sector in the 1990s, postal services were privatised in 2007, and divided into four companies. This resulted in reducing the dominant power of the postal savings bank in the financial services sector. From the aspect of improving the quality of
life, regulations on retail in cosmetics and alcoholic beverages, transport including aviation and taxi, energy sector, financial services and labour market were reformed substantially, enabling consumers to benefit from lower prices and more choices.

4.2 Future challenges

The policy objectives of regulatory reform have become more diverse, due to the changes in Japan’s economy and society. This calls for further regulatory reform in public services and the establishment of a regulatory system to improve the quality of regulation. The CPRR is currently trying to address some of those new issues, including reform in social regulations such as medical care, child-care and education. To improve the quality of regulations, RIA is being introduced. The government also promotes e-government policies to simplify administrative procedures through the use of the internet.
Republic of Korea: Developments in Regulatory Reform

1. **Key features of Korea’s regulatory reform**

Korea enacted the Basic Act of Administrative Regulations (BAAR) in 1997, which included provision for a Regulatory Reform Committee (RRC). Driving systemic regulatory reform, the RRC was able to substantially reduce administrative regulations faster than previously possible and began reviewing new and reinforced regulations to prevent the creation of unnecessary regulations.

The Participatory Government, launched in 2003, carried out regulatory reform with an aim of enhancing the quality of regulations, rather than quantitative reduction. The Regulatory Reform Task Force was established under the Prime Minister's Office to refine and eliminate bundled regulations affecting various ministries. The RRC also improved systems and institutions, e.g. by enhancing Regulatory Impact Assessment (RIA) to enhance regulation quality.

Since its 2008 inauguration, the Lee Administration has been intent on further improving the business environment and economic growth potential by massive and unprecedented regulatory reform initiatives. Confident that regulatory review was the most cost-effective economic stimulus tool at its disposal, the Lee Administration began decisive reform with strong faith in the market's ability for self-regulation and correction. Believing that conventional government-led growth and concomitant excessive market intervention aimed at reducing social inequalities had critically undermined economic efficiency and growth potential, the Lee Administration is boldly introducing market-oriented regulatory reform by transferring some government authority to the market.

1.1 **Legislation, policy and principles**

The 1997 BAAR established regulatory principles—procedures for improving existing regulations and reviewing new or strengthened regulations—and the organisation and operation of the RRC. The regulatory principles defined in the Act are as follows: (1) regulations shall be based on the Act, with the contents defined in clear and unambiguous terms, (2) the central and local governments shall respect civil rights and encourage ingenuity by avoiding and enacting regulations that interfere with the basic rights of people, (3) central and local government regulations must protect lives, human rights, the environment, and public health by ensuring the safety of food and medical supplies, (4) the scope and methods of regulation shall be kept to the minimum required to achieve the stated objectives through the most effective methods and in a way that guarantees objectivity, transparency and impartiality.

1.2 **Objectives of regulatory reform**

Aiming to enhance the quality of life and national competitiveness, Korea's regulatory reform framework has a number of objectives: (1) boosting economic development and consumer welfare by encouraging market entry, transparency, innovation and competition and thereby promoting competitiveness, (2) maximising net benefits and improving productive efficiency by reducing unnecessary regulatory costs, (3) improving public sector efficiency, responsiveness and effectiveness through public management reforms, (4) improving the rule of law and democracy through legal reform, including improving access to regulations and reducing the excessive discretion of regulators and enforcers.
2. Mechanisms and institutions to oversee regulatory reform

2.1 Institutions

(1) Overall institutional framework

The central and local regulatory bodies, including the RRC, Presidential Council on National Competitiveness (PCNC), and local governments set the overall framework for regulatory reform. Under the authority of the President, the RRC comprises 25 members, 18 from the private sector and seven from various government agencies. The RRC is jointly chaired by the Prime Minister and one member from the private sector appointed by the President. The RRC is responsible for (1) setting the basic direction of regulation policy as well as research and development of regulatory institutions, (2) items that pertain to the establishment, review or reinforcement of regulations, (3) reviewing existing regulations, establishment and implementation of a comprehensive plan on regulatory improvement, (4) registration and promulgation of regulations, (5) gathering and processing opinions on regulatory enhancement, and (6) inspecting and evaluating administrative agencies’ progress with regulatory improvement on different levels. The secretariat function supporting the RRC is undertaken by the Regulatory Reform Office (RRO) which is located in the Prime Minister’s Office. The RRO annually evaluates regulatory reform at each ministry based on the ministry’s submitted regulatory reform plan.

The PCNC is an advisory body to the President. Focal points of the Council’s areas of work include: heading regulatory reform and deregulation measures to create a business-friendly environment for both domestic and foreign companies, promoting public sector innovation to enhance national competitiveness, and expanding social capital by making advancements in laws, regulations and institutional infrastructure. Each ministry and local government has also established its own regulatory reform group to review proposed or amended regulations.

(2) Key policy decision-making bodies

Among the organisations mentioned, the RRC plays a central role in implementing and co-ordinating Korean regulatory reform policies. It has contributed to developing a more systematic approach to regulatory quality within the Korean administration and championed the introduction of a range of regulatory quality tools, such as the Regulatory Impact Analysis. The RRC has also played an important role in increasing awareness of the need for and importance of regulatory reform and quality among ministries. To strengthen the drive for regulatory reform, the new government established the PCNC in March 2008. The PCNC has decisively undertaken bold reform initiatives for existing regulations, based on opinions from the businesses and people affected.

2.2 Awareness and support

Since its inception, the Lee Administration has made regulatory reform a government-wide top priority. The President said in his inaugural speech, "unnecessary regulations will be either cast away or reformed as early as possible ... We also need to create an environment where entrepreneurs can invest freely, and our companies can thrive in the world market with much excitement."

A Legal Affairs Office was established in each ministry to foster regulatory reform. To encourage proactive implementation by civil servants, the regulatory reform evaluation system was improved with more focus on performance and results. Highly rated organisations and civil servants are given incentives and rewards. President Lee re-emphasized the importance of regulatory reform in his 2009 New Year Policy Address: “The Administration has so far pushed for deregulation, advancement of state-invested enterprises and educational reforms. These goals will be realised without fail even under a very difficult situation. Regulatory reform constitutes one of the core tasks in revitalising the economy. Last year, we saw much progress in terms of deregulation. It includes streamlined procedures for establishing industrial complexes and manufacturing plants. We have a long way to go. Accordingly, the government will further accelerate the reform drive.”
2.3 *Transparency and predictability*

Public feedback can be a powerful tool for improving regulatory quality by acting as a quality check on draft proposals and providing input and data to the policymaking process. The Administrative Procedures Act and the BAAR establish the major legislative basis for public consultation: ministries are expected to consult with affected parties prior to drafting new regulatory proposals, and proposed regulations are available at notice for public review for a minimum of 20 days before implementation. In the case of new or revised regulations, Article 9 of the BAAR requires agency heads to “… gather sufficient evidence of public opinion through public hearings and public notices on legislation by administrative agencies, civic groups, interested parties, research institutes and experts.” Public and stakeholder perspectives can also be voiced through representatives on various regulatory reform bodies and committees. The key central government body, the RRC, provides an important channel through which a range of views can be expressed. In addition to the formal committee structures for stakeholders to express their views, the government has made use of a range of consultation mechanisms, including greater use of the internet to facilitate exchange. The RRC, in particular, helps stakeholders gain easy access to the lists and content of regulations by registering all regulations and making them public on its website. Work started in July 2008 on its online regulation system will ensure more transparent regulatory reform.

3. Improving the quality of regulation

3.1 *Regulatory tools, systems, and processes for improving the quality of new regulations (Flow)*

Since enactment of the BARR in 1997, Korea has made regulatory impact analysis mandatory before establishment and reinforcement of regulations to improve regulatory quality. From July 2006, relevant ministries are required to disclose on their websites an RIA together with proposed regulations during the public notice period. Each ministry should review the suggested opinions and ideas, incorporate them into the RIA, and give feedback to those who submitted the ideas. The RIA is currently conducted in the three parts: (1) the necessity of the regulations, (2) review of regulatory alternatives, and (3) the adequacy and effectiveness of the regulations. When inspecting regulatory alternatives, reviewers look into the intensity of regulations, regulation methods and the impact on fair competition. The analysis should estimate the expected social costs and benefits created by regulations, and make a comprehensive comparison and review. In December 2008, the Impact Analysis for SMEs was introduced to effectively take into account relative burdens placed on SMEs caused by administrative regulations being applied to all businesses regardless of size.

3.2 *Regulatory tools, systems and processes for improving the quality of existing regulations (Stock)*

Korea made an impressive start with its review and reduction of regulations immediately after the 1997 financial crisis. Under the auspices of the RRC and with the President’s support, Korea reduced its stock of regulations by 50% from 1998 to 1999. The government now focuses on the quality over quantity of regulations. Annual reform guidelines for regulatory improvement are prepared by the RRC and sent to ministries each year. Each individual ministry is then responsible for reviewing existing legislation in accordance with guideline directives and is required to consult with and report progress to the RRC the following year. This approach has the advantage of ensuring central guidance from the RRC, while the review is undertaken by the relevant ministry which has a detailed knowledge of the regulations.

The Korean government also makes some use of sunsetting to keep regulations up to date. From 2009, sunsetting is to be applied to existing regulations to enhance their practicality and flexibility. Specifically, use of “sunsetting for termination”, which makes a regulation invalid after a certain period, will be expanded, and “sunsetting for review”, which requires periodic feasibility and viability studies, will be introduced.
In addition, Korea is committed to reducing administrative burdens imposed on businesses and citizens. Korea has made significant efforts to alleviate administrative burdens that can discourage business operations for domestic or foreign firms. Businesses and private citizens alike will benefit from initiatives such as E-government portal services—Government for Citizens (G4C), Government for Businesses (G4B), Government for Foreigners (G4F)—that provide a one-stop e-government service for a variety of corporate administrative needs.

4. Future challenges and lessons learned in promoting regulatory reform

4.1 Lessons learned and major progress over the past five years

Over recent years, Korea has achieved remarkable progress in introducing and implementing regulatory policies, regulatory systems and regulatory measures that were intended to ensure high-quality regulations (OECD, February 2007). Efforts were focused more on reforming the so-called bundled regulations. Independent regulatory authorities with responsibility for regulating and overseeing particular economic sectors, such as electricity or communications, play an important role in fostering a competitive environment within those sectors. Efforts to relieve administrative burdens on companies and people are ongoing. Years of experience has shown that regulatory reform can be one of the most effective means for amplifying economic growth potential and creating jobs at little cost.

4.2 Future challenges

There is the possibility of gaps in implementation, as working-level officials adopt new office methods and ways of interacting with the public. Capacity building, including at the local level, is a critical factor to ensure that changes decided at the economy level, can be effectively implemented. This also requires upgraded skills and new working methods. In addition, reform needs to address the whole regulatory framework, expanding into a wide range of service sector activities such as education and medical treatment.
Malaysia: Developments in Regulatory Reform

1. Key features of Malaysia’s regulatory reform

Regulatory reform initiatives in Malaysia focus on maintaining economic growth and stability as well as protecting consumers’ interests. Malaysia has been consistent in continuously improving its business environment to ensure that it is predictable and conducive, thus encouraging foreign direct investment and facilitating business. The privatisation policy introduced in 1986 and the liberalisation of the manufacturing sector in 1998 and 2003, as well as the progressive liberalisation of the service sector have been facilitated by the process of reforms. The process of regulatory reform is achieved in concert with initiatives to improve the public delivery system and reduce bureaucracy.

1.1 Legislation, Policy and Principles

Malaysia’s political leadership provides the direction for structural and regulatory reforms. The most recent initiative being the establishment of a high-level task force to improve the way government regulates businesses, by the then-Prime Minister of Malaysia Hon. Tun Abdullah Ahmad Haji Badawi. This Special Task Force to Facilitate Business (PEMUDAH) established in February 2007, comprises 23 eminent representatives from the public and private sectors, and reports directly to the Prime Minister.

1.2 Objectives of regulatory reform

The Malaysian government’s objective as articulated in PEMUDAH’s vision is to achieve a globally benchmarked, customer-centric, innovative and proactive public service in support of a vibrant, resilient and competitive economy and society, driven by the following values:

- a sense of urgency;
- proactive public-private sector collaboration;
- facilitation, not hampering;
- no more regulation than necessary; and
- zero tolerance for corruption.

The terms of reference of PEMUDAH are to:

- review the status of the public services delivery system in terms of processes, procedures, legislation and human resource towards introducing improvements;
- study best practices in the private sector that can be adopted by the public sector;
- coordinate programmes across public sector agencies towards enhancing Malaysia’s competitiveness;
- monitor the implementation of policies, strategies and procedures aimed towards improving the efficiency and effectiveness of the public delivery system; and
- take appropriate actions in addressing issues regarding the public delivery system.
2. Mechanisms and institutions to oversee regulatory reform

2.1 Institutions

(1) Overall institutional framework

The reform initiative to enhance the quality of public service through public-private sector collaboration was first initiated in 1983 through the implementation of the Malaysia Incorporated Policy. Under this policy, Consultative Panels were established in most government agencies to improve service delivery to the private sector. In 1990, the Sub-Committee of the Panel on Administrative Improvements was established to enhance public-private sector collaboration.

Oversight for overall reforms in the government administration is done by the Malaysian Administrative Modernisation and Planning Unit (MAMPU).

(2) Key policy decision-making bodies

MAMPU, a central agency under the Prime Minister’s Department, plans and carries out research on the policies, standards, guidelines and modernisation strategic plans for the public sector. As the custodians of Malaysian laws, ministries establish ministerial committees which are responsible for the implementation of regulatory reforms.

The Attorney General’s Chambers (AGC) reviews Malaysian laws for the purpose of systematically developing and reforming the laws in line with current conditions and ensuring that laws meet the current needs of society. A committee comprising legal and judicial officers as well as academicians has been established for this purpose. Drafts of proposed laws prepared by AGC are tabled to the Cabinet for endorsement and Parliament for approval.

PEMUDAH which is co-chaired by the Chief Secretary to the government and the Immediate Past President of the Federation of Malaysian Manufacturers, assumes advisory and advocacy roles as it cooperates with ministries/agencies, states and local governments in recommending and overseeing reform initiatives to enhance Malaysia’s business environment. PEMUDAH reports directly to the Prime Minister.

PEMUDAH is an extension of the Malaysian Incorporated Policy. The fact that the Task Force is co-chaired by both public and private sector is a reflection of the stance of the government to operationalise the close working relationship between the two sectors. PEMUDAH formed two working groups, namely:

- Working Group on Efficiency Issues (WGEI)—focus on processes and procedures; and
- Working Group on Policy Issues (WGPI)—focuses on policies and regulations that impact national competitiveness.

In addition, various task forces and focus groups have been established to hasten the process of improvement and ensure effective implementation of the initiatives:
These working groups, task forces and focus groups are chaired and co-chaired by members of PEMUDAH, with relevant private and public sector members co-opted to work on the issues identified.

1. MM2H – Malaysia My 2nd Home Programme
2. DBKL – Kuala Lumpur City Hall

2.2 Awareness and support

The support and commitment by the Prime Minister to address impediments in Malaysia's business environment ensures that PEMUDAH will assume a bigger role in not only improving the public service delivery system, but also as an opportunity to ensure Malaysia’s competitiveness.
The establishment of various focus groups provides the platform for private sector participation to provide valuable inputs for regulatory reforms. In addition, PEMUDAH also organises various change management programmes to stress the importance of effective public-private sector collaboration in developing the nation’s competitiveness.

2.3 Transparency and predictability

The principles of good governance, transparency and accountability undergird the strategy to strengthen the effectiveness of Malaysia's Public Service. It is compulsory for all government agencies to display their client's charter and also the performance benchmarked against the client charter for public viewing. This information is also posted on the agencies' websites.

Increasingly, ICT is being used in processes and procedures that have high level of interface with the public and businesses to further enhance transparency and predictability. All processes and procedures are available on ministries and government agencies' websites as well as in customer-friendly hard-copies. For government procurement, e-bidding is now being implemented to enhance the process of transparency.

3. Improving the quality of regulation

3.1 Regulatory Tools, Systems and Processes for Improving the Quality of New Regulations (Flow)

The process of adopting regulatory impact analysis is not mandated by law in Malaysia. However, government agencies undertake consultations with relevant stakeholders as and when necessary during the planning stages of drawing up of legislation and public policies. Many ministries adopt an open policy and encourage feedback from the private sector or public with regard to problems faced on a daily basis. Issues raised are also discussed in fora such as the PEMUDAH.

3.2 Regulatory Tools, Systems and Processes for Improving the Quality of New Regulations (Stock)

Public consultations are routinely used by the Ministry of International Trade and Industry and Ministry of Finance to gauge feedback from the public on issues of public policy. Formal Dialogues chaired by ministers or senior officials are held with the relevant associations to obtain feedback and proposals, and to undertake necessary improvements.

Malaysia’s international commitments in ASEAN as well as the World Trade Organisation (WTO) also require Malaysia to constantly review its existing regulations.

4. Future challenges and lessons learned in promoting regulatory reform

4.1 Lessons learned and progress made in promoting regulatory reform in the past five years

One of the best examples of regulatory reform is that undertaken by the Ministry of Housing and Local Government (MHLG) on processing development proposals using the One-Stop Centre (OSC) approach. Prior to 2007, the rules and regulations for processing development proposals were under the purview of each local government. With the inception of OSC, the procedures and regulations that govern the processing of development proposals have been streamlined. This reform has reduced the time taken to process development proposals to less than 180 days, from 261 days previously.
Among other regulatory reforms undertaken in improving public delivery systems are:

- reducing the number of procedures and processing time taken in the assessment of stamp duty for landed properties which involves the participation of both Inland Revenue Board of Malaysia and the Valuation and Property Services Department. Previously, the average processing time for manual applications ranged from 26-86 days involving nine manual steps. Following the review of the processes, it now only takes 10-16 days involving five steps via online application to Inland Revenue Board;

- improving licensing procedures by developing an internet-based system for the application of business licences known as Business Licensing Electronic Support System (BLESS). BLESS serves as the One Submission Centre for submission of application for manufacturing licence, planning permission, building plan and land matters approval and operational licence approval;

- reducing the processing time and improving the approval process of expatriate applications from 14 days to 7 days as well as improving immigration rules and regulations pertaining to expatriates’ spouses, family members and maids, whereby spouses, family members and maids are given the same treatment as their principals; and

- simplifying forms and allowing online processing, as well as reducing the time for registration of freehold property from 144 days previously to only 41 days, via electronic processing and Valuation Information System (VIS); and 61 days through manual processing.

4.2 Future challenges

The constant and rapid changes in the current economic situation require the public service to continuously implement reforms. The challenge for the public sector is the mindset change required of the public sector: from that of implementer to pacesetter and facilitator. For the private sector, the challenge is in appreciating the fact that it is an equal partner in enhancing national competitiveness, not just a recipient of the benefits of reform. Even as the public sector works to improve its delivery system, the private sector too must scrutinise its business model to ensure that it complements the efforts of the public sector.
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Mexico: Developments in Regulatory Reform

1. Key features of Mexico’s regulatory reform

Mexico has been committed to regulatory reform since the late 1980s, when the Unit for Economic Deregulation (UED) was created within the Ministry of Trade and Industrial Development (today, the Ministry of Economy) with a mandate to deregulate key economic sectors. By the year 2000 the Mexican government had recognised that regulatory reform should be a continuous and permanent activity. To this end, an amendment to the Federal Law of Administrative Procedure (FLAP) was approved by Congress, institutionalising the commitment of the Federal government to regulatory reform.

As a result of the FLAP amendment, the Federal Commission on Regulatory Improvement (COFEMER) was created as a technically autonomous body of the Ministry of Economy, responsible for the implementation of Mexico’s regulatory reform policy, ensuring transparency in the formulation of federal regulations as well as promoting the development of cost-effective regulations that generate the highest net benefit to society.

The National Plan for Development 2007-2012 states as its fifth objective the fostering of productivity and competitiveness of the Mexican economy in order to achieve sustainable economic growth and to hasten the creation of jobs. Regulatory reform, fighting monopolies and promoting a competitiveness policy are all strategies that are being implemented to contribute to greater productivity, economic growth and job creation.

In this regard, Mexico’s vision is to have an integral, transparent and inclusive regulatory management system, in order to increase the effectiveness and efficiency of the government, operate under an authentic culture of regulatory reform, stimulate and strengthen economic activity, reduce institutional incentives to corruption, and continuously review and increase the quality of the domestic legal framework.

1.1 Legislation, policy and principles

Regulatory reform has been a key tool to promote economic development and create a regulatory framework that respond to the needs of society. Today, Mexico’s regulatory reform policy deals with both:

i) Draft regulation (flow). The regulatory impact on business and society is evaluated, ensuring that the benefits of regulations are higher than their compliance costs; and

ii) Existing regulation (stock). Existing laws and regulations are evaluated in order to detect areas or sectors in which market access barriers, contradictions, duplications and obsolescence can be eliminated.

Flow of regulations:

• In principle, the use of the Regulatory Impact Assessment (RIA) by all ministries and agencies of the federal government proposing new regulations is compulsory. In this process, public consultation plays an important role in enriching the discussion and analysis of the regulatory proposals.

• In February 2007, President Felipe Calderon issued the “Presidential Regulatory Quality Order”. This instrument is aimed at: i) guaranteeing that regulations do not adversely affect citizens or
productive activities; and ii) inhibiting overregulation that hinders investment, employment and, in general, competitiveness.

**Stock of regulations:**

- The Federal Registry of Formalities and Services is an inventory of all formalities required by Federal government bodies. The Registry is available online and in a standard format, indicating detailed requirements, fees, time of response, expiration and places to submit information. In principle, a formality which is not included in the Registry cannot be applied.

- Every two years, all federal ministries and agencies are required to formulate and submit for the consideration of COFEMER, a Regulatory Reform Program (RRP). Each RRP allows all productive sectors to learn about, and provide comments on, future actions regarding the creation, modification or elimination of formalities and regulations. To ensure the coherence and implementation of the RRPs, the President issues a decree providing guidelines to formulate the programmes.

- The Federal Council for Regulatory Reform was established to facilitate dialogue among the public, private and social sectors to obtain their views on regulatory reform and competitiveness.

### 1.2 Objectives of regulatory reform

The objective of regulatory reform in Mexico is to raise the quality of the legal system as a whole, in order to increase competitiveness and social welfare. To do so, COFEMER seeks to ensure transparency in the regulatory processes so that regulatory costs do not exceed the benefits, and that regulations will ultimately benefit society and not only a few stakeholders. Also, it aims to reduce administrative burdens in order to produce an attractive business environment for investors, and improve public sector efficiency.

In Mexico, regulatory reform is not only an instrument for economic development, but also a mechanism for good government. As a permanent systematic process for reviewing the regulatory framework based on transparency, public consultation and the analysis for optimum public policies, it implies a radical change in public governance, according to the economy democratic development.

The efforts made on regulatory reform follow the guiding objectives of President Calderon’s National Plan for Development 2007-2012, which seeks to achieve sustainable development.

### 2. Mechanisms and institutions to oversee regulatory reform

#### 2.1 Institutions

(1) Overall institutional framework

In the framework of the amendments carried out to FLAP in year 2000, COFEMER was created as a technically autonomous body of the Ministry of Economy responsible for the co-ordination and supervision of the regulatory reform policy of the Mexican government.

The mandate of COFEMER is to ensure transparency in the formulation of federal regulations as well as promote the development of cost-effective regulations that generate the highest net benefit to society. This involves: i) working with governmental bodies to reduce existing regulatory burdens affecting business; ii) scrutinising new policy proposals from ministries and regulators; iii) diagnosing and proposing reforms to existing laws and regulations; and, iv) helping to drive forward the regulatory reform agenda in states and municipalities.

The Federal Council for Regulatory Reform is another body that supports regulatory reform. The Council is comprised of representatives of the public, private and social sectors. Its responsibilities
are, inter alia: (i) to be informed of the programmes and actions on regulatory reform carried out by COFEMER and other federal governmental bodies; (ii) to propose specific actions on regulatory reform; (iii) to provide recommendations to the Federal public administration on regulatory related matters; and (iv) to agree on regulatory reform issues submitted for its consideration.

(2) Key policy decision-making bodies

According to the Federal Public Administration system, in Mexico most ministries and governmental bodies have a specific legal mandate to regulate the sector or area of its competence.

In this regard, the above mentioned ministries and governmental bodies have an obligation to submit any draft regulation to COFEMER with its respective RIA, to be reviewed and submitted to public consultation. As many of these regulations affect sensitive sectors, the consultation with key stakeholders is very important.

2.2 Awareness and support

The support for regulatory reform by the current Administration is reflected in the National Plan for Development 2007-2012. In it, reform is included in four out of the plan’s five main axes. Several efforts have been made by the Mexican government to raise awareness of the need for a better and efficient regulatory framework. To this end, the federal administration has implemented the Programme for Public Management Improvement, which strives to improve the quality of the goods and services provided by the Federal Public Administration, to raise the effectiveness of public institutions and to minimise agencies’ operational costs.

Regulatory reform programmes are also a means to enhance awareness and support. They are programmes with specific goals for improving the regulatory framework of all federal agencies, submitted for the consideration of COFEMER every two years. They are implemented to encourage planning, allowing all productive sectors as well as individuals to know about, and discuss on, future actions regarding the creation, modification, or elimination of formalities and regulations.

Similarly, Regulatory Impact Assessment is a useful way to raise awareness and support among stakeholders by demonstrating regulatory benefits, and revealing the alternatives to new regulations. RIAs help regulators appreciate the political and social support a new regulation will enjoy, while understanding the possible effects on society.

COFEMER is also working to enhance regulatory reform culture among civil servants in local governments. It intends to raise their consciousness of the importance of a better and more efficient regulation at the state and local levels.

2.3 Transparency and predictability

The RIA is a mechanism, implemented by the federal executive branch, to improve regulation. All RIAs, along with draft proposals are made public through COFEMER’s website, starting the process of public consultation. Public consultation helps to obtain substantive information and knowledge from stakeholders, regulatory and industry professionals, and other private institutions so as to effect an orderly analysis of federal draft regulation.

Also, the Federal Registry of Formalities and Services is an online inventory of all formalities required by federal governmental bodies. It is an important tool for enterprises and citizens; in principle, any formality which is not included in the Registry cannot be applied. Furthermore, each formality should be applied as indicated in the Registry. This raises public awareness of procedural requirements, promoting transparency in any formality process by making the information public to citizens in advance.
3. Improving the quality of regulation

3.1 Regulatory tools, systems, and processes for improving the quality of new regulations (Flow)

On February 2007, President Felipe Calderon issued the "Executive Order on Regulatory Quality", an instrument aimed at: guaranteeing that regulations do not affect citizens or productive activities; and inhibiting overregulation that hinders investment, employment and, in general, competitiveness.

According to this Executive Order, federal governmental bodies may issue new regulation only when they comply with one of the following criteria:

- The draft regulation derives from an emergency situation.
- The federal governmental body is complying with either an obligation established in law or in regulations issued by the President.
- The draft regulation is complying with an international obligation.
- The regulation has to be updated on a periodic basis because of its nature.
- The benefits of the proposed regulation are higher than its compliance costs.

The Executive Order on Regulatory Quality reinforces the filters that guarantee the quality of the proposed regulation. This mechanism is an initial requirement before COFEMER reviews any RIA.

3.2 Regulatory tools, systems and processes for improving the quality of existing regulations (Stock)

Existing laws and regulations are scrutinised for areas and/or sectors in which market access barriers, contradictions, duplication and obsolescence can be eliminated. COFEMER is empowered by the FLAP to review the existing regulatory framework and submit reform proposals for the President's consideration.

Since its creation in 2000, COFEMER has reviewed existing regulation and formulated reform proposals in a range of areas, such as transparency and financial services.

Similarly, through the RRP:s, which governmental bodies have to submit every two years, efforts to improve the quality of existing regulations have been made.

Currently, COFEMER is working on a project with the OECD in order to review, streamline, deregulate and improve key aspects of the regulatory framework. This project seeks to: (i) increase productivity; (ii) raise investment and competitiveness in Mexico; (iii) stimulate the creation of new jobs and new business; (iv) review selected regulations with significant legal or economic implications for citizens or businesses; and, (v) increase economic opportunities and the living standards of the population through sustained economic growth.

The benefits expected are: (i) the identification of obsolescence, duplication, contradictions and areas of opportunity in specific areas of the regulatory framework and practices, as well as in government structures; (ii) improvement in the regulatory framework so as to respond to the needs and demands of society at large, including businesses, consumers and other stakeholders; (iii) an increase in legal security and certainty; (iv) strengthened competitiveness; and (v) fostering conditions that will lift the competitiveness of the Mexican economy.
4. Future challenges and lessons learned in promoting regulatory reform

4.3 Lessons learned in promoting regulatory reform and major progress in the past five years

The main lessons learnt in promoting regulatory reform have been the following:

a) Implementing Regulatory Reform requires a strong commitment from senior public officials. The institutional body in charge of its coordination, implementation and supervision must enjoy strong support at the highest political levels.

b) Regulatory Reform cannot be an isolated endeavour; in order to achieve policy goals, policymakers must adopt a “whole of government” approach. Regulatory policies have to be seen as a part of an integrated regulatory reform policy. The existence of a governmental agency responsible for the coordination of all efforts and for being accountable to citizens and stakeholders is fundamental.

c) COFEMER currently spends a significant amount of its resources on reviewing draft regulations before they are implemented. However, Regulatory Reform requires reviewing both flow and stock, in order to fully foster competitiveness.

d) COFEMER has realised that only through a sea change in regulators’ culture can regulatory reform be achieved. To this end, COFEMER is working on the promotion of the benefits of the regulatory impact assessment and the cost-benefit analysis. The only way for the proper implementation of these tools is by making regulators believe in the benefits that can be derived.

As for progress in promoting regulatory reform within state and local governments, the Rapid Business Start-up Systems (SARE) has shown success in state and municipal levels. SARE is a “one-stop shop” that speeds up the establishment and start-up procedures of new low-risk businesses through the coordination of the three levels of government and the simplification of procedures. Today, there are 137 SARE offices in the same number of municipalities. Since the opening of the first SARE office, 156,845 new enterprises have started operations, 440,995 jobs were created and more than 25 billion pesos have been invested (almost US$2 billion).

Also, COFEMER works jointly with state and local governments to build a legal framework that promotes competitiveness in a certain and transparent environment. Local laws are helping in the process of regulatory reform. Joint efforts between federal and local governments have resulted in 14 states that have already implemented laws for regulatory reform.

COFEMER has worked on the development of information technologies relating to the use of the internet in order to improve two of the main tools for regulatory reform: the Federal Registry of Formalities and Services (RFTS) and the mechanisms for public participation. The creation of the online version of the RFTS, showed citizens and enterprises the importance of becoming acquainted with the requirements, costs, official forms, juridical bases, criterion of resolution, places to carry out the process, etc. This tool helps reduce discretionality, and improve certainty and transparency among citizens and enterprises.

Through the use of RIA, government bodies are now able to design quality regulations, because there is an ex ante evaluation of benefits and costs that the new regulation could generate in specific sectors.

The implementation of the Executive Order on Regulatory Quality brought positive outcomes. The reception of regulations with compliance costs during the period February-November 2008 decreased by 6.2%, compared with the same period of 2003 (the last year without the Executive Order on Regulatory Moratorium and the Executive Order on Regulatory Quality).
In August 2006, amendments to the Federal Council for Regulatory Reform institutionalised the public-private dialogue establishing an Executive Committee and two groups for proposing and reviewing specific actions of regulatory reform.

In addition, COFEMER collaborated, as a facilitator, with the World Bank to issue the study “Doing Business in Mexico 2009”, which measures many of the elements that are an essential part of business. These elements are subject to regulations from local and federal governments, making the “Doing Business” study useful for several reasons:

- To measure regional differences caused mainly because of the design and application of regulations in different regions of the economy.
- To coordinate federal and local authorities responsible for public policies.
- To allow local governments to compare rankings with other world cities under the same methodology.
- To steer regulatory improvements towards improving the areas of opportunity covered in the “Doing Business” study.

4.4 Future challenges

Since its creation in year 2000, COFEMER has made concerted efforts to improve the quality of regulation and to raise awareness of the need for a more efficient regulatory framework that promotes economic development and responds to the needs of society.

Today, Mexican regulators have ready access to practical tools to carry out cost-benefit analysis of draft regulations (i.e., RIA); citizens have the opportunity to submit comments on the draft regulations issued by the federal government and be heard. Moreover, COFEMER has been working alongside different levels of government to build a regulatory reform culture in states and municipalities.

However, there are still areas in need of improvement, and issues to resolve in favour of enterprises and citizens. Some remaining challenges include: the expansion of regulatory reform programmes to local levels of government; the effective implementation of the regulatory reform culture among regulators, and the inclusion of all government regulatory activity in the scope of Mexico’s regulatory reform policy.
New Zealand: Developments in Regulatory Reform

1. Key features of New Zealand’s regulatory reform

In the 1980s and early 1990s, New Zealand both significantly deregulated its economy, and adopted new regulatory approaches that were intended to facilitate the efficient functioning of markets while at the same time providing adequate levels protection in areas such as health, safety, the environment, consumer protection and financial stability. In the following decade there have been a number of developments, including:

- Evolution of the regulatory frameworks that apply to network industries such as electricity and telecommunications, and financial markets.
- The introduction and adoption of a Regulatory Impact Analysis (RIA) regime.
- A range of initiatives to reduce regulatory costs and streamlining the interface between business and government.

In November 2008, there was a change in government and this has resulted in a renewed focus on regulatory reform with an overall goal of improving New Zealand’s productivity performance. The government sees Australia as a benchmark, and has established a goal of closing the income gap with Australia by 2025. This will require a sustained lift in New Zealand’s productivity growth rate to at least 3% a year.

This renewed focus on regulatory reform is reflected in the appointment of a Minister for Regulatory Reform. The reform agenda includes initiatives to reduce red tape and regulation that is impacting negatively on investment and employment. It also includes the consideration of a Regulatory Responsibility Bill. This aims to create in statute law principles of responsible regulatory management.

Proposals for regulatory reform and a strengthened regulatory quality system generally are still being developed. It is likely that new initiatives will be taken in the following months.

2. Mechanisms and institutions to oversee regulatory reform

The New Zealand Treasury provides strategic oversight of the regulatory reform programme and the regulatory quality system. In this role it carries out the following main functions:

- Coordination, development and advocacy in relation to the regulatory quality system as a whole.
- Administration of the Regulatory Impact Analysis (RIA) regime. All regulatory proposals that are submitted to Cabinet are subject to the RIA requirements and require a Regulatory Impact Statement (RIS). The RIA and the RIS for regulatory proposals that are economically significant are assessed for adequacy by the Regulatory Impact Analysis Team (RIAT) of the Treasury.
- Development of a rolling programme of reviews of existing regulation.

The Ministry of Economic Development (MED) provides strategic oversight of the impact of regulation on the business sector. In this role it carries out the following main functions:

- Assessment of the impact of regulation on business, with a particular focus on compliance costs.
- Identification of specific opportunities to reduce regulatory costs, and administration of an annual Regulatory Reform Bill that consolidates changes to primary legislation where these have a cost-reduction objective.
- Coordination of initiatives to reduce regulatory costs that arise for firms operating in both New Zealand and Australia.
The Treasury and Ministry of Economic Development work closely together on the regulatory reform programme, and both agencies provide second-opinion advice of regulatory proposals that originate in other agencies, from an economic development perspective.

There are a range of other institutions that focus on various dimensions of regulatory quality. These include the Legislation Advisory Committee (LAC) and the Legislation Design Committee (LDC). The LAC is a committee of experts that develops and publishes guidelines for good regulatory design. The LDC is a committee of experts that review particularly novel or complex regulatory proposals and provides advice to the originating departments.

New initiatives being considered by the government involve the strengthening of parliamentary processes for assuring high-quality regulation through enacting a Regulatory Responsibility Act, and Executive processes through a further strengthening of the RIA regime.

3. Improving the quality of regulation

3.1 Regulatory tools, systems and processes for improving the quality of new regulations (Flow)

Regulatory Impact Analysis (RIA) requirements have been in place for some 10 years. It is established as an administrative requirement. All regulatory proposals submitted to the New Zealand Cabinet must be accompanied by a Regulatory Impact Statement (RIS). As noted above, the Regulatory Impact Analysis Team (RIAT) assesses all economically significant proposals for adequacy and reports on its assessment to the Minister of Finance and Minister for Regulatory Reform. Non-economically significant proposals are assessed by the originating agency and self-certified.

Responsibility for the RIA regime was shifted from the Ministry of Economic Development to the Treasury in November 2008. The objective was to strengthen the RIA regime by moving it into a central government agency and to shift the focus from an emphasis on the impacts of regulation on business to a broader focus on the economic impacts of regulation. As part of the renewed focus on better regulatory quality, options for further strengthening the RIA regime are currently being evaluated.

New Zealand is in the process of implementing a Business Cost Calculator (BCC). The BCC was developed by the Australian Department of Finance and Deregulation in association with the Ministry of Economic Development, and adapted for use in New Zealand. The BCC is for use by government agencies when developing new regulatory proposals. It permits more precise information to be produced on the likely compliance cost impacts on business of the proposed regulation, and opportunities to reduce these costs, for example through streamlining processes.

In addition, it should be noted that New Zealand has a strong tradition of consultation on regulatory proposals, and consultation is often a legal requirement. New Zealand also emphasises evidence-based policymaking. Regulatory proposals are therefore expected to reflect input from affected parties and experts, although the information base is generally qualitative rather than quantitative.

New initiatives being considered by the government are strengthening parliamentary processes for assuring high quality regulation through enacting a Regulatory Responsibility Act, and Executive processes through a further strengthening of the RIA regime.
3.2 **Regulatory tools, systems and processes for improving the quality of existing regulations (Stock)**

The renewed focus on regulatory reform is reflected in a more systematic approach to the review of existing regulation. A 2009 regulatory reform programme has been initiated, focusing on areas of regulation that have a significant impact on productivity, investment and employment.

It is intended that the reform programme be embedded in the regulatory quality system with the intention that all regulation is systematically reviewed on a rolling basis. The precise mechanisms to activate and undertake the reviews are still under development.

4. **Future challenges and lessons learnt in promoting regulatory reform**

New Zealand has a tradition of substantive regulatory reform going back to the mid-1980s. The lesson from the past is that the commitment to regulatory reform needs be revitalised from time to time. This is particularly important given ongoing pressures for more regulation.

The challenge going forward is to embed stronger disciplines on regulation-making and undertaking ex post reviews in the regulatory quality system. The disciplines that have been foreshadowed by the incoming government, including the Regulatory Responsibility Bill and a more systematic reform programme, are in response to this challenge.

More information on New Zealand’s regulatory management system can be found on the New Zealand Treasury website: [http://www.treasury.govt.nz/economy/regulation](http://www.treasury.govt.nz/economy/regulation)
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Philippines: Developments in Regulatory Reform

1. Key features of Philippine regulatory reform

The Philippines' regulatory reform, designed to strengthen competitive markets in key sectors, started in the late 1980s in tandem with privatisation and liberalisation initiatives. Regulatory reforms were implemented in telecommunications, power, banking, insurance, finance, shipping and aviation, among others. There is no central body that reviews the appropriateness and impact of existing or future regulations in government. Regulatory reviews are undertaken by agencies responsible for specific sectors. The importance of having a comprehensive regulatory reform, however, is acknowledged to improve the economy's competitiveness.

1.1 Legislation, policy, and principles

The broad direction of the Philippines' regulatory reform is enshrined in the Constitution, which encourages competition for a healthier business environment. Sector-specific legislation focuses on enhancing competition, increasing efficiency, improving service delivery as well as ensuring public welfare, safety and environmental quality. The government focus is on policymaking and regulation, leaving operation and management mainly to the private sector.

1.2 Objectives of regulatory reform

The Medium Term Philippine Development Plan for 2004-2010 aims to improve the transparency, professionalism and efficiency of the sector regulatory system through a review and revision of the processes and procedures of regulatory agencies. Efforts are aimed at hastening reform to facilitate business, to attract more investments, sustain growth and generate new jobs. It is recognised that a well-designed and appropriate regulation can promote competitive and well-functioning markets, as well as stronger, sustainable economic performance in the region.

2. Mechanisms and institutions to oversee regulatory reform

2.1 Institutions

Numerous institutions have regulatory powers while several institutions have regulatory or review functions. Executive power is vested in the President while the legislative power is vested in the two Houses of Congress, i.e., the Senate and the House of Representatives. Congress approves legislation, implementing agencies issue rules and regulations, and the President issues Executive Orders and issuances. Moreover, regulatory boards have legislated powers to issue regulations and local government units have regulatory functions.

Regulation by Congress and the President is supplemented by regulations made by a range of independent agencies set up to regulate activity in specific areas such as telecommunications, energy, securities and water. These agencies exercise administrative and quasi-judicial functions, and are attached to cabinet departments or the office of the President. The functions of some of these agencies are illustrated below:

The National Telecommunications Commission plays the role of a regulator and quasi-judicial body. It adopts and promulgates guidelines, rules and regulations on the establishment, operation and maintenance of various telecommunications facilities and services as well as supervises, regulates and monitors the operation of public telecommunication and broadcast services.
The Energy Regulatory Commission performs quasi-judicial, quasi-legislative and administrative functions in the electricity industry. It is mandated with broad powers to regulate behaviour of participants in all sectors of the industry such as determination, setting and approval of tariffs in transmission and distribution sectors, and the approval or revocation of licenses of electric industry participants.

The Securities and Exchange Commission formulates policies and recommendations on issues concerning the securities market and has jurisdiction and supervision over all corporations, partnerships or associations. It prepares rules, regulations and orders, and issues cease-and-desist orders to prevent fraud or injury to the investing public.

The National Water Resources Board (NWRB) regulates, co-ordinates and formulates medium- and long-term policy on the water sector. It reviews and approves the appropriate water rates that are to be charged by waterworks operators. The present Water Code requires ground water users to secure permits from the NWRB with the exception of shallow wells for domestic purposes.

Local governments are also vested with regulatory authority such as business permits, licenses and business tax under the Local Government Code of 1991.

Meanwhile, the National Economic and Development Authority (NEDA) is the government's main agency for co-ordinating social and economic planning and policy. It is responsible for formulating the Medium Term Philippine Development Plan, which is subjected to multi-sectoral and regional consultations. Attached to the NEDA is the Tariff Commission that provides recommendations on tariff proposals based on its consultations with concerned agencies and stakeholders.

2.2 Awareness and support

The Medium Term Philippine Development Plan acknowledges that more bureaucratic reforms are needed to sustain economic growth and development. The Philippines’ relatively low rankings in competitiveness surveys in recent years appropriately spurred efforts to accelerate business reform, including the reduction of red tape in all government agencies. All departments, bureaus, offices and other agencies in the executive branch, as well as government-owned and controlled corporations were directed to simplify rules, regulations and procedures and reduce reporting requirements imposed on business and industry. Local government units were also encouraged to adopt similar streamlining practices.

Efforts were likewise directed to eliminate fees and charges imposed on export clearances, inspection permits, certificate and other documentation requirements except those imposed by specific laws and to streamline documentation procedures. The issuance of additional administrative requirements was frozen, particularly with regard to business and investments, registration, immigration, customs and internal revenue procedures. In addition, all government agencies were directed to establish an ISO-aligned Quality Management System in conformance with the Philippine National Standards to enhance public sector performance. All these efforts were widely supported by the private sector.

In 2007, the legislature enacted the Red Tape Regulatory Act, which required all government agencies, including local government units, to streamline frontline services and devise a Citizens Charter that would contain steps and procedures for persons availing themselves of frontline services and the guaranteed performance level that should be expected for that service. Government agencies were also required to seek clearance from the NEDA before any new fees or increase in existing fees could be imposed.

The National Competitiveness Council (NCC), a public-private sector task force is working closely with the government to encourage competitiveness and pursue meaningful and effective legal, regulatory, institutional, procedural and other appropriate reforms. The NCC is tasked with developing strategies for improving the competitiveness of the Philippine economy. One of the action points in the National Competitiveness Agenda is the proposed institutionalisation of the Regulatory Impact Assessment
(RIA). A draft action plan to adopt and institutionalise the RIA has been formulated following the conduct of a study assessing the required framework for its institutionalisation.

2.3 Transparency and predictability

The Philippines maintains transparency in all its actions as part of the democratic process. Agencies are required to develop regulations through a consultation process, often involving public hearings. In most cases, this ensures some transparency in the process of developing new regulations. The private sector and civil society have representation in certain government councils/committees.

Legislation and regulations are widely publicised. Laws, rules and regulations must be published in national newspapers of general circulation and in the Official Gazette before taking effect. Concerned agencies also maintain information on laws, and rules and regulations in published documents and on their websites.

3. Improving the quality of regulation

3.1 Regulatory tools, systems and processes for improving the quality of new regulations (Flow and Stock)

The Philippines acknowledges the benefits of RIA for policy formulation. However, there is no existing institutional framework to ensure its effectiveness and sustainability. While the existing regulatory system is strong with regards to transparency and the role of quasi-independent bodies with policy and regulatory review powers, weaknesses are inherent in the current system. Overlap of regulatory functions between national government agencies, and a lack of systematic consideration of the regulatory impact of proposals is evident. Decentralisation of regulatory functions to local government units has resulted in proliferation of sub-national regulations. While all local governments share the same legal and institutional framework, they interpret and implement national regulations differently.

In view of this, the Asian Development Bank was requested to carry out an assessment of the institutional framework required to ensure that RIA is institutionalised within the executive branch of government and to map out a strategy, including options for an Office of Best Regulatory Practice. Based on the study, a proposed work programme was prepared that includes advocacy of the RIA among government agencies.

4. Future challenges and lessons learned in promoting regulatory reform

4.1 Lessons learned in promoting regulatory reform and major progress in the past five years

The potential for rapid growth from successful reform is illustrated by the experience of deregulating telecommunications in the 1990s, which not only transformed the industry from single-operator dominance to one of competitive, dynamism and vastly improved service levels. It has facilitated the growth of call centres, business processing offices and other IT-enabled services, as well as helped reduced transaction costs for remittances.

The regulatory framework for the effective conduct of banking supervision has also been strengthened, and efforts to strengthen corporate governance, risk management and capital adequacy in commercial banks have progressed. Regulations are now closer to international standards and regulatory policies are more responsive to the growing sophistication and globalisation of the banking industry.

Competition in the power sector was forged with the inception of a wholesale electricity spot market (WESM), which commenced business in Luzon in June 2006. Under WESM, buyers and suppliers trade electricity as a commodity.
Several areas of business registration were reformed, resulting in improved regulations for protecting investors, and streamlined administrative barriers to trading. Nevertheless, there is still much to be done on the ease of doing business in the Philippines, particularly on starting and winding up a business.

4.2 Future challenges

The Philippines fully appreciates the need for more regulatory reform in order to further reduce burdens on the private sector. Additional deregulation and regulatory reform is necessary, not only to make the domestic economy more competitive and open to domestic and foreign firms, but also to increase the competitiveness of Philippine SMEs, that may face more difficulties in fulfilling regulatory requirements than a large domestic or foreign firm.

In the infrastructure sectors, studies note that while deregulation and entry liberalisation are powerful instruments to discipline incumbent monopolies, these policies are not sufficient to ensure that markets perform efficiently. In the absence of clear rules and appropriate regulatory framework, as well as efficient regulators, effective competition cannot be guaranteed.

Broad public support through education programmes for a comprehensive regulatory framework is needed. While the Philippines has initiated many market-oriented reforms, much remains to be done in terms of legislating effective rules and regulations, as well as in creating efficient institutions.
Singapore: Developments in Regulatory Reform

1. Key features of regulatory reform in Singapore

Regulatory reform is an ongoing process, in which Singapore constantly seeks to fine-tune its regulatory policies to better serve stakeholders. In 2000, the Cut Red Tape movement was launched to remove regulations that are no longer needed and to reduce the burden on the customer while making public services more convenient and effective.

The Pro-Enterprise Panel (PEP) was also set up in 2000 to actively solicit and act on public feedback and suggestions on rules and regulations that hinder businesses and stifle entrepreneurship.

Two years later, the Rules Review Panel (RRP) was set up to oversee the rules review process within the public sector. It stipulated that all existing rules enforced by public sector agencies had to be reviewed every three to five years. With a mandate to establish effective and responsive regulatory regimes throughout the public service, the RRP adopted a proactive approach to the reviewing of rules through examining the rationale behind the existence of these rules. A total of 19,400 rules were reviewed between 2002 and 2007.

In 2005, the RRP was reconstituted as the Smart Regulation Committee (SRC) with a broader mandate to shift the mindset of the Public Service from being merely a regulator to that of a facilitator, so as to develop a regulatory regime that is friendly to business and investment.

1.1 Legislation, policy and principles

The main principle behind regulatory reform is to ensure that both new and existing regulations serve stakeholders, and respond to stakeholders’ feedback. Indeed, the work of the SRC is mainly driven by the following principles:

(i) Agencies should foster self regulation and market discipline as far as possible.
(ii) New regulations should take into account the views of relevant stakeholders, and potential implications for existing regulations.
(iii) The cost of regulation should not exceed its intended benefit.
(iv) Regulations should adopt a risk-management approach instead of a zero-tolerance approach.
(v) Regulations should facilitate a competitive and innovative climate.

1.2 Objectives of regulatory reform

The main objectives of regulatory reform are to reduce the cost and burden of regulation on stakeholders, such as citizens and businesses, while safeguarding and maximising public interest. For businesses, this helps allow market forces to operate, creating a competitive and innovative business environment. To achieve this goal, regulatory reform aims to improve the quality of government regulations and remove outdated or unnecessary regulations.

2. Mechanisms and institutions to oversee regulatory reform

2.1 Institutions

Under the Cut Red Tape movement, there are several initiatives that support regulatory reform. These are the SRC, Pro-Enterprise Panel and Zero-In-Process. Broadly, all these bodies perform advisory, gatekeeper and advocacy roles. They promote the broad principles of regulatory reform, challenge the quality of existing and new regulations, and provide advice and support to regulation makers.
Through these channels and through regular public consultations, the Singapore Public Service finds many ways to improve its regulations. Some of these involve simplifying, dropping or relaxing rules. Others are about giving the general public or industries sufficient information to regulate themselves, adopting a risk-managed and self-policing approach by the stakeholders, so that restrictive regulations do not have to be enacted.

(i) **Smart Regulation Committee**

Comprising senior government officials from various regulatory agencies, the SRC oversees the regulatory review process through a sustained and effective approach which ensures that rules and regulations remain relevant in a changing environment. To this end, the Committee is driven by the following terms of reference:

(i) To promote good and responsive regulatory practices  
(ii) To oversee a sustainable system to proactively review rules and regulations  
(iii) To catalyse a change in regulatory mindset from control to facilitation, and  
(iv) To build competencies and capabilities in smart regulation

To achieve these ends, the Committee is guided by a Smart Regulation framework consisting of two components: “Regulatory review” and “Development of mindset, culture and competency”. Singapore’s performance in the World Bank’s Ease of Doing Business index is tracked and agencies are encouraged to carry out regular regulatory reviews to continually improve the quality of our regulations. Agencies which did well in regulatory reforms are invited to share their best practices with other government agencies, thereby creating a positive reinforcing loop between regulatory review and increasing smart regulation mindshare among public officers.

(ii) **Pro-Enterprise Panel**

To ensure that regulations are more responsive to the needs of businesses and to promote entrepreneurship in Singapore, the Pro-Enterprise Panel (PEP) was formed in August 2000 to actively solicit feedback from stakeholders on rules and regulations governing businesses. Suggestions from stakeholders are reviewed with the intention of simplifying or eliminating rules.

The PEP ensures that there is a full review of each suggestion from commencement to closure. If any agency rejects a suggestion, the PEP will examine the agency’s rationale and may ask the agency to explain its position. The PEP also ensures that the reasons behind the agency’s decision are explained clearly to the suggestor, and alternative solutions are provided where possible.

Since its inception, the PEP has received over 1,800 suggestions. More than half of the suggestions received have resulted in pro-enterprise changes.

Through the PEP, public agencies have also acquired a better understanding of business needs. In 2006, the PEP launched a secondment programme to attach officers from various regulatory agencies within the Public Service to the PEP. The aim of this programme is to increase the public officers’ understanding of business needs, and enable them to contribute towards building a pro-enterprise approach in their own agencies. As part of its outreach programme, the PEP holds regular sharing sessions on best practices and participates in exhibitions to promote the pro-enterprise message to businesses and public servants.

(iii) **Zero-In-Process**

The Zero-In-Process (ZIP) addresses issues raised by members of the public that cut across multiple agencies or have no clear ownership by any government department. A lead agency would be appointed to drive the matter to its resolution. Since 2000, more than 110 cases have been identified, with 22 inter-agency teams formed to resolve the more complex cases.
2.4 Awareness and support

(i) Top-level commitment

Having top-level commitment within the Singapore civil service helps emphasise the importance of cutting red tape. The Head of Civil Service is the champion for cutting red tape. This ensures that regulatory reform initiatives get the highest level of support within the public service. Regulatory reform-related institutions listed above, such as the SRC and PEP, have to report directly to the Head of the Civil Service. To ensure the involvement of various regulatory agencies, they are also chaired by top Permanent Secretary-level officials, and include senior management from the relevant regulatory agencies.

(ii) Network of partners both inside and outside the public sector

To ensure that regulations gain both the awareness and support of many parties in both the private and sector partners, government bodies involved in regulatory reform actively engage a wide range of stakeholders. For instance, the PEP collaborates with the Rules Action Crucible under the Action Community for Entrepreneurship (ACE)—a movement that involves both the private and public sectors to create a more conducive environment for entrepreneurship in Singapore. A major collaboration is the annual Pro-Enterprise Ranking (PER) of public agencies, which ranks the government agencies on their compliance cost, transparency, review of rules, customer responsiveness and pro-enterprise orientation. It also identifies key areas of improvement requiring action across the public service. The PER helps raise the bar across the board for all regulatory agencies, in a peer-pressure exercise to spur each other to make continuous improvements. The overall performance index has improved significantly from 64.7 in 2004 to 74.6 in 2008. As a form of encouragement, the top-performing and most improved agencies are also recognised with the ACE Awards.

On a broader level, the SRC’s call to agencies to carry out regulatory reviews on a regular basis is well-answered, as exemplified by the numerous best practices highlighted by agencies in their regulatory review process. Agencies share these best practices at various forums such as the Community of Practice set up to encourage and facilitate the experiential sharing of regulatory best practices across agencies. Agencies also contribute their best practices in regulatory review to an online repository accessible by public officers. In addition, the Civil Service College used the exemplary examples to develop course content for the Smart Regulation training curriculum. With the broad-based support of government agencies, an environment is fostered for mutual learning and mutual support for regulatory agencies to learn how to best apply Smart Regulation principles. Such sharing of best practices helps agencies maintain the momentum to continually review rules.

2.5 Transparency and predictability

(i) Engaging Stakeholders

A Feedback Unit was set up in the Ministry of Community Development, Youth and Sports (MCYS) in 1985 to gather feedback from the public on government policy and services. In 2006, the Feedback Unit was renamed Reaching Everyone for Active Citizenship @Home (REACH) to reflect its strategic shift from gathering feedback to engaging citizens, and renewed its commitment to listen to the people, as well as to promote active citizenship, and work with community and grassroots organisations to reach out to and engage citizens.

In 2002, a Remaking Singapore exercise was launched to address challenges in the social, cultural and political spheres. Chaired by a Minister of State, the Remaking Singapore Committee comprised members ranging from Ministers of State and Members of Parliament to members of the public from private sector, voluntary organisations and tertiary institutions. One of the recommendations of the Remaking Singapore Committee was to have a code for public consultation.
Following that recommendation, guidelines for consultation were drawn up, which provided
government agencies with a framework for public participation and outlined the principles and
guidelines for conducting public consultations, to engender transparency and involve public
participation in the process of policy and regulation formulation and reform.

(ii)  No Wrong Door

In 2004, the No Wrong Door policy was implemented to help members of the public who do not know
to which government agency or department they should direct their queries. Under this directive,
should an agency or department receive feedback on an issue which is not under its charge, it must
ensure that the stakeholder giving feedback is linked up with the right government agency. If the
feedback involves a few agencies, the receiving agency should coordinate and provide an integrated
reply.

3. Improving the quality of regulation

3.1 Regulatory tools, systems and processes for improving the quality of new regulations
(Flow)

Singapore does not have a formal Regulatory Impact Analysis framework as it is a small economy
with a well-connected government, making it easy to quickly evaluate policy impacts and connect with
the relevant stakeholders to gather feedback. The government is extremely receptive to any
feedback, and rely on stakeholders to act as its eyes and ears in identifying areas of regulation which
may require further review and reform.

However, for major projects, a careful cost-benefit analysis, an evaluation of stakeholder impact and
thorough public consultation are carried out.

Singapore constantly strives to improve the quality of regulations by moving from a “regulator-centric”
approach to a more “customer or citizen-centric” approach towards regulation. It takes a risk
management approach in designing regulation, which enables Singapore to focus its resources on
high-risk areas while at the same time, reduce the administrative burden for customers in the lower-
risk areas.

3.2 Regulatory tools, systems and processes for improving the quality of existing
regulations (Stock)

Some tools have been developed to provide guidance to agencies in the area of regulatory review, to
ensure that the existing sets of regulations remain relevant. For instance, a Smart Regulation
Checklist provides guidance to agencies on the key areas to focus when carrying out regulatory
reviews. This checklist was extracted from learning points acquired from numerous case studies. To
foster a culture of learning and sharing, an online Smart Regulation repository was created to build up
a body of knowledge in this area, and a Smart Regulation training curriculum for different levels of
policymakers has been developed and is continually being refined.

Agencies also seek to prevent future red tape from building up in the first place, for instance by setting
“sunset clauses” by which rules would automatically lapse after a certain date, or by spelling out a list
of don'ts rather than only allowing a small list of do's. Too many rules can cause confusion—both to
the public, who have to follow them, and to public officers, who must apply and enforce them. By
reducing the number of rules or by improving their clarity, it allows public officers to carry out their
duties confidently, without uncertainty of interpretation and correspondingly, the chances for
inconvenient bureaucracy and uncertainty in treatment of stakeholders to occur in the future are
diminished.
4. Future challenges and lessons learned in promoting regulatory reform

4.1 Lessons learned in promoting regulatory reform and major progress in the past five years

(i) Moving from single-agency to a Whole-of-Government approach

A Whole-of-Government (WOG) approach helps in breaking down individual agency silos. No longer can agencies content themselves by operating in silos and acting in the capacity of their individual regulatory bodies. One example of savings as a consequence of taking this WOG approach is the formation of the Chemistry Taskforce in June 2005, facilitated by the Economic Development Board (EDB), to look into the concerns of the biomedical sciences industry. By striking a balance across the concerns of the various agencies for the import, storage, transport and disposal of specialty chemicals, it has led to significant benefits for the industry, public research and university laboratories.

A WOG approach is also important because today, many straightforward and single agency issues have been already addressed. For instance, the PEP has seen a rise in cross-agency feedback, from 5% of all suggestions in 2002 to 13% in 2008. The PEP helps facilitate a WOG approach to resolving complex cross-agency issues. It has also implemented a framework to systematically identify lead agencies at the onset of any issue. The lead agencies provide leadership and co-ordination among the various stakeholders, and help seek a collective solution offered by the networked government.

(ii) Importance of engagement and consultation

To best meet the needs of stakeholders, many agencies have learnt the importance of public consultation. As such, to help agencies concentrate their efforts on impactful regulatory reforms, all Ministries are now to undertake pre-policy consultation exercises. Focus groups, surveys, feedback forms, and forums via face-to-face, telephone, forms and consultation paper channels are used to help agencies focus on areas of priorities (e.g. responsiveness) and meet pro-enterprise performance targets that have been set.

4.2 Future challenges

Globalisation has increased Singapore’s connectedness with the world and created new economic opportunities. The uneven distribution of the fruits of economic growth brought about by globalisation will bring new challenges for regulatory reform, which may require increasingly sharp policy trade-offs in the future. Reforms will continue to focus on addressing the following challenges:

Engaging Stakeholders. By continuing to listen to citizens and businesses, understanding their needs, and at the same time, engaging, consulting and communicating to them the rationale of policy choices.

Dealing with complexity and chaos. The ability to thrive in an environment of greater complexity requires the public service to be able to make decisions and act with flexibility and speed, and to experiment and manage risks.

Strengthening Whole-of-Government orientation and instincts. More will be done to ensure that Whole-of-Government orientation is pervasive across the entire public service. Beyond mindsets, structural issues that hinder a Whole-of-Government approach in planning and execution will also be addressed.
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Chinese Taipei: Developments in Regulatory Reform

1. Key features of Chinese Taipei’s regulatory reform

As Chinese Taipei is a small and open economy, a sound and complete system of laws and regulations is the foundation for its pursuit of economic liberalisation and internationalisation, to help maintain its competitive advantages and provide momentum for the continuation of economic development. In response to the challenges of globalisation and to implement the market opening requirements of WTO membership, Chinese Taipei has been comprehensively reviewing its regulatory system, with a view to bringing it into line with international practice.

Moreover, Chinese Taipei is deeply aware that, as the economy enters an era of economic transition, many laws and administrative rules need to be amended to meet private sector needs. Hence, Chinese Taipei is actively carrying out deregulation as the focal task of its current phase of regulatory reform. The government has set “deregulation and reconstruction” as the main axle of midterm administrative measures, placing priority on the revision of laws and regulations that are out of touch or run counter to the interests of the majority of society.

1.1 Legislation, Policy and Principles

In June 2008, a meeting of Chinese Taipei’s Cabinet concluded that, while plans for building infrastructure, regenerating industry and upgrading services could inject positive momentum into economic growth, priority should be given to relaxing related laws and regulations, and this required first adopting a deregulatory mindset to take a more liberal approach to reviewing laws and regulations.

Therefore, the Cabinet meeting tasked the Council for Economic Planning and Development (CEPD) to collect suggestions on deregulation by government agencies, industry and commercial groups, foreign business chambers, and others, and to give priority to expediting the relaxation of administrative rulings where this would have the greatest effect on overall economic growth.

The object of deregulation is to loosen and rationally adjust inappropriate restrictions. At the present stage, the most important tasks are to remove barriers to service market access, to ease restrictions on inter-industry operation, to free up the movement of capital and human resources, and to reduce all kinds of business regulation.

1.2 Objectives of regulatory reform

Since June 2008, Chinese Taipei has taken an active approach to reviewing economic and financial regulation, with the aim of removing impediments to market competition and economic development caused by overly restrictive and ill-designed regulation. The goals of deregulation are to improve the quality of regulation, ensure fair competition and encourage innovation, so that important social and economic issues are regulated in an optimally efficient manner.

The implementation of deregulation facilitates structural and regulatory reform, enhancing productivity and raising per capita income and economic growth. It strengthens a country’s overall competitiveness and can help create a friendly business environment, thereby stimulating trade and transnational investment.
2. Mechanisms and institutions to oversee regulatory reform

2.1 Institutions

(1) Overall institutional framework

The formulation of regulations in Chinese Taipei is entrusted to different ministries and commissions, most of which have set up internal legal units to help with regulatory drafting and to ensure there are no conflicts between regulations. These legal units also serve as deregulation windows, analysing issues related to deregulatory measures. In addition, the Cabinet has set up a Legal Affairs Committee, which is responsible for reviewing and studying bills proposed by ministries and commissions, providing interpretation on points of doubt in administrative laws and regulations, and co-ordinating legal procedures. All draft laws proposed by ministries and commissions must be approved by the Cabinet before being submitted to the Legislature for deliberation, and can only formally take effect after passage by the latter body.

The “Online National Policy Think Tank” of the Cabinet’s Research, Development and Evaluation Commission (RDEC) makes prompt internet announcements on the contents of projects, plans and draft laws approved by the Cabinet, and provides an open-discussion platform to enhance the opportunities for public participation in policy formation. The CEPD is charged with collecting and ordering deregulation related issues, on which it conducts preliminary evaluation and analysis, while matters of competition policy fall under the purview of the Fair Trade Commission.

(2) Key policy decision-making bodies

The CEPD’s preliminary evaluation of deregulation suggestions classifies them into those on which there is a consensus, those on which a consensus can be achieved after coordination, those on which a consensus will be hard to achieve but that are worth a vigorous co-ordinating effort, those on which a deeper understanding is called for, and those for which there is currently no need or real benefit.

Suggestions in the third category (those on which a consensus will be hard to achieve but that are worth a vigorous co-ordinating effort) are submitted to a monthly review meeting jointly chaired by the Cabinet’s ministers without portfolio. This meeting also reviews certain economic and financial classifications, reviews deregulation proposals submitted by government departments, and co-ordinates policy interdepartmentally. Mature issues will be referred to the relevant government departments for action; and immature issues may be dealt with by requesting independent experts or related government agencies to study them and then present opinions for reference in policy formation.

2.2 Awareness and support

Support and commitment at a high level of government are key requirements for continuously pursuing and attaining concrete results in deregulation. In July 2008, the Cabinet Seminar pronounced “deregulation and reconstruction” as the main axle of midterm administrative policy, targeting the building of a “new competitiveness platform” through deregulation, and clearly enunciating the government’s commitment to pursuing regulatory reform.

Pursuant to the Cabinet’s instruction, the CEPD has requested government departments, groups representing industry and commerce, and foreign chambers of commerce to present views and ideas on deregulation, and has set up an internet platform for the presentation of suggestions, so that the public and private sectors as well as the whole of society can participate in the task of deregulation.

2.3 Transparency and predictability

Under the relevant provisions of the Administrative Procedure Act, executive agencies drawing up regulations must publicly announce the draft thereof and give regulated parties and stakeholders a chance to express their opinions thereon, before putting the regulations into effect. In addition, laws, regulations and administrative rulings will be promptly announced via the internet, while related
information will be announced on the Cabinet Gazette Website, to achieve proactive openness of
government information and safeguard the people’s rights and interests.

The Lobbying Act, which came into effect in 2008, stipulates that lobbying activities must follow open
and transparent procedures, to prevent inappropriate transfer of benefits, and to safeguard
democratic political participation.

3. Improving the quality of regulation

3.1 Regulatory tools, systems and processes for improving the quality of new regulations
(Flow)

Regulatory Impact Analysis (RIA) is an indispensable tool for establishing good quality of regulation.
Chinese Taipei has employed RIA since adopting it in conjunction with government reengineering in
1988. In 2006, a conference on sustaining economic development reached consensus on expanding
the use of RIA by first carrying out promotional and training work to gradually spread understanding of
the RIA concept.

As understanding of the RIA concept gradually becomes more universal, Chinese Taipei will also
integrate the spirit of RIA into the legislative and regulatory process, laying down clear requirements
for administrative agencies to incorporate public consultation, the principles of proportionality, cost-
benefit analysis, and consideration of impact on small and medium enterprises, gender equality and
human rights, into the drafting of laws and regulations.

3.2 Regulatory tools, systems and processes for improving the quality of existing
regulations (Stock)

Chinese Taipei employs deregulation to improve existing regulations. The deregulation mechanism is
a two-way, top-down and bottom-up approach, consisting of three modes of proceeding.

Under the first mode, main directions of deregulation are initiated by the Cabinet’s ministers without
portfolio, and after the CEPD or related government department has commissioned experts to
formulate and submit policy suggestions, these are presented to the ministers without portfolio for
review and coordination. Under the second mode, ministries and commissions take the initiative in
putting forward policy directions and implementation plans for deregulation in accordance with the
government’s administrative ideals, and after policy coordination, these are included in subsequent
work plans and the presentation of progress reports. The CEPD is responsible for overall tracking and
control of this work, and periodically issues public announcements on the progress and results of
deregulation. Under the third mode, the government takes the initiative in soliciting suggestions from
the private sector and incorporates these into its deregulatory work. If the deregulation in question
involves matter of a policy nature, it will be referred to the ministers without portfolio for review and
coordination according to the order of priority of the issue concerned.

Besides the government conducting its own internal reviews of laws and regulations, government
departments also gather input on existing problems through regular breakfast meetings with
representatives of industry and commerce, and from the annual position papers presented by foreign
chambers of commerce. These suggestions, which are integrated as appropriate into institutional
reforms and policy adjustments, constitute another important driving force of structural reform. To
broaden the receipt of suggestions on deregulation from both the general public and experts, the
CEPD in 2008 set up an online platform for suggestions on economic and financial deregulation, to
provide a more convenient channel for the public to put forward suggestions to help the government
improve the regulatory environment for economic and financial activity. The CEPD regularly reports
on the progress of deregulation to the ministers without portfolio meeting, and announces the
government’s response to suggestions on the suggestion platform website.
4. Future challenges and lessons learned in promoting regulatory reform

4.5 Lessons learned in promoting regulatory reform and major progress in the past five years

Chinese Taipei embarked on regulatory reform in the mid-1980s. Since then, the revision of the Securities and Exchange Act and the adoption of a new pension system have greatly improved the efficiency of the domestic capital and labour markets. In recent years, the government has moved toward adopting OECD member country methods in conducting review and assessment of the implementation and impact of relevant domestic regulations.

Since taking office in May 2008, the new administration has established deregulation as a focal task of regulatory reform. In carrying out deregulation, the government must fully communicate with and explain its actions to affected groups, enterprises and segments of the population, to ensure that they know how to respond after the removal of regulations. Such efforts are essential for clearing up public doubts and unease, and winning greater public support for deregulation.

With the government putting an all-out effort into the pursuit of deregulation, as of the end of April 2009, various administrative agencies had completed 239 items of deregulation in the four main spheres of cross-strait economy & trade, finance & taxation, business operation, and immigration controls. The major results include the lifting of the cap on investment in mainland China to 60% of a company’s worth, the easing of conditions for the listing of investment holding companies, the cancellation of minimum capital requirements for company registration, the abolition of the profit-seeking enterprise uniform certification system, and preparatory steps for the issuance of an “academic and commercial travel card”, an “employment pass”, and a “permanent residence card” for foreigners.

4.6 Future challenges

The change of mindset required for pursuing regulatory reform is more difficult than that required for reforming the framework and institutions of regulation. The role of the government’s regulatory agencies needs to be transformed from the old mindset of placing stress on supervision to a new approach of helping the people and promoting enhancement of the overall welfare of society.

As social values become more pluralised, and the government’s policy goals involve more tradeoffs between the interests of different groups, deregulation must be beneficial to the interests of a majority of society. Hence, the government must take up the great challenge of harmonising the interests of different sections of society, establishing consensus and advancing towards setting goals in unison.

In respect of deregulation mechanisms, Chinese Taipei will draw lessons from other economies’ procedural experience in carrying out regulatory reform, and study the feasibility of establishing the introduction of outside expert opinion, to improve our review mechanisms for deregulation. In addition, we will continue to implement regulatory management, taking a more active stance towards improving the legal environment, and establishing a system in which the people, industry and government participate together, to heighten the efficiency of the regulatory environment in its entirety.
Thailand: Developments in Regulatory Reform

1. Keys features of Thailand’s regulatory reform

The Royal Thai Governments (RTG) believes one key factor that has hindered economic and social development has been regulatory inflation. Having considered the European experience of such problems in 1970s, the RTG has developed policies to avert the problem. In 1988, it issued the Rule of the Office of the Prime Minister on Matters to be considered by the Council of Ministers, which requires the concerned government agencies to conduct social and economic impact assessment as well as public consultation on all regulatory proposals.

In 1991, the Law Reform Commission (LRC) was established by the Council of State Act (No. 3), B.E. 2534 as the organisation that reforms laws for the RTG. The LRC has the powers and duties to reform all existing laws and regulations to make them responsive to contemporary economic and social contexts, as well as to develop laws needed for the future.

In 2000, the Prime Minister established the Law Reform for Development of Thailand (LRDT) to assist the LRC. A year later, LRDT proposed the adoption of the Regulatory Checklist in an attempt to prevent further influx of unnecessary legislation. The Regulatory Checklist became a significant tool of the Office of Secretariat of the Council of Ministers. It was later annexed as part of the Royal Decree on Matters, to be considered by the Council of Ministers of 2005.

1.1 Legislation, policy and principles

There are three basic principles of regulatory reform in Thailand. The first principle is to simplify or reduce the number of outdated legislations that are still enforced by using the regulatory checklists and incentivising government agencies to review all existing legislation under their administration. The second principle is to improve the quality of both new and existing legislations in terms of their effectiveness and simplicity in enforcement. The final, and the most significant, principle is the concept of increased participation of all stakeholders in the legislation drafting process in order to minimise any unwanted or unintended effects of legislation.

1.2 Objectives of regulatory reform

The main objective of regulatory reform is to increase effectiveness in enforcement and predictability of legislation. In order to achieve these objectives, a regulatory checklist has been introduced by RGT to ensure the readiness of government agencies when proposing new legislation and requiring the use of appropriate mechanisms for the measurement of their effectiveness.

2. Mechanisms and institutions to oversee regulatory reform

2.1 Institutions

(1) Overall institutional framework

With the disbandment of the LRDT in 2006, the LRC under the Office of the Council of State is now the principal agency responsible for regulatory reform. The LRC’s work in regulatory reform is primarily focused on research in various sectors of legislation with the aim of improving the quality of the legislation. However, with the introduction of the Constitution of the Kingdom of Thailand 2007, a new independent body must be established to conduct reform in judicial process. Consequently, the bill for establishment of the new independent body for judicial process reform has been drafted by an independent committee and is now under the consideration of the parliament.
(2) Key policy decision-making bodies

While the Council of Ministers is a traditional body with the power to make decisions and determine policies related to legislation, over the last decade the private sector has also gained an increasing role in the decision-making process through the Public-Private Joint Committee (PPJC) which acts as an expert advisory body that reports directly to the RGT. Moreover, government agencies often retain experts from the private sector to participate in formation of policies that result in introduction of new legislation or to be involved in taskforces responsible for implementing policies.

2.2 Awareness and support

The need for regulatory reform has been recognised by the RTG and the private sector. Since 1997, the private sector, particularly exporters and small-medium enterprises, has consistently voiced its concern over the rapid increase in legislative compliance costs and called for both regulatory reform and deregulation in order to enhance the level of business competitiveness. Only a few government agencies have yet to demonstrate a willingness to commit to regulatory reform policy. Thus, incentive programmes could be established for government agencies to meet reform targets.

2.3 Transparency and predictability

For the past decade, various legislations such as the Administrative Procedure Act B.E. 2539 (1996), Official Information Act B.E. 2540 (1997) and Act for Establishment of Administrative Court B.E. 2542 (1999) have been introduced by RGT to create transparency in government administration and excising of power of government agencies. As more decisions have been granted by the Administrative Court, the transparency and predictability in the administration of legislation by government agencies have also been increased.

3. Improving the quality of regulation

3.1 Regulatory tools, systems and processes for improving the quality of new regulations (Flow)

At present, there is a requirement set by section 57 of the Constitution of the Kingdom of Thailand, B.E. 2550 and by the Regulatory Checklist that a government agency proposing a new legislation/regulation, particularly a legislation/regulation that has significant impact on the public, to conduct public consultation. Moreover, the Royal Decree on Matters to be considered by the Council of Ministers of 2005 requires proposed new legislation submitted to the Cabinet to be accompanied by a review, incorporating the results of public consultation. With public consultation, it is believed that the negative impacts of new legislation can be minimised and the quality of new legislation will be improved by addressing the issues that have been raised during public consultation process.

3.2 Regulatory tools, system, and processes for improving the quality of existing regulations (Stock)

Since 2005, the RTG has required all government agencies to review the existing laws and regulations under their responsibility and produce and submit an annual development plan. Under the plan, each agency must clearly state which laws or regulations under its administration that it intends to remove or modify. This annual development plan is one of the key performance indicators of each agency. In this regard, the process has become a key tool for improving the quality of existing regulations.
4. **Future challenges and lessons learned in promoting regulatory reform**

The primary obstacle to any reform programme that involves the public sector is the ambivalent attitude of officials. Appropriate understanding of the need for and benefits to be gained from regulatory reform must be asserted and appreciated in order to gain full co-operation among government agencies.
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United States: Developments in Regulatory Reform

1. Key features of United States’ regulatory reform

The creation in 1981 of the Office of Information and Regulatory Affairs (OIRA) within the Office of Management and Budget (OMB) was a milestone in the process of regulatory reform in the US, as it followed a period of major expansion in health, safety and environmental regulation. In the late 1960s and early 1970s, numerous new government agencies were set up to protect the American workplace, the environment, highway travellers and consumers. As with most political developments, the significant growth in the amount and kinds of regulation created a counter political development that ultimately led to the creation of the modern US regulatory system.

1.1 Legislation, policy and principles

The Administrative Procedure Act (APA) provides the foundation for regulatory transparency and accountability in the United States. The APA requires that agencies go through a notice and comment process open to all members of the public, both foreign and domestic. Agencies must publish proposed rules in the Federal Register and solicit public comment.

Executive Order (E.O.) 12866 of September 30, 1993, “Regulatory Planning and Review,” established basic principles governing Federal rulemaking. These principles call on agencies to demonstrate the need for a proposed action (e.g., a market failure) and its consequences. In deciding whether and how to regulate, E.O. 12866 requires agencies to assess the costs and benefits of available regulatory alternatives (including the alternative of not regulating). Specifically, E.O. 12866 states that, “in choosing among alternative regulatory approaches, agencies should select those approaches that maximize net benefits....” E.O. 12866 further states that, “Each agency shall assess both the costs and the benefits of the intended regulation and, recognizing that some costs and benefits are difficult to quantify, propose or adopt a regulation only upon a reasoned determination that the benefits of the intended regulation justify its costs.”

While OIRA’s current regulatory oversight functions are authorized by Executive Order 12866, it should be noted that every President since at least the early 1970s has established some form of executive oversight of the regulatory process within the Executive Office of the President.

1.2 Objectives of regulatory reform

The objectives of effective regulatory reform are to: (1) Ensure that the American people have a regulatory system that protects their health, safety, environment and well-being and improves the performance of the economy without imposing unacceptable or unreasonable costs on society; (2) Develop regulatory policies that recognize that the private sector and private markets are the best engines for economic growth; (3) Develop regulatory approaches that respect the role of State, local and tribal governments; and (4) Write regulations that are effective, consistent, sensible and understandable.

2. Mechanisms and institutions to oversee regulatory reform

2.1 Institutions

Pursuant to Executive Order 12866, the OIRA oversees the regulatory process for the Executive Branch by coordinating interagency review of significant agency regulations. When agencies submit draft regulations for review under Executive Order 12866, OIRA shares these with other agencies so that “[e]ach agency shall avoid regulations and guidance documents that are inconsistent,
incompatible, or duplicative with its other regulations and guidance documents or those of other Federal agencies.” As the central office that reviews all of the significant regulations of the Federal government, the OMB is in the best position to ensure that the regulatory process flows smoothly, just as it does with its other central review functions pertaining to the US fiscal budget, legislative proposals and programme management.

2.6 Awareness and support

OIRA has expanded public disclosure by listing all regulations under review. Once a rule has been published, the public can access the OIRA docket which contains, among other things, a copy of the draft rule as originally submitted to OIRA by the agency and a copy of the draft rule once OIRA reviews it. The US has also made strides in making rulemaking more accessible to the public through the advent of e-Rulemaking (www.regulations.gov) and the online publication of the Unified Agenda and Regulatory Plan.

2.7 Transparency and predictability

Although the confidential nature of interagency deliberations is necessary to allow the Executive Branch to engage in open and candid policy discussions, OIRA has sought to strike a balance between this legitimate need to protect the deliberative process and the Congress’s and the public’s need for information from the Executive Branch. Recently, OIRA has expanded public disclosure by listing on its website all regulations under review, as well as all meetings held with outside parties on rules under review.

3. Improving the quality of regulation

3.1 Regulatory tools, systems and processes for improving the quality of new regulations (Flow)

In the past two decades, regulatory analysis has emerged as an integral part of government accountability—a non-partisan tool for understanding the likely effects of regulation. This principled approach to regulation articulated since the time of President Jimmy Carter has withstood the test of time.

Since its creation, OIRA has reviewed the regulatory impact analyses produced by the agencies using economic “best practices”, carefully developed through notice and comment procedures. OMB and other government agencies currently use OMB Circular A-4, which was issued in 2003 following a period for public comment and interagency review. OMB issued Circular A-4 to provide agencies with guidance in complying with the requirements for regulatory analysis of economically significant rules as set forth in Executive Order 12866. This Circular advises agencies how to standardise the way that benefits and costs of Federal regulatory actions are measured and reported to ensure consistency and transparency across the Federal government.

---

9 Section 1(b)(10) of Executive Order 12866, as amended.
12 OMB Circular A-4 is available at http://www.whitehouse.gov/omb/circulars/a004/a-4.pdf.
3.2 Regulatory tools, systems, and processes for improving the quality of existing regulations (Stock)

A major tool that the US has used to improve existing rules is the solicitation of public reform nominations under the Regulatory Right to Know Act (Section 624 of the Treasury and General Government Appropriations Act, 2001, 31 U.S.C. § 1105 note, Pub. L. No. 106-554, 114 Stat. 2763A-161 - 162). Pursuant to this Act, OMB has initiated three public nomination processes to undertake reform of existing regulations:

- In 2001, OMB requested public nominations of rules that should be rescinded or modified; 71 nominations were received from 33 commenters. OMB and the agencies identified 17 actionable reforms.

- In 2002, OMB again requested public nominations of reforms of rules and also sought nominations for reform of guidance documents and paperwork requirements. OMB received 316 nominations from more than 1,700 commenters. OMB and the agencies identified 55 high-priority reforms.

- In 2004, OMB called for reform nominations on the manufacturing sector, because it continues to be one of the most heavily regulated sectors of the US economy. This call solicited specific suggestions for reforms to regulations, guidance documents or paperwork requirements that would improve manufacturing regulation by reducing unnecessary costs, increasing effectiveness, enhancing competitiveness, reducing uncertainty and increasing flexibility, especially for small businesses. OMB received 189 reform nominations from 41 commenters; OMB identified 76 priority reforms.

4. Future challenges and lessons learned in promoting regulatory reform

4.1 Lessons learnt in promoting regulatory reform and major progress in the past five years

Over the years, the US has learned two conditions are necessary in order to develop regulatory reforms with lasting success: first, Regulatory Impact Analysis (RIAs) must be objective, credible and of the highest quality; and second, the regulatory process that implements the reforms must be perceived as fair and open to all affected parties. Only then can a broad based constituency for economic efficiency and growth flourish. Without that constituency, narrow interests will dominate regulatory politics, fighting over the distribution, not the growth, of resources.

The US government has made strides in improving the accessibility of the rulemaking process to the public through the advent of e-Rulemaking. Over the past few years, e-Rulemaking has transformed public access to the federal government rulemaking process. The website www.regulations.gov has brought government-wide information together, and made it searchable. Users of www.regulations.gov can locate regulations on a particular subject, determine whether the rules are open for public comment, access supporting documents, file comments on proposed rules, and even read comments filed by others. Another e-Rulemaking advancement is the online publication of the Unified Agenda and Regulatory Plan. These semi-annual (Agenda) and annual (Plan) publications provide uniform reporting of data on regulatory and deregulatory actions under development throughout the Federal government.

To help the public identify planned regulations of international interest, starting in fall 2008, the US added an “international flag” to the Unified Agenda and Regulatory Plan. The public can now search both documents for a list of entries with international impacts, and can combine such a search with other data elements, such as rulemaking by agency, whether or not the rule is economically significant, has small business impacts, or other information of interest.
4.2 Future challenges

The Obama Administration is committed to an even more open and transparent government that welcomes close participation and consultation from the public. The Director of OMB has been directed to develop a set of recommendations for a new Open Government Directive.\textsuperscript{13} The OMB Directive will instruct agencies to take specific actions to use new methods of public involvement and collaboration to improve how the government delivers services and implements programmes.

OMB was also directed to develop recommendations for a new Executive Order on Federal regulatory review. Specifically, the recommendations should offer suggestions on the following:

- increasing disclosure and transparency;
- encouraging greater public participation in agency regulatory processes;
- developing the role of cost-benefit analysis in developing regulations;
- identifying methods to ensure that regulatory review does not produce undue delay; and
- identifying the best tools for achieving public goals through the regulatory process.

Viet Nam: Developments in Regulatory Reform

1. Key features of Viet Nam’s regulatory reform

After more than 20 years of Renovation (often referred to as Doi Moi), some important improvements have been made to the Vietnamese legislative and regulatory framework to accommodate the transition to a market-oriented economy. As Viet Nam does not have a complete legal framework in place, regulatory reform in Viet Nam is focused on improving the quality of new regulations rather than on reviewing, augmenting and improving existing regulations.

Since the implementation of three laws on issuing procedure for regulations, the legislation procedure has been gradually enhanced. A huge number of fundamental laws and regulations have been promulgated, making the legislative and regulatory framework more comprehensive, enabling rule-based management in areas such as economic and social activities, securities, defence and foreign affairs.

1.1 Legislation, Policy and Principles

Three laws on issuing procedure for regulations have been essential to governing drafting and issuing regulations. The first one was promulgated in 1996, becoming effective 1 January 1997. It set up entire institutions governing legislation, whereby regulatory reform is made in a regular basis. The second law, ratified in 2002, amended and augmented the first law; the third was promulgated in 2008 and has been in effect since 1 January 2009.

A crucial document and milestone in regulatory reform in Viet Nam was Resolution 48-NQ/TW issued by the Politburo of the Communist Party of Viet Nam in 2005 on “The Strategy for Establishment and Improvement of the Legislative Framework to 2010 and Major Orientations to 2020 (SEILF)”. Under this resolution, the objectives, viewpoints, orientation, major measures and implementing institutions for regulatory reform have been specified up to 2010.

Guiding principles of regulatory reform, stipulated in Resolution 48-NQ/TW include:

- Ensuring constitutional rule-based socialist state principles that guarantee human rights, freedom and democracy for citizens; establishing a market-oriented economy, promoting cultural and social activities, and securing national defence and security;
- Making the best use of internal potential; being pro-active in international economic integration, fulfilling all international commitments, and at the same time ensuring independence, sovereignty and economy security;
- Taking into account the specific conditions of the country, and at the same time adopting relevant international best practice; harmonising culturally specific and modern features of the legislative framework.
- Ensuring democracy as well as strengthening jurisdiction during drafting, improving and implementing regulations;
- Ensuring, in tandem of regulatory reform with administrative reform, judicial reform; paying attention to both quantity and quality of regulations, identifying priorities; anticipating sufficient conditions to ensure effectiveness and efficiency of the implementation.

1.2 Objectives of Regulatory Reform

The overarching objective of regulatory reform is to establish a legal framework that is comprehensive, unified, viable, open and transparent. The focus of the reform is on improving the

---

14 See the subsequent sub-section for more details about these laws.
socialist market-oriented institutions, building up a socialist rule-based state of the people; radically renovating the mechanism of making and implementing legislation; maximising the role and effectiveness of legislation in governing the society; maintaining political stability; promoting economic development and international integration; making the state strong; executing human rights, citizen freedom and democracy; and facilitating Viet Nam’s transformation into an industrialised economy by 2020.

For the last five years, specific reform objectives have been set in relation to improving the legal framework regulating business environment, tax reform, encouraging the development of markets, the environment and natural resource protection and inclusive social development.

2. Mechanisms and institutions to oversee regulatory reform

2.1 Institutions

(1) Overall institutional framework

A National Steering Committee has been established to oversee the implementation of SEILF. The committee is responsible for translating SEILF into action plans, programmes and projects to be implemented within a specific time period. The Steering Committee makes regular monitoring and supervision of SEILF and reports on implementation to the Politburo.

The advocacy role, involving the promotion of long-term regulatory framework goals such as policy change, the development of new and improved tools and institutional change, is in the hands of the National Assembly (NA), the highest ranking regulation-making body that approves both the programme of development of laws and ordinances (PDLO) for its five-year term as well as annual programmes.

The procedure for law and ordinance inclusion in PDLO is as follows: The President of Viet Nam, the Standing Committee of National Assembly (SCNA), Council of Ethnic Affairs (CEANA) and all committees of NA, Government, People’s Supreme Court, People’s Supreme Procuracy, Vietnamese Fatherland Front (VFF) and its member organisations. NA members send their proposals to both SCNA and the government. A proposal should specify the necessary, objectives and scope of the proposed law or ordinance; include the viewpoints and main contents, its ex ante socio-economic impacts as well as suggest resources to ensure implementation and conditions for drafting.

The government in its turn prepares a draft programme and submits it to SCNA. The Legislative Committee of the National Assembly (LCNA) in collaboration with CEANA and other relevant NA committees investigate the draft programme. The final approval of the programme rests with the NA.

At the proposal stage, the government and involved NA committees play the advisory role to the NA in selecting the most relevant proposals. At the drafting stage, the advisory role goes to VFF, social and economic organisations, government bodies, the military and individual citizens, who can contribute their comments and suggestions on the draft law. Upon the approval of SCNA, NA members are also asked for comments.

The Ministry of Justice vets all draft laws before they are submitted to the NA. The Ministry appraisal includes inviting different stakeholders’ opinion. At the final stage when the draft is with the NA, CEANA, related NA committees or provisional committees act as gatekeepers with the right to challenge the drafting institutions on content or investigate the issues that are the subject of the draft regulation.

Other regulation makers at lower levels in the hierarchy include the President of Viet Nam (approving orders and decisions), the government (resolutions and degrees), the Prime Minister (decisions and directives), Ministers (decisions, directives and circulars), the Supreme Court (resolutions, decisions, directives and circulars), the Supreme Procuracy (decisions, directives and circulars), People’s Councils and People’s Committees.
(2) Key policy decision-making bodies

As specified above, key decision-making bodies depend on the type of regulations and the level of regulation makers. It should be noted that at the highest level, NA is the key policy decision-making body, with leading roles belonging to LCNA and CEANA. The Ministry of Justice is a key policy decision-making of the government.

2.8 Awareness and support

The level of awareness and support for regulatory reform has been increasing. In fact, anyone can make a regulatory reform proposal via their membership of VFF member organisations. At the drafting stage, all citizens as individual or as members of VFF can make comments suggesting improvements in, or abolishment of, clauses in draft regulations. The latest Law on Issuing Procedure for Regulations in 2008 streamlined and strengthened the participation of the public in regulation making and enhanced the effectiveness of co-ordination and co-operation among all stakeholders. There have been cases when a low-quality draft law has not been promulgated as scheduled and was revised and improved due to objections from the public, including citizens.

2.9 Transparency and predictability

The procedure for issuing and applying regulations became more transparent after the 2008 Law. Draft laws are made publicly available on the official website of the government at least 60 days before they go to the appraisal authorities.

However, the predictability of the whole legal framework in Viet Nam is still a challenge due to the low quality of a number of regulations. Major causes include less relevant expertise among regulation-drafting groups, weak coordination among ministries and some overlap in functions and mandates of government bodies.

3. Improving the quality of regulation

3.1 Regulatory tools, systems and processes for improving the quality of new regulations (Flow)

In Viet Nam, Regulatory Impact Analysis (RIA) has been conducted on a pilot basis for regulations governing businesses. The government co-operates with various international organisations to provide technical assistance to the key national stakeholders to implement RIA.

In co-operation with local and international stakeholders, the first RIA in Viet Nam was implemented in the making of the Enterprise Law and Investment Law in 2005. Various parties have helped provide inputs on the RIA methodology and techniques, including tips on implementation to help build Viet Nam’s initial RIA capacity. The Ministry of Justice has undertaken a number of RIA exercises under the framework of other draft laws and is aiming to institutionalise RIA in the law-making process in Viet Nam.

3.2 Regulatory tools, systems and processes for improving the quality of existing regulations (Stock)

Government bodies within their rights and mandates have responsibility for regularly reviewing regulations. If violations, contradictions, duplication or irrelevance to ongoing development are discovered, they should be reported to competent government bodies for amendment, augmentation, replacement, revocation or suspension.
4. Future challenges and lessons learned in promoting regulatory reform

4.1 Lessons learned in promoting regulatory reform and major progress in the past five years

Successful cases of regulatory reform include the amendment and issuance of business laws, including the Enterprise Law and Investment Law in 2005. The Enterprise Law aims at creating favourable conditions for business development, differentiating between different economic actors, not only in the procedures of entry and exit but also with respect to internal administration.

The Investment Law, which is highly regarded by investors, was part of a long process of improving the investment environment, creating an equal “playing field” for both domestic and international investors through the simplification of investment procedures.

The lessons from the past regulatory reform show that to make real progress the government has to demonstrate strong commitment to carrying out reform; it should be a whole-government approach; the regulation making should be a participatory process; technical assistance from international stakeholders is important; and the capacity of key drafting-regulation players should be of a good standard.

4.2 Future challenges

Although there have been significant improvements in reviewing and amending policies and regulations that aim to ensure the public benefit, future challenges include:

- The poor quality of a number of regulations, reflecting inconsistent content, partial coverage of regulated issues; ambiguity in clauses and other loopholes in laws and regulations
- Some law making remains subjective and not attuned to the market economy nor cognisant of the net benefits to society
- The assurance of laws and regulations enforcement is still low
# Abbreviations and Acronyms

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Full Form</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ABAC</td>
<td>APEC Business Advisory Council</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AEPR</td>
<td>APEC Economic Policy Report</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EoDB</td>
<td>Ease of Doing Business</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GCI</td>
<td>Global Competitiveness Index</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GCR</td>
<td>Global Competitiveness Report</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICT</td>
<td>Information and Communication Technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IER</td>
<td>Individual Economic Report</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IMD</td>
<td>Institute for Management Development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LAISR</td>
<td>2004 APEC Leaders' Agenda to Implement Structural Reform Towards 2010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MCA</td>
<td>Multi-Criteria Analysis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OECD</td>
<td>Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PME</td>
<td>Performance Measurement and Evaluation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PRIIBE</td>
<td>Prioritisation of Regulatory Reform to Improve the Business Environment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RIA</td>
<td>Regulatory Impact Assessment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RIA</td>
<td>Regulatory Impact Analysis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SRMM</td>
<td>Structural Reform Ministerial Meeting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WCY</td>
<td>World Competitiveness Yearbook</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WEF</td>
<td>World Economic Forum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WTO</td>
<td>World Trade Organisation</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Australia**

- BCC: Business Cost Calculator
- BRCWG: Business Regulation and Competition Working Group
- COAG: Council of Australian Governments
- DPD: Deregulation Policy Division
- OBPR: Office of Best Practice Regulation
- PC: Productivity Commission
- RIS: Regulation Impact Statement

**Brunei Darussalam**

- CSEA: Civil Service Excellent Award
- MSD: Management Services Department
- OSPD: Outline of Strategies and Policy Directions
- QCC: Quality Control Circle
- UNDP: United Nations Development Programme

**Canada**

- CDSR: Cabinet Directive on Streamlining Regulation
- CORE: Centre of Regulatory Expertise
- EACSR: External Advisory Committee on Smart Regulation
- TBS: Treasury Board of Canada Secretariat

**China**

- NDRC: National Development and Reform Commission
- SMEs: Small and Medium-Sized Enterprises
### Hong Kong, China

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Acronym</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BFAC</td>
<td>Business Facilitation Advisory Committee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BIA</td>
<td>Business Impact Assessment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CE</td>
<td>Chief Executive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EABFU</td>
<td>Economic Analysis and Business Facilitation Unit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HKC</td>
<td>Hong Kong, China</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HKSAR</td>
<td>Hong Kong Special Administrative Region</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PRC</td>
<td>People’s Republic of China</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Japan

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Acronym</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CPRR</td>
<td>Council for the Promotion of Regulatory Reform</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CRR</td>
<td>Council for Regulatory Reform</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MIC</td>
<td>Ministry of Internal Affairs and Communication</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TPPRR</td>
<td>Three-Year Programme for Promoting Regulatory Reform</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Republic of Korea

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Acronym</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BAAR</td>
<td>Basic Act of Administrative Regulations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G4B</td>
<td>Government for Businesses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G4C</td>
<td>Government for Citizens</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G4F</td>
<td>Government for Foreigners</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PCNC</td>
<td>Presidential Council on National Competitiveness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RRC</td>
<td>Regulatory Reform Committee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RRO</td>
<td>Regulatory Reform Office</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Malaysia

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Acronym</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AGC</td>
<td>Attorney General’s Chambers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BLESS</td>
<td>Business Licensing Electronic Support System</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAMPU</td>
<td>Malaysian Administrative Modernisation and Planning Unit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MHLG</td>
<td>Ministry of Housing and Local Government</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OSC</td>
<td>One-Stop Centre</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PEMUDAH</td>
<td>Special Task Force to Facilitate Business</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VIS</td>
<td>Valuation Information System</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WGEI</td>
<td>Working Group on Efficiency Issues</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WGPI</td>
<td>Working Group on Policy Issues</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Mexico

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Acronym</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>COFEMER</td>
<td>Federal Commission on Regulatory Improvement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FLAP</td>
<td>Federal Law of Administrative Procedure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RFTS</td>
<td>Federal Registry of Formalities and Services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RRP</td>
<td>Regulatory Reform Program</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SARE</td>
<td>Rapid Business Start-up Systems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UED</td>
<td>Unit for Economic Deregulation</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### New Zealand

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Acronym</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BCC</td>
<td>Business Cost Calculator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LAC</td>
<td>Legislation Advisory Committee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LDC</td>
<td>Legislation Design Committee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MED</td>
<td>Ministry of Economic Development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RIAT</td>
<td>Regulatory Impact Analysis Team</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philippines</td>
<td>National Competitiveness Council</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Singapore</td>
<td>ACE, Action Community for Entrepreneurship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chinese Taipei</td>
<td>CEPD, Council for Economic Planning and Development</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Thailand                         | LRC, Law Reform Commission | LRDT, Law Reform for Development of Thailand | PPJC, Public-Private Joint Committee | RTG, Royal Thai Governments |

| United States                    | APA, Administrative Procedure Act | E.O., Executive Order | OIRA, Office of Information and Regulatory Affairs | OMB, Office of Management and Budget |

| Viet Nam                         | CEANA, Council of Ethnic Affairs | LCNA, Legislative Committee of the National Assembly | NA, National Assembly | PDLO, Programme of Development of Laws and Ordinances | SCNA, Standing Committee of National Assembly | SEILF, Strategy for Establishment and Improvement of the Legislative Framework to 2010 and Major Orientations to 2020 | VFF, Vietnamese Fatherland Front |